
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
SENATE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

MONTANA STATE SENATE 
March 22, 1985 

The twenty-fourth meeting of the Senate Natural Resources 
Committee was called to order by Chairman Dorothy Eck at 
12:30 p.m., March 22, 1985, Room 405, State Capitol Building. 

ROLL CALL: All members of the Senate Natural Resources 
Committee were present with the exception of Senator Daniels. 

CONSIDERATION OF HB638: Representative Iverson, sponsor of 
HB638, stated this bill is one of a series of three bills and 
deals with the small miner's exemption under the Hard-Rock 
Mining Act. Representative Iverson is introducing HB638 because 
he feels the exemption allowed for small miners is being abused. 
In addition to limiting small mines that may be accumulated by 
persons or corporations, HB638 provides for a civil action against 
persons abusing the exemption. Representative Iverson also noted 
the language "or exploration" on page 5, line 7, is deleted. 

PROPONENTS: Mr. George Ochenski, representing the Environmental 
~, Information Center, stated HB638 is an example of the cooperation 

between the environmentalists and industry. Mr. Ochenski is 
a proponent of HB638. 

Mr. John North, representing the Department of State Lands, 
submitted written testimony from Mr. Dennis Hemmer, Commissioner 
of the Department of State Lands (Exhibit 1) in favor of HB638. 

Ms. Jeanne-Marie Souvigney, representing the Northern Plains 
Resource Council, asked to go on record as a proponent of 
HB638. 

Written testimony was also submitted by Mr. Thomas E. Schessler 
(Exhibit 2) and Mr. Don C. Cowles (Exhibit 3) in favor of HB638. 

There being no further proponents, no opponents and no questions 
from the committee, the hearing on HB638 was closed. 

CONSIDERATION OF HB7ll: Representative Cohen, sponsor of HB7ll, 
stated the purpose of HB7ll is to give local governments an 
opportunity to preserve the Flathead Basin. The excess amount 
of phosphates in Flathead Lake has caused a buildup of algae 
and rapid ageing of Flathead Lake. Representative Cohen stated 
he is not asking the committee to determine whether a ban on 
the use of detergents containg phosphates will be effective 
in limiting the amount of algae, but rather whether local govern
ments should have the power to enforce such a ban if they feel it 
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is ~ecessary. Representative Cohen submitted written testimony 
(Exhibit 4), and a list of the phosphorus content of the 
various commercial detergents (Exhibit 5). Written testimony 
was also submitted from Claire Strickler, President of the 
Whitefish City-County Planning Board (Exhibit 6); Ms. Jo Messex, 
Manager of Whitefish County Water and Sewer District (Exhibit 7); 
Ms. Virginia Burns-Sloan (Exhibit 8); and Randy Pau (Exhibit 9); 
and, Mr. W. R. Tincher, President of Purex Industries, Inc., 
(Exhibit 10). A copy of a Resolution adopted by the Montana 
Home Economics Association concerning water quality was also 
submitted (Exhibit 11), along with a newspaper article addressing 
HB711 (Exhibit 12), an advertisement for Liquid Tide (Exhibit 13) 
and a detailed summary of what phosphorus is and what products 
contain phosphorus (Exhibit 14). Representative Cohen also 
submitted proposed amendments (Exhibit 15). 

Mr. Jack Stanford, Director of Flathead Lake Biological Station, 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit 16) in favor of HB711. 

Mr. Paul J. Horvatin, from the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency, submitted written testimony (Exhibit 17) 
concerning the effect of legislation limiting the phosphorus 
content of detergents in the Great Lakes Basin (Exhibit 18). 

Mr. John Wilson, Administrator of the Montana Promotion Division, 
Department of Commerce, submitted written testimony (Exhibit 19) 
in favor of HB711. ' 

Mr. Don Schiemann, Montana State University, submitted a 
statement on the bactericidal benefits of phosphates in detergents 
(Exhibit 20). Mr. Schiemann is a proponent of HB711. 

Mr. Mike Hutchin, Chairman of the Lake County Commissioners, 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit 21) in favor of HB711, 
and an article regarding the phophorus ban from the Daily 
Interlake, dated March 19, 1985 (Exhibit 22). 

Mr. Dick Wollin, representing the Polson Chamber of Commerce, 
stated time is running out for Flathead County. Mr. Wollin 
believes this issue is important and the public's awareness 
should be raised. This issue, he stated, affects the quality 
of life for many people in the Flathead Valley. 

Mr. Steve Pilcher, Chief of the Water Quality Bureau, Department 
of Health and Environmental Sciences, submitted written testimony 
(Exhibit 23) in favor of HB711. 

Mr. Chris Hunter, Consulting Limnologist, submitted written 
testimony (Exhibit 24) in favor of HB711. 
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Mr. Brace Hayden, Executive Director of the Flathead Basin 
Commission, submitted written testimony (Exhibit 25) in favor 
of HB711. 

Mr. George Ochenski, representing the Environmental Information 
Center, is a proponent of HB71l. 

Mr. Jim Flynn, Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, submitted 
written testimony (Exhibit 26) in favor of HB711. 

Mr. Don Allen, representing the Montana Hospital Association, 
is a proponent of HB711. 

Ms. Mary Wright, representing Trout Unlimited, submitted written 
testimony (Exhibit 27) in favor of HB711. 

Ms. Ann Humphrey, representing the Montana Audubon Council, 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit 28) in favor of HB711. 

Mr. Robert C. McKenna, President of the Canyon Ferry Recreation 
Association, submitted written testimony (Exhibit 29) in favor 
of HB?ll. 

Ms. Carol Eisenstien, an interested citizen, testified in 
favor of HB711. 

There being no further proponents, the hearing was opened to 
opponents. 

OPPONENTS: Mr. Jerome Anderson, representing the soap and 
detergent industry, stated the industry wants to be part of 
the solution, not part of the problem. Mr. Anderson feels the 
problem in Montana is entirely different than the problems 
experienced by the people in the Great Lakes re~ion. Mr. 
Anderson urged the committee to consider the effects passage 
of HB711 will have on the local industry. Mr. Anderson sub
mitted written testimony (Exhibit 30). Mr. Anderson also 
submitted written testimony from E. F. Barth (Exhibit 31) and 
a resume from Mr. Barth (Exhibit 32). Mr. Anderson also sub
mitted a report submitted to the Soap and Detergent Association 
by RSE, Engineers, regarding the removal of phosphates in the 
upper Flathead River Basin (Exhibit 33). 

Mr. Mark Lorenzen, representing the Soap and Detergent Association, 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit 34) in opposition to HB711. 

Mr. A. G. Payne, representing the Proctor and Gamble Company, 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit 35) in opposition to HB711. 
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Mr. Jim Hodge, owner of Columbia Chemical Company and a seasonal 
resident of Flathead Lake, realizes there is a problem with the 
phosphorus in Flathead Lake, but he believes there is a more 
reasonable solution to the problem. Mr. Hodge stated his company 
will be required to do a substantial amount of reformulation if 
HB7ll is passed. Mr. Hodge believes the problem of phosphorus 
in Flathead Lake is caused by sewage treatment systems rather 
than detergents. Mr. Hodge testified HB7ll will cause his 
company severe loss. 

Mr. Peter Petch III, representing Associated Food Stores, 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit 36) in opposition to 
HB7ll. 

Mr. Frank Capps, Montana Director of the Food Distributors 
Association, feels his association should not be told to clean 
up the water at Flathead Lake. The residents of Flathead Lake 
have done the damage; therefore, the responsibility should lie 
with them. Mr. Capps feels the law would be inadequate because 
it prohibits the sale of detergents containing phosphates, but 
does not prohibit the use of these detergents. Mr. Capps feels 
HB7ll is bad legislation. 

Mr. Tom Joehler, chemist for Columbia Chemical, submitted written 
testimony (Exhibit 37) in opposition to HB7ll. 

Mr. Charles Gravely, representing the Montana Food Distributors 
Association, testified the ban on phosphorus would be impossible 
to enforce. Mr. Gravely submitted a newspaper article from 
The Missoulian, dated March 19, 1985 (Exhibit 38). 

J. Fallon, representing the Montana Chamber of Commerce, submitted 
a newspaper article from The Wall Street Journal (Exhibit 39) 
indicating the ban on phosphates will force people to bring in 
detergents from other counties. 

Mr. Chad Smith submitted written testimony from Dr. Edwin A. 
Matzner, Monsanto Company (Exhibit 40) regarding Montana's 
proposed legislation. A memorandum to Steven L. Pilcher from 
the Department of Health and Environmental Sciences regarding 
the Flathead River Basin Project Status was also submitted 
(Exhibit 41). 

Mr. Glen Mitchell, repres8nting the Montana Textile Association, 
is opposed to HB7ll. 

Mr. George Allen, representing the Montana Retail Association, 
is opposed to HB7ll. 

There being no further opponents, the hearing was opened to 
questions from the committee. 
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Senator Shaw stat_ed he was required to stop using phosphate 
detergents because of the "fillers" contained in these 
detergents damaging his septic system. 

Senator Mohar questioned whether the three percent reduction in 
phosphates in Flathead Lake would actually make a difference. 
Mr. Stanford stated he is glad everyone recognizes there is 
a problem on Flathead Lake. Mr. Stanford believes Flathead 
Lake is at a threshold and the action taken on HB711 will 
make the difference concerning which way the lake goes. Mr. 
Stanford believes the three percent change will be significant. 
Mr. Lorenzen stated he would like to see the evidence to support 
Mr. Stanford's theory. 

Representative Cohen closed the hearing on HB711 by stating 
the intent of the bill is to reduce the level of phosphates 
in Flathead Lake. Representative Cohen believes the ban 
on detergents will result in a 20 percent reduction of phos
phates in Flathead Lake. 

There being no further questions from the committee, the 
hearing on HB711 was closed. 

CONSIDERATION OF HJR20: Representative Schultz, sponsor of 
HJR20, stated the Soil Conservation Service has been doing 
worthwhile projects in Montana for 50 years. Representative 
Schultz feels the Soil Conservation Service should be recog
nized for its service to Mo~tana. 

PROPONENTS: Mr. Ray Beck, representing the Department of 
Natural Resources and Conservation, submitted written testi
mony (Exhibit 42) in favor of HJR20. 

Mr. Dave Donaldson, Executive Vice President of the Montana 
Association of Conservation Districts, submitted written 
testimony (Exhibit 43) in favor of HJR20. 

Mr. Allen Eck, representing the Montana Farm Bureau Federation, 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit 44) in favor of HJR20. 

There being no further proponents, no opponents and no questions 
from the committee, the hearing on HJR20 was closed. 

ACTION ON HJR20: Senator Shaw moved HJR20 BE CONCURRED IN. 
The motion carried. 

CONSIDERATION OF HJR25: Representative Swift, sponsor of 
HJR25, explained HJR25 will request the Montana Congressional 
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Delegation to submit a wilderness bill asking Congress to 
allocate federal land in Montana. Representative Swift 
stated there are 16.7 million acres of wilderness land in 
Montana. Representative Swift f~els HJR25 will place pressure 
on the federal government to designate the amount of wilderness 
land which will remain wilderness and how much will be opened 
up for other uses. 

PROPONENTS: Ms. Susan Cottingham, representing the Montana 
Chapter of the Sierra Club, feels HJR25 will urge the dele
gation to come to terms in regard to wilderness areas. Ms. 
Cottingham feels the wilderness areas are not st6.pping develop
ment in Montana, since over 600,000 acres of wilderness areas 
have been developed in Montana since the 1979 RARE report was 
issued. 

Ms. Janet Ellison, representing the Montana Audubon Council, 
is hopeful the situation will be resolved within the next 
two years. Ms. Ellison is a proponent of HJR25. 

Mr. Don Allen, representing the Montana Wood Products 
Association, supports the resolution with the amendments from 
the House of Representatives. Mr. Allen feels this issue 
needs to be resolved. 

Mr. Mike Micone, representing the Western Environmental Trade 
Association, supports HJR25 but has problems with the amend
ments. Mr. Micone feels action should be taken immediately 
to resolve this issue. 

Mr. Alan Eck, representing the Montana Farm Bureau Federation, 
supports HJR25. Mr. Eck submitted written testimony (Exhibit 45) 
in favor of HJR25. 

Mr. Jim Richard, representing the Montana Wildlife Federation, 
supports HJR25. 

There being no further proponents, no opponents and no questions 
from the committee, the hea:rdng on HJR25 was closed. 

CONSIDERATION OF HJR27: Representative Nisbet, sponsor of 
HJR27, stated this bill simply honors the appearance of Halley's 
Comet and urges people to dim their lights so the comet can 
be seen more easily. 

PROPONENTS: Ms. Janet Ellis, an interested citizen, submitted 
a graph depicting the observance conditions for Halley's Comet 
(Exhibit 46). 
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Ms. Jill Rohyans, Vice President of the Helena Astronomical 
Society, submitted written testimony (Exhibit 47) in favor 
of HJR27. 

Ms. Dorothy Starshine, an interested citizen, stated air 
pollution and artificial light are destroying the view of 
the stars. Ms. Starshine supports HJR27. 

Ms. Betsy Spettigue, representing Dr. Gerald Wheeler, supports 
HJR27. Ms. Spettigue submitted written testimony from herself 
(Exhibit 48) and Dr. Wheeler (Exhibit 49). 

Mr. Mark Dinsmore, an interested citizen, stated artifical 
light will make it difficult for those wishing to photograph 
the comet. Mr. Dinsmore stated any help the committee could 
give the public would be appreciated. 

Written testimony was also submitted by Georgeanne R. Caughlan, 
Professor Emeritus at Montana State University, in favor of 
HJR27 (Exhibit 50). 

There being no further proponents, no opponents and no questions 
from the committee, Representative Nisbet closed by stating 
the comet will be visible for the first time in November, 
although the tail will not be as long. 

CONSIDERATION OF HJR35: Representative Dave Brown, sponsor of 
HJR35, stated HJR35 will encourage the development of magneo
hydrodynamics, a technology which gives cleaner coal-fired 
generating plants without using much water. By passing HJR35, 
the legislature will be supporting this advanced technology, 
and the federal programs designed to support this technology. 
Representative Brown submitted an outline depicting the objectives 
of the proposed MHD program (Exhibit 51). 

PROPONENTS: Mr. Jack Sherick, representing MSE and manager 
of the facility in Butte, Montana, stated the coal-fired MHD 
plant in Butte will be the largest in the world. 

There being no further proponents, no opponents and no questions 
from the committee, the hearing on HJR35 was closed. 

CONSIDEP~TION OF HJRIO: Representative Bachini, sponsor of 
HJRIO, stated this resolution is overdue and recognizes the 
Sons and Daughters of the Pioneers for their donation of the 
land on which the Mitchell Building was built. HJRIO will 
provide a tablet in the Mitchell Building recognizing the 
contribution. 
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PROPONENTS: Mr. Bruce Lobel, representing the Sons and 
Daughters of the Pioneer, is in favor of HJRIO. 

Ms. Ellen Feaver, representing the Department of Administration, 
asked to be recognized as a proponent of HJRIO. 

There being no further proponents, no opponents and no questions 
from the committee, the hearing on HJRIO was closed. 

ACTION ON HJRIO: Senator Mohar moved HJRIO BE CONCURRED IN. 
The motion carried. 

There being no further business to come before the committee, 
the meeting was adjourned. 

Senator Dorothy Eck, Chairman 
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TESTIMONY FOR HOUSE BILL 638 

FRON DENNIS HEMMER, COMMISSIONER OF STATE LANDS 

The Department of State Lands supports House Bill 638 to amend the Metal 
Mine Reclamation Act for the following reasons: 

1. Section 82-4-303(10)(b) needs to be amended to eliminate the possibility 
of conducting exploration activities under a Small Miners Exclusion Statement. 
If exploration activities are contemplated, there is specific language in the 
Act (Section 82-4-331) to address those concerns. Exploration under the 
exclusion statement will result in a large number of unreclaimed disturbances 
not contemplated under the exclusion's original intent. 

2. Section 82-4-305(2) needs to be amended to eliminate a current oversight 
in the Act that presently allows an individual to have several Small Miners 
Exclusion Statements which is in direct conflict with the definition of a 
"Small Miner." At the present time, there are numerous mining operations that 
are owned and operated by the same person or group of persons operating under 
multiple Small Miners Exclusions by simply changing the name of the mine owners, 
partners or corporate structure. This practice is clearly in violation of the 
intent of the Small Miners Exclusion provision and privilege under the Act. 
The result is disturbances in excess of those allowed going unreclaimed. 

3. Section 82-4-361(1) needs to be amended to include violations of the Small 
, Miners Exclusion Statement requirements under the general provision for 

violations and penalties as currently provided for in the Act. The present 
system for pursuing violation of the SMES under Section 82-4-305(2) requires 
that the County Attorney pursue mi sdemeanor \,/hi ch is a crimi na 1 offense 
against the Small Miner. This amendment would enable the Department to pursue 
a violation as a civil penalty, thus simplifying the current procedure. This 
would also relieve the County Attorney of the additional responsibility of 
pursuing misdemeanor offenses against Small Miners. 

The Small Miner Exclusion statement was intended to help those truly 
small miners. These amendments will protect the exclusion statements from 
abuse while preserving the advantage for those who truly qualify. 

SENAT£NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

EXHIBIT NO_.--!'-----
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Ho.orable Peter R. Story 
Senate of the State of Montana 
Helena, MT 59620 

Dear Senator Storyl 

Thomas E. Sohessler 
7010 Bristol Lane 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
1~ February, 1985 

I am replying, although not very adequately, to your February 6 request 
for comments on House Bills 6~7 and 6~8. As a Montana native who has 
only recently returned atter many years' absence, I tear I haven't yet 
suftioient background in the State's mining laws. I am highly interested, 
and will correot that detioiency in short order, I hope. My primary 
experience has been at the level of Federal mining legislation and 
regulation. 

HB 6~8. Pp. 7&8, the underlined portions. 

Q - Is the bill, or the Act to which it is related, meant to help 
control and regulate small mine operations, or is it meant to 
penalize and stultifY the initiative of "small- individuals 
and conoerns' It seems to me that that aspeot should be looked 
at very olosely. 

I've no quarrel with the proposed revision of 82-4-~61. It does 
seem to me, however( and here is where I lack background in the 
basic legislation), wilful violation" after proper notioe from 
the appropriate agenoy that something has gone haywire, should 
be the criterion for fines and other sanctions. This is probably 
properly taken care of somewhere in the statutes since I have 
no problems with the proposed language of HB 6~7 or with the 
wording of the penalty provisions as they now exist in 82w4-,62, 
(2). 

Incidentally, by your place of residence, are you by chance related to Mr. 
Malcolm Story? I met him only twice, and we talked at some length both 
times. A very fine man, whom 1 admire. He and my father-in-law knew one 
another. 

SincerelYj1 JJ 
r~k~~ 
~E. Schess~r 
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HB 711 

LOCAL REGULA nON OF PHOSPHORUS DETERGENT USE 

( What does HB 711 Do? 

( 

( 

l 

HB 711 allows county govern:llents to protect local water quality by prohibiting the sale and 
distribution of phosphorus containing detergents. HB 711 is a local option bill and.vould only 
be applicable in those counties choosing to adopt a model phosphorus cleaning compound rule. 

Why is HB 711 Needed? 
Large amounts of phosphorus are entering some lakes and rivers in Montana as a result of 
human activity. In these regions, this excess phosphorus is stimulating algae growth and 
decreasing water quality. 

Phosphorus and Algae Growth 
Phosphorus is a.natural element. A little bit is essential for all Iife--but too much 
phosphorus can cause trouble. Excess phosphorus stimulates algae growth and speeds up 
the deterioration (aging) of lakes. 

At Flathead Lake, in recent years, more algae has been noticeable on shoreline rocks, boat 
docks, and the bottom of boats. For the first time toxic algae blo:Jms were documented in 
1983 and 1984. 

As algae increases, oxygen in the water decreases and, over time, the water becomes too 
murky and vegetation clogged for recreation. Native trout fisheries will gradually disappear 
to be replaced by suckers and other rough fish. 

What are the Solutions? 
Two ways we can reduce the amount of phosphorus entering our lakes and rivers are: 

-Go to the source and reduce the use of phosphorus compounds. 
-Remove phosphorus at Sewage Treatment Plants. 

Ten years of studies at the University of Montana's YellowBayBiological Station indicates 
that at least 10% of the biologically available phosphorus entering Flathead Lake comes 
from phosphorus detergents. This percentage, while small, is extremely significant because 
Flathead and other western lakes are now on the "threshold" between health and deterioration. 
Even as little as a one-half percent decrease in phosphorus detergent inputs may be enough 
to prevent toxic algae growth in coming years. 

Restricting the use of phosphorus detergents, will: 

-Act to reduce biologically available phosphorus levels now and help prevent further 
water quality deterioration. 

-Contr i bute to a long-term solution for small lakes surrounded by houses with spetic 
tanks. 

-Lower operating costs of sewage treatment plants (STP) by reducing the amount of 
phosphorus the STP's have to remove. 

A Phosphorus Cleaning Compound Restriction is only Part of the Solution 
Our State Health Department has adopted a strategy to limit phosphorus in Flathead Lake. 
One portion of this strategy is to require area sewage treatment plants to reduce the level of 
phosphorus in their discharges by installing an advanced form of water cleaning technology 
called tertiary treatment. This technology will not, however, remove all of the phosphorus 
in the sewage discharges. Nor will it remove any of the phosphorus in the sewage for the 
more than 50% of the Flathead area households not tied to a sewer system. Thus, another 
part of the strategy is to limit phosphorus detergent use. 

And to Clarifv some Common Misunderstandings about HB 711 ...... 

Enforcement is on the shelf and not at the washer 
HB 711 allows counties to ban the sale of phosphorus cleaners only. Citizen's using 
phosphorus detergents cannot be penalized. 

Will a phosphorus ban burden retailers? 
Retailers currently stock both phosphorus and phosphorus-free detergents. Retailers serving 
both ban and non-ban counties can easily stock their trucks at the warehouse to handle store 
orders. If a store in a ban county offers a phosphorus detergent for sale, the county must 
notify the store of its violation. If, after 30 days from notification, the store has not taken 
the product off its shelf, the store is subject to a misdemeanor penalty. 

What about hospitals that need bacteria removed? 
Tests at the MSU Microbiology Department have shown 
remove more bacteria than phosphorus-free detergents. 
factor responsible for killing bacteria. 

phosphorus detergents do not 
Water temperature is the major 
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Does this bill affect agriculture? 
No! HB 711 allows counties to ban the sale of phosphorus cleaners only. 
the phosphorus used in fertilizer. 

It does 

I 
..l-

not affect I 
We are told that 32 cows produce as much phosphorus as all the detergent in Flathead 
County. Is this correct? 
No! This statement is based on each cow producing 285 grams of phosphorus per day- that's 
1 0 ounces of pure phosphorus. Data from the MSU Animal and Range Science Department 
indicate that these cows would have to daily consume 625 pounds of alfalfa hay. In 

> I
· 

actuality, it would take about 2500 Montana cows dropping their wastes directly into Flathead 
Lake to produce as much phosphorus as these 32 super cows. Current regulations control the I· 

discharge of livestock waste from animal concentration areas. 

WHY IS PHOSPHORUS USED IN DETERGENTS? 
It is used to soften water. Phosphorus is one of several water softening agents available 
to detergent manufacturers. 

ARE PHOSPHORUS FREE DETERGENTS COMMON? 
I 

Yes! A few of the common brands are White King, All, Purex, Dynamo, Woolite, and Sun. 
Many name brand detergents are also now being marketed in a non-phosphorus liquid form, I· 
including Liquid Tide, that has recently been introduced into western Montana. ,~. 

DOES USING PHOSPHORUS - FREE DETERGENTS COST MORE THAN OTHER DETERG£.t'lTS? 
Phosphorus detergents are competively priced with other brands. Some people, however, ,. 
believe that phosphorus-free detergents cost more because people using these products will ' 
use additional hot water to clean their clothes. This is not necessarily so: phosphorus-free 
detergents have greatly improved in recent years and many people now prefer them to 
phosphorus detergents. 

DO OTHER STATES RESTRICT PHOSPHORUS IN DETERGENTS? I 
Yes! Six states currently have phosphorus detergent limitations: Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota 
Wisconsin, Vermont and New York. In addition, lo::al ordiances limit phosphorus detergents 
in Chicago, Miami, Akron (Ohio), 2 resort communities in Maine, and 5 resort communities .~ 
in New Hampshire. All Canadian Proyinces have phosphorus detergent limitations. '....J 
WHAT IS THE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF HB 711 TOTHE FLATHEAD AREA? 
A recently completed study on the Flathead River Basin indicated that should Flathead 
Lake lose its pure, crystal clear quality, millions of dollars in tourist revenue will be lost 
annually. I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
( 

I 
.l 
I 
I 



PHOSPHORUS CONTENT 

RESULTS OF A SHELF SURVEY OF ONE STORE IN HELENA, MONTANA 
ON JANUARY 24, 1985 BY ABE HORPESTAD 

WATER QUALITY BUREAU, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

Granular Laundry Products: 

Fab 
Bold 3 
Purex 
White King 
Dreft 
Tide 
Ivory Snow 
White King D 
Buttrey 
Cold Power 
Arm & Hanmer 
"Generic" 
Cheer 
Oxydox 
Fresh Start 
SU.n 
Ajax 
All 
Woolite 

Liquid Laundry Products: 

Spray and Hash 
Clorox Prewash 
Shout 
Tide 
ERA Pl us 
Dynamo 
Purex 
l~i sh 
Yes 
Ann & Hammer 
Generic 
Woolite 

Cleaning Compunds Liquid: 

Spic and Span 
Top Job 
409 
Scrub Free 
Fantastic 
Grease Relief 
Tough Act 
Big Wally 
Lysol 
Soft Scrub 

% Phosphorus 

6 
6.1 
o 
o 
8.2 
8.4 
o 
o 
6.1 
2.5 
0.25 
o 
8.2 
7.4 

14.7 
o 
2.5 
o (less than .5) 
o 

% Phosphorus 

o 
o 
? 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

% Phosphorus 

3. 1 
2.3 
o 
2.8 
o 
o 
Not clear from label 
o 
~~fN~tt~A{lf~Ai 1t§ffJRCES COMMITIEE 
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Cleaning Compounds Solid: 

Ajax 
Comet 
Bon Ami 
Zud 

- 2 -

Chemical Water Conditioners: 

White King 
Calgon 
Rain Drops 
Borax 

Granular Bleach: 

Borateem (bleach) 
Purex (bleach) 
Bjz (bleach) 
Chlorox (bleach) 

% Phosphorus 

0.9 
2.9 
o 
o 

% Phosphorus 

o (?) 
Some 
Some 
o (?) 

% Phosphorus 

o 
o 

17.6 
o 



192 Larch Lane 
Columbia Falls, MT 59912 
March 9, 1985 

Senator Dorothy Eck, Chairman 
Senate Natural Resources Committee 
Capitol Station 
Helena, MT 59620 

Dear Senator Eck: 

I urge a favorable vote of your committee on HB 711 when 
you hear it on Monday, March 11. The bill would enable county 
commissioners to enact a limitation on the sale of high phos
phate detergents and cleaning products. 

Because the cities of Whitefish, Columbia Falls and Kal
ispell have been asked by the state Water Quality Bureau to 
achieve a phosphorus level of 1.0 mg. per liter of effluent 
from our treatment plants and because th~level will be next 
to impossible to reach without this legislation,a "YES" vote 
is vital! Whitefish alone currently contributes 5.8 metric 
tons of phosphates per year to Flathead Lake. By the year 
2000, that is expected to rise to 9.9 metric tons! That is 
a lot of fertilizer, and the growth of algae will respond pro
portionately! 

Our Planning Board is now going to require developers 
along the Whitefish River who will be contributing possible 
additional large amounts of phosphates, such as golf courses, 
to have a phosphate management plano We regret having to 
add requirements to their preliminary planning, but the alter
native, to do nothing, is to invite crisis in tocwater qual
ity in the Flathead Valley. 

I hope you will help us in the effort to protect the 
Flathead Lake watershed! Thank you! 

Sincere ly, r..I-r- d /J. 
&ua-~d~ 

Claire Strickler, President 
Whitefish City-County Planning Board 
(also Legislative Action Chair, 
League of Women Voters of Flathead County) 

SENATt: NATURAL RESOURCES COMMlrrEE 
EXHIBIT No.---..:folU.-_____ . 

DATEI:...-~()UJ1@~Q~8_..._.5-
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Senator Dorothy Eck 

White/ish County Water & Sewer District 
P.o. Box 1755 . WhitefishL MT 59937 • 406·862·4139 

Marcil 8, 1985 
itW-JK--'--

Chairman, Natural Resources Committee 
Capitol Station 
Helena, MT 59620 

Dear Senator Eck, 

The Whitefish County Water and Sewer District was formed by a 
four to one vote of District residents in 1982 for the purpose 
of maintaining water quality in the Whitefish Lake watershed 
in northern Flathead County. This effort to maintain wate.:.' 
quality was initiated by citizens concerned by obvious declines 
in water quality and committed to reducing negative impacts on 
water resources. 

In June of this year, the District will adopt a Water Quality 
Management Plan to maintain and enhance the water resources in 
the 39,300 acres included in the District. The approach to 
maintaining water quality is varied and addresses both pollution 
sources and land disturbance which may adversely impact water 
quality. Reduction of phosphorus inputs is an instrumental part 
of maintaining water quality .s phosphorus is a limiting factor 
in algea growth. Use of non-phosphorus detergents will signi
ficantly reduce phosphorus discharges from both sewer treatment 
plants and septic systems. This is a significant stride toward 
maintaining water quality in the Flathead Basin and Whitefish 
Watershed. 

The Board of Directors of the District strongly urges your support 
of HB #711 to . .allow count ies to ban the sale of phosphorus 
detergents. The Board believes this is a major step in controlling 
degradation of water resources which are essential to the economic 
future and quality of life of this region. 

Sincerely, 

\Y\~Y-
Messex 
ager 

for: Board of Directors, Whitefish 

cc: Rep. Ben Cohen 
Brace Hayden 

County Water & Sewer District 

SENAT£ NATURAL RESOURCES COMMlTIEE 

EXHIBIT NO. __ fJ.J------
DMFL __ ~O~Jua~a~~~5-------
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Senator Dorothy Eck, Chairperson 
Senate Natural Resources Committee 
Capitol Stadon 
Helena, Ht. 59620 

Dear Senator Eck, 

I am writing in support of House Bill 711 sponsored by Representative 
Ben Cohen enabling counties to ban detergents containing phosphorous. 

In 1975 I was an employee of the Flathead Drainage 208 Project, a 
federally funded program to identify the non-point sources of pollution 
in the Flathead Drainage. The two year study concluded that one of 
the limiting nutrients to Flathead Lake was phosphorus. While the limit
ing of phosphorus from detergents may eliminate a small portion of the 
problem, ~his is a step at alleviating the algae bloom stage that ~hreatens 
the condition of this lake and many lakes in Hontana. 

The attractive portion of this piece of legislation is that it is offered 
as a local option. Flathead County has a problem tha~ may be unique to 
our area and this would offer an opportunity to take steps to help alleviate 
the problem and draw attention to the fragility of our ecosystem. 

Northwest Montana depends on it's aesthetic qualities to attract tourists. 
Flathead Lake is an important par~ of our economy and water quality is a 
continuing concern. I urge you to support House Bill 711. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Res pectfully, 0 : 
~~~~~c0 
Virginia Burns-Sloan 

cc: Rep. Cohen 

SENAT£ NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
EXHIBIT No._---.8"""-_____ _ 
DATE 08aaBS 
DII I IUI\ U. f\'1 I J 



March 9, 1985 
Randy Pau 
P.O. Box 1654 
Whitefish, Mt. 59901 

Senate Committee on Natural Resources 
Chairperson, Ms. Dorothy Eck 

Dear Ms. Eck: 

It has come to my attention that your committee will soon 
be debating the pros and cons of allowing local bans on phos
phates in detergents. 

I know that there are many arguments for you folks to consider, 
but feel I can offer some perspective on how a ban would 
possibly effect the consumer. I've been a grocery stock 
clerk for the last twelve years and have worked for stores 
both here in Montana and also in Wisconsin. The state of 
Wisconsin (as you are probably well aware), banned phosphates 
quite some time ago, and I was working for a store there at 
the time. 

I can't stress strongly enough how little effect this change
over had on the consumers of that state. Every manufacturer 
of soaps already prepares their product with two different 
formulas, one with and one without phosphates. The brands 
carried in our store did not change at all. We carried every 
variety from generic, to our house brand, to the major labels 
(Tide, Oxydol, Ivory Snow, Bold III etc.). Also, there was 
absolutely no change in price, relevent to the changeover. 
The argument I've heard that people would be driving to 
other counties to buy their soap just doesn't hold water, 
because their favorite brands are currently being produced 
without phosphates. A ban would merely mean that we at the 
store level would have to monitor our incoming product more 
closely and would force warehouses that currently do not 
carry phosphate-free soaps to do so. Actually, from a 
consumer's standpoint, there is absolutely no reason that 
phosphates couldn't be banned nation-wide. The only difference 
between the two products is the pollution found in the water 
within the reach of detergents with phosphate. I also might 
add that as a consumer I've noticed no difference in the 
cleaning capability of either product. 

SENAT£ NATURAL RESOURCES COMMrrrEE 
EXHIBIT No. __ 9..1-__ - __ _ 
DM~~ __ ~Q~J~a~a~8~5~----
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I hope you and your committee find this information to be 
helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Randy Pau 

RP/je 

, .. ;132 

c 

e 



PUREX INDUSTRIES, INC. 

CHAIRMAN OF TliE BOARD 

AND PRESIDENT 

Mr. James A. Summers 

5101 CLARK AVENUE 

LAKEWOOD, C."LlFORNIA 90712 

North Carolina Department of Natural 
Resources & Community Development 

P. O. Box 27687 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611-7687 

Dear Mr. Summers: 

February 8, 1984 

Thank you for your letter of January 25, 1984. I noticed that 
you sent copies to Mr. Edmisten of the Consumer Protection 
Division of the Department of Justice, Messrs. Evans and Walker, 
Co-Chairs of the Water Pollution Legislative Study Commission, 
and Mr. Allegood of The News and Observer. I am not addressing 
this letter to such persons or sending them copies since I 
am not familiar with the current state of proceedings in the 
matter. You enclosed in your letter to me a copy of a January 
19, 1984 article in the Raleigh News and Observer. Such article 
sets forth recent allegations of the Soap and Detergent Asso
ciation regarding no-phosphate laundry products. 

Purex does not believe that all current members of the SDA 
support the SDA's position of opposing no-phosphate detergents. 
However, it appears that whoever "pays the piper, ca1'J the 
tune" in the SDA. The income of the SDA is obtained by assess
ments of members and assessments of the important division of 
the SDA involved in this matter are based on a member's share 
of the market. The largest dues payer is the largest house
hold products company and such largest dues payer is the largest 
marketer of phosphates in home laundry/cleaning products. Raw 
material suppliers, who also belong and pay dues to the SDA, 
are influenced by the enormous purchasing power of this one 
company. Other member companies of the SDA follow their own 
self interests by using their influence in the SDA to "tip the 
scales" in favor of phosphates. Purex some time ago resigned 
from the SDA. 

The marketing strategy of these companies obviously takes cog
nizance of the increased credibility in promoting phosphates 
by having the SDA front for the pro-phosphate forces. Common 
sense also, for purposes of increased credibility, dictated that 
the marketer of phosphates should not be the source of sub
stantiation of the claims in favor of phosphates. An outside 
firm in the past was employed to prepare a special report in 

21~ 
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favor of phosphates. The report developed is known as the 
"Glassman-Oliver Report" and is entitled "Economic Analysis of 
Phosphate Control". There was little published material in 
support of phosphates. Thus, "private communications" between 
the authors of the report and the sponsoring parties became 
necessary. The private communications, forming the basis of 
the report, of course were with the large detergent companies 
committed to the continued use of phosphates. The Glassman
Oliver Report is often used by the SDA as substantiation for 
its pro-phosphate arguments. The article in the News and 
Observer reported statements made in North Carolina b" the SDA 
which were developed from the Glassman-Oliver Report.' However, 
the "costs to consumers" argument appears to be a revision. 
The original data showed a cost per family of $11.10. Your 
letter has the SDA now alleging "an average annual increase per 
family of about $26.18". The allegations we feel are false and 
unproven. 

The Glassman-Oliver Report was commissioned and written in the 
latter part of the 1970's and some conclusions therein were 
based on material published some years earlier. The first no
phosphate detergents of any significance were made in the late 
1960's or early 1970's. The formulations of the early no
phosphate products often were faulty. In the early years 
excessive washing soda was included in no-phosphate products. 
Data based on out-of-date studies and formulations cannot 
legitimately be used to impugn today's no-phosphate products. 
However, we feel the Glassman-Oliver Report is based on out-of
date testing and conclusions. For example, the report cites the 
testing by GE of 100% cotton shirting with a formula containing 
70% sodium carbonate. No spray dried detergent today contains 
that level of sodium carbonate. Most detergents contain less 
than one-half such level. From the tests it was concluded there 
could be a reduction of 15% service life. Then, "if we assume 
that the rate of abrasion is linear ••• we estimate a 25% to 
30% loss in wear life" in water harder than the original tests. 
Finnally, they extrapolate without sound scientific evidence, 
based on all cotton garments of which there is low usage today, 
and based on inferior detergent products which are virtually 
non-existent today. 

Even a greater absurdity is their approach to establishing a 
basis for higher energy costs when using a no-phosphate product. 
Instead of testing the solubility of phosphate vs. no-phosphate 
products in the laboratory or in the home, Procter and Gamble 
sponsored a telephone survey of 27S0 homemakers as to whether 
they used hot, warm or cold water ·in washing. 500 of the 
respondents were in areas prohibiting phosphate detergents (the 
"ban areas"). The rest of the respondents were from phosphate 
areas (the "non-ban areas"). Procter and Gamble concluded from 
this study that people in the ban area used a warmer setting 
on their machines than people in non-ban areas. There was no 
consideration that the major ban areas were in the state of New 
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York and the city of Chicago (Miami was also included) where 
the ground water is colder and one might expect to use a 
warmer setting particularly in the winter months. There was 
no data base to show these people used a different setting on 
their machines before changing to no-phosphate products. This 
information was used to give a dollar" figure ($6.45) which was 
over half the annual increase ($11.10) reportedly due to the 
use of no-phosphate products. This certainly is not true for 
Purex and Trend as these products are as soluble or more soluble 
than phosphate products and in some instances perform (clean) 
better than phosphate products as the water temperature is 
lowered. Procter and Gamble and the SDA used this same telephone 
survey to ask questions regarding usage of bleach, fabric 
softener, pretreatment products, extra detergent and water con
ditioners. There was no attempt to document habits before the 
non-phosphate products were used. The survey indicated the 
homemaker in the phosphate ban area used special treatment 
chemicals. The use of fabric softener is a function of winter 
temperatures, water hardness and personal preference. With 
colder weather and generally hard waters in the North one would 
expect an increased use of fabric softener, but this has nothing 
to do with the phosphate/no-phosphate controversy. 

Why does the SDA say it costs more to use no-phosphate detergents 
even though Purex and Trend powdered detergents have lower 
average shelf prices in the grocery store? In 1981, Purex 
conducted a national survey based on average shelf prices and 
found that our laundry detergents saved the homemaker up to 
$27.68 per year. We used the same nuffiber of washes as the SDA 
which was 421 per year. This same number is valid today. Pure x 
powdered detergent will save up to $20.00 per year and Trend 
powdered detergent up to $28.00 per year. Using a phosphate 
detergent is actually costing the homemaker money. 

SDA excuses their reasoning on the basis they cannot single out 
one brand. They conducted the price survey using all non
phosphate detergents including liquid laundry detergents. We 
know liquids are more expensive on a per use basis. This skewed 
the SDA price results so they could claim no-phosphate detergents 
on the average cost the same as phosphate detergents; therefore, 
any additional costs due to energy or additives (which were 
wrong in the first place) would appear to be extra to the home
maker. This is another example of selective data treatment to 
prove the SDA point of view. 

As a summary I will answer your questions in respect to Purex 
and Trend: 

1) Costs the consumer about 20% more. There is no basis other 
than myth and innuendo for this. Actual shelf prices in
dicate Purex or Trend will sav~ the consumer up to $28.00 

• 
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per year. We hold discussions regularly with Whirlpool, 
a major manufacturer of automatic washing machines. 
Whirlpool has no indication that non-phosphate products 
decrease washer life. Any information on decrease in 
fabric life was connected (by GE) to early formulations, 
and even then conclusions were based on suppositions. 

2) Costs consumers in North Carolina an increase of $60 
million dollars per year or $26.18 per family. Based on 
the difference in product costs as shown above these 
numbers turn into savings not increases when using Purex 
or Trend. 

3) Causes a buildup of limestone like material on fabrics and 
appliances. As shown above, this is unsubstantiated for 
machine buildup. There isn't a shred of truth to this with 
regard to fabrics. If high levels of washing soda are used 
in a formulation, then there will be significant absorption 
on the fabric. With our formulations, absorption is at a 
low level. In fact, phosphates are absorbed too, and the 
most popular phosphate detergent contains about the same 
amount of washing soda as Pure x no-phosphate products. 

4) Uses more hot water to dissolve deter ents. A complete 
fallacy bordering on defamat10n as 1S the case of many of 
their statements). Purex and Trend are soluble over a wide 
range of water temperatures. 

The stance of the SDA and its preferential treatment of one 
group of its members can be given a number of explanations. The 
power of an industry giant is not to be taken lightly. Purex 
Industries, Inc. is responsible and civic minded. Purex's 
products must meet needs not provided by others. Purex offers 
the consumer a product which will give good performance along 
with price/value. It appears that Lever Brothers has joined 
Purex in the last year. Lever was a strong proponent of the 
phosphate philosophy but has now changed its national laundry 
products into no-phosphate products. To Purex, this is recogni
tion that Purex has been on the right path for the past ten 
years in providing true price/value laundry detergents to the 
consumer. 

If you should have any additional questions, please contact me 
again. 

.Very trUly yours, 

1· \ /1.1 . L 
Iv.\\,I., .. ~-
W. R. Tincher 
~hairman of the Board 
and President 



MONTANA HOME Ef~ONO~IICS ASSOCIATION 

I 
,I 

-.iJ 
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RESOLUTION 3: QUALITY OF WATER SUPPLY FOR HOME USE I 
WHEREAS 

WHEREAS 

WHEREAS 

WHEREAS 

Horne economists because of their professional interest I 
in promoting quality of life for individuals and families 
are concerned with environmental quality, and 

Adequate and safe drinking water is essential to the 
health of all Montanans, and 

The quality of water affects all Montanans with respect 
to drinking water supplies, recreation opportunities, 
fish and wildlife conservation, and local, county, and 
state economic development, and 

The quality of horne water supply can be improved by 
careful monitoring of water sources, their use and 
contamination. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

BE IT RESOLVED THAT MEMBERS OF THE MONTANA HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION 
SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE LOCAL AND LEGISLATIVE EFFO~ TOWARD IMPROVING 
THE WATER QUALITY AVAILABLE TO MONTANA FAMILIES .,....i 
RESOLUTION4: 

WHEREAS 

WHEREAS 

WHEREAS 

HOME ECONOMICS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

I JOB ENTRY vs LIFE ENTRY 

Public schools have an obligation to educate all Montanans 
for a lifetime of productive, quality life, and I 
All students will not obtain a college preparation for 
their life's work, and 

. f t·1 J.n orma J.on Learning styles vary and opportunities to apply 
is a legitimate activity of public schools, 

BE IT RESOLVED THAT The Montana Horne Economics Association members are I 
urged to play an active role in local community discussions 

BE IT FURTHER 
MEMBERS OF. 
GRADUATIO . 

regarding high school curriculums, to be an active I' 

proponent of the need for vocational subjects such as . 
horne economics to be readily available for both college 
bound and all other students in the secondary schools; ,,\ 
and to make special efforts to work closely with those 
school personnel who establish secondary school schedule 
to assure t~at ~ll st~dents have easy access to sChedulin,l" 
horne economJ.cs J.n theJ.r secondary school programs. " 

RESOLVED THAT MHEA MEMBERS MAKE THEIR POSITION KNOWN TO ~ 
o ION REGARDING STANDARD FOR HIGH SC~I 

EXHIBIT NO _ '_ '......,/1'--_____ _ 
DATL ' 00 3 ~ 9 5.. IErolutim ~ at M:ntana HJre Bl:roni.cs Ass:x:i.atim 

• lpril M:Et:irB, lpril 7, 1984 I-tR'l 1/1 I 
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"Pb·+~J~~~7'~~~~ . ': an passes 
·itriS;iH~'ijiit~~~~f .. 
. Rep. 8M Coben'slow'.phosphate I 
detergent bill easily passed the .• \ 
House on Tuesday and will be con
sidered by the Senate next week . 
. , House Bill 711 would give county 

commissioners the authority to ban , 
the sale of detergents containing . 
phosphorous . 

. It is designed to allow the Flat- 1 

head and Lake county com
missioners a way to cut down the 
amount of phosphorus entering 
Flathead Lake, where it has been 

I found to encourage the growth of 
algae and hasten the lake's progress 
toward old age.'" 
:~The House passed the bill 67-32 

Tuesday despite a heavy lobbying 
effort by detergent manufacturers 
and chemical companies that say 
the bill will have little effect on the ' 
lake's phosphorus intake. <~.~\J~ 

Cohen, a Whitefish Democrat, "1 
said bans or severe limits on the ! 
amount of phosphorus in detergents . 
have been effective in Canada and 
many parts of the' East and 
Midwest.' ,. > 

Dr. Jack Stanford. who ha's been 
performing the water quality stud
ies on the lake, told the F1a thead 
Basin Commission Tuesday that a 
phosphate ban would have a positive 
effect on Flathead and Whitefish 
lakes even if it cuts down phos
phorus loading just a little. . 

The basin commission, meeting 
in Polson, unanimouly endorsed 
Cohen's bill by voice vote:~ ~'''.,,..,.: .. /:J 
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OTHER LIQUID DETERG'ENT NEW LIQUID TIDE 

'Try Liquid Tide on some 
~,f~L'!,ctofyour toughest 
~:··::;·',;.;Iaundry problems" ,"; 
-~, yo'ulll say it clean,s. ; 

',,"better-because ':", 
~,,~you'll see it cleans 
l' ,.~'."'beiter ',~;"l." 

---------- ---MANUFAC TURE R COUPO'I I 8016TI 

~ave 
. when you buy 

ONE ONE 
'any size 

LlaUIDTIDE 
OR any size 

TIDE POWDER 
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Figure 2 
Alga' Blooms. 

associated with algal blooms and their decay are tur
bidity, odor problems, tainting of water supplies, and un
sightly algal blooms, as shown in Figure 2. The degree 
of Lake Erie eutrophication compared to other Great 
Lakes is shown in Figure 3. Extensive research has 
shown that the major contributor to Lake Erie 
eutrophication has been the oversupply of phosphorus 
which stimulates excessive algal growth. 

Sources of Phosphorus 
Having recognized that phosphorus input is a ma

;or prOblem, it then becomes necessary to determine 
the sources of phosphorus to the lake. Major sources 
c,t phosphorus include Municipal wastewater treatment 
plant discharges which are referred to as "point" 
sources, and land runoff sources which are referred to 
as "nonpoint" or "diffuse: sources. Other sources in
clude Input from Lake Huron and fallout from the 
atmosphere. 

Figure 4 illustrates estimates of present (1980) 
phosphorus loadings to Lake Erie from the various 
sources. There is, of course, yearly variability in inputs 
especially from land runoff, Total phosphorus loading 
is about 16,500 MT per year (multiply by 1.1 to convert 
to tons). About 4,500 MT per year is from point sources 
nd 9.300 MT per year from non POint sources. loadings 

have decreased from about 20.000 MT per year to the 
16.500 MT per year level to the construction 01 iae 
munlci ent Ian i the baSin which reduce 
pnosphOrus concentrations in eHluent to 1,0 mg/I or 
less, As Will be discussed, the costs of achieving fur
:her reductions through further removal of phosphorus 
at treatment plants is disproportionately high. Thus, the 
Lake erie Wastewater Management Study (LEWMS) 
turned to achieving phosphorus reductions tram land 
runoH. Investigation during the lEWMS program deter
mined that of the 9,300 MT per year phosphorus load 

Figure 3 
Degree of Lake Erie Eutrophication. 

from non-point sources. 8.400 MT, or 51 percent, of the 
total lake loading is contained in runoff from rural land, 
principally agricul1ural cropland. Therefore, the lEWMS 
program was directed towards investigating how 
phosphorus runoff from cropland could be effectively 
reduced with practical cost effective methods which do 
not adversely affect crop yields or economiC return to 
the farmer. 

Lake Erie Phosphorus Loading Objective 
The International Joint Commission (IJC). after in

tensive study of phosphorus inputs to Lake Erie and 
resultant effects, set a long-term total phosphorus 
loading goal of 11.000 MT per year. Attainment of this 
loading objective is expected to lead to a 90 percent 
reduction in the area of severe oxygen defiCiency (anox
ia) in the central basin of Lake Erie. The immediate IJC 
goal is to reduce non point source loadings by 2.000 MT 
per year with 1.700 MT of that reduction from the United 
States. 

RELATIONSHIP OF SOIL EROSION 
TO PHOSPHORUS LOSSES 

As a prerequisite to developing a strategy for con
trolling phosphorus inputs to Lake Erie, it is necessary 
to understand how intimately phosphorus is attached 
to soil and the mechanisms for detachment and 
transport of sediment and phosphorus to the lake. Fur
ther. it is necessary to know the availability of the 
transported phosphorus for algal growth. 

Phosphorus in the soil exists for the most part as 
compounds of low solubility. Even soluble phosphorus 
fertilizers quickly revert to insoluble forms. Thus, 
phosphorus compounds behave as if they were SOil par· 

4 Excerpt from Summary Report of The Lake Erie Wastewater Management Study, 
G.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District, June 1933. 
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HE 711 
Rep. Cohen 
Arrendrrents to Staterrent of Intent 
'Ihird Reading Copy 

1. Staterrent of Intent 
Page 1, line 10. 
Following: "rule" 
Insert: " (a) " 

2. Staterrent of Intent 
Page 1, line 12. 
Following: "waters" 
Insert: "; (b) may limit allowable phosphorus concentrations in 

household cleaning products to trace levels; 
(c) may not include standards that would adversely affect public 

health through the restriction of any cleaning agent necessary for food 
and beverage processing or for health care services or facilities; 

(d) may not include standards that would decrease the 
effectiveness of automatic dishwashing detergents or chemical water 
conditioners; and 

(e) may not include standards that would restrict the use of 
detergents or other phosphorus corrpounds necessary for agricultural 
operations or industrial processes" 

3. Staterrent of Intent 
Page 1, line 13, through page 3, line 9. 
Strike: page 1, line 13, through page 3, line 9, in its entirety. 
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TESTIMONY SUPPORTING HB 711 

I am Dr. Jack A. Stanford, Director of the Flathead Lake Biological 
Station, where I have conducted research on water quality of Flathead, 
Whitefish, and other western Montana lakes since 1971. 

My studies clearly show that the growth of algae in these lakes and 
their tributary streams is controlled by the amount of biologically active 
phosphorus dissolved in the water. Normally, phosphorus concentrations in 
western Montana waters are very low, which explains why our lakes and streams 
are very clean and free of algae. Unfortunately, in the last 20 years 
phosphorus concentrations in Flathead Lake have increased, due to inputs from 
urban areas and shoreline homes. In the summer of 1983 I documented the first 
lakewide bloom of the toxic algae, Anabaena flos aqua; last summer this and 
other pollution algae bloomed. Whitefish and other area lakes have shown 
similar, chronic symptoms of phosphorus pollution. 

Seventeed percent of the total phosphorus entering Flathead Lake comes 
from sewage treatment plants (STPs) that are not presently equipped to 
remove phosphorus. From 4 - 10% of the phosphorus entering the lake from the 
STPs comes from phosphate detergents. Moreover, algae in lake waters grows 
rapidly in presence of phosphorus from detergents, whereas about 60% of the 
phosphorus entering lakes from other sources is not biologically active (i.e. 
does not directly initiate algal growth). Based on my research, the Water 
Quality Bureau has developed a strategy for controlling phosphorus which 
includes upgrading STPs in the basin to remove phosphorus. 

I agree that it may be more cost effective to remove phosphorus at the 
STPs rather than from the grocery shelves, but, it may be years before the 
STPs are fully upgraded. 

In the interim, a P-ban for detergents would prevent and possibly even 
correct the very alarming deterioration of water quality in Flathead Lake. 

Moreover, greater than half of the households in the basin are not served 
by STPs; sewage is disposed in septic drainfields located in glacially modified 
soils that are easily saturated. Recent research at the Biological Station 
clearly shows that leachates from saturated drainfields contain high levels 
of biologically active phosphorus and that such pollution is entering our 
lakes at numoerous locations. If a large proportion of the phosphorus in 
household wastes was eliminated by use of non-phosphorus detergents, the 
pollution problem in our waters would be significantly reduced and drainfield 
life prolonged. This may be especially important for the many small lakes 
surroundea by houses with individual drain fields. 

I sincerely believe this bill is a significant part of the phosphorus 
control strategy needed for the Flathead Basin, and perhaps for other areas 
in western }fontana. 
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STATEMENT OF PAUL J. HORVATIN 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION 5 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Chicago, 

appreciates this opportunity to present to this distinguished committee the 

information that we have concerning detergent phosphate bans in the Great 

Lakes Basin. In the basin, bans are currently in place in the states of 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan, and New York and in many cities such 

as Chicago, Akron, Ohio. Canada also has a detergent phosphate limit. 

The Great Lakes collectively represent 20% of all fresh water in the 

world. Over 45 million people live in the basin and depend on the lakes for 

drinking water and recreation. The lakes have experienced major water quality 

problems and ecological damage due to eutrophication from increasing nutrient 

loads. In the late. 1960's and early 1970's, heavy nutrient loads led to 

massive algal blooms and decay which clouded the water, closed swimming 

beaches, depleted oxygen, and killed or drove away sports and commercial 

fish. By way of point and nonpoint source controls and detergent phosphate 

bans, the United States and Canada have and are jointly addressing the 

eutrophication problem and are witnessing the recovery of the Great Lakes. 

In summary we can report the following findings experienced in the Great 

Lakes: 
. ~ 

by substantiallii Detergent phosphate bans have proved to be effective 

reducing the amount of phosphorus reaching treatment plants. Our ~ 
t:3 
C,.) 

results have shown phosphate bans produced a 23% reduction in total g; 
Q 

influent concentraton and a 32% reduction in influent phosphorus ~ -

loading per capita per year. 

Reduced phosphorus loadings to septic tank systems due to 

'---- '---- --- __ ..l •• __ _ ...... _:.-_ .. 1 __ ..J_ &. ___ &'_!1-....l _ .. __ ~ __ _ 



There is a 47% reduction ~n the average cost per person per year for 

phosphrus removal at the treatment plant attributable to detergent 

phosphate bans. A conservative range would be from $2.44 to 

$1.29/capita/year to high as $4.88/capita/year. 

Detergent phosphate bans in the Great Lakes basin do work ~n those 

states and individual municipalities that have them. 

Enforcement and compliance with the detergent bans ~n the Great Lakes 

states and communities have not been found to be a problem. 

USEPA Region 5 supports reduction of phosphorus when necessary to 

maintain 'Y'ater quality including such measures as detergent phosphate 

bans and removal at wastewater treatment plants. 

Experience with phosphate bans has shmffi that non-phosphate 

detergents are accepted by consumers. The Wisconsin Center for 

Public Policy in Hadison, Wisconsin completed an Information 

Verification Project in June 1984 on the issue of phosphates ~n 

detergents. They found that while only 22 percent of U. s. 

households are located in ban areas, 40 percent of U. S. households 

report using non-phosphate detergents. They also concluded that a 

ban makes a difference where there is untreated or inadequately 

treated water such as septic systems which are failing or defective, 

and treatment plants \ihithout phosphorus removal capability. 

In surrnnary we can report positive results from detergent phosphate bans. 

Cost savings are achieved at the treatment plant, phosphorus to the 

environment ~s reduced, non-phosphate detergents are accepted by consumers, 

enforcement is not an issue, and most simply, the bans work. 

Lake Erie, which just a few years ago lias declared dead, ~s on the mend. 

The lake has been cleaned up to such an extent that a premier walleye fishery 

has been established. This new found sports fishery has been estimated to be 

worth well over $350 million dollars per year in tourism and recreation. 



APPENDIX D 

STATUS OF LEGISLATION TO LIMIT THE PHOSPHORUS CONTENT OF DETERGENTS 
IN THE GREAT LAKES BASIN 

D E T ERG E N T P H 0 S P H 0 R U S LEG I S L A T ION 
DATE ALLOWABLE 

JURISDICTION EFFECTIVE P(~) DETERGENTS INCLUDED 

Illinois None 
Chicago /71 to 06/72 8.7 - all cleansers 

07/72 to present 0.5 - detergents. 

Indiana 01/72 to 12/72 8.7 - all cleansers 
01/73 to present 0.5 - excludes detergents used 

for cleaning in-place 
food processing and dairy 
equipment; phosphorus acid 
products including san-
itizers, brightners, 
acid cleansers and metal 
conditioners; detergents 
used in household and 
commercial machine 
dishwashers; detergents 
used in hospitals and 
health care facilities; 
industrial laundry 
detergents; detergents 
used in dairy, beverage, 
food processing and other 
industrial cleaning 
equipment. 

fl.i chi gan 07/72 to 09/77 8.7 - all cleansers 
10/77 to present 0.5 - household laundry 

detergents 
01/81 to present 14.0 - commercial machine dish-

washers, dairy and farm opera-
tion cleansers; cleansers used 
in the manufacturing, prepara-
tion and processing of foods 
and food products including 
dairy, beverage, egg, fish, 
brewery, poultry, meat, fruit 
and vegetable processing. 

1 
2 
1-5 

2,20 
1-7, 
20 

I 
I 
1 

~, 

~ 
~ 
'7: 

~: 

;ci"-

~ 
" ,. 
~ 
~ 
il: I 2,8,17, 

1-4, , 
9,18 

19 

i: 

~ 
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Appendix 0 - cont'd. 

D E T ERG E N T P H 0 S P H 0 R U S lEG I S L A T ION 
DATE 

JURISDICTION EFFECTIVE 
ALLOWABLE 

P(~) 

Michigan - contld. 
01/81 to present 28.0 

Detroit ( 07172) (O.5) 

Minnesota 01/77 to present 0.5 

01/77 to present 11.0 

New York 01/72 to 05/73 8.7 
06/73 to present 0.5 

Erie County 05/71 to 12/71 8.7 
01/72 0.5 

Syracuse 07/71 8.7 

Ohio None* 
Akron 02/71 to 06/72 8.7 

07/72 to 12/72 8.7 
01/73 to present 0.5 

- 172 -

DETERGENTS INCLUDED 
REFER
ENCES 

- metal brighteners, cleansers & 19 
treatment compounds, corrosion 
or paint removers, conversion 
coating agent,rust inhibitors, 
etchant, phosphatizer, 
degreasing compound, industrial 
or commercial cleansers used 
primarily in industrial and 
manufacturing projects. 
- (City ordinance enacted 10 
but pre-empted by Act 
226 - State of Michigan-
above) • 

- total ban 

- detergents used for house
hold and commercial 
machine dishwashing. 

- household use, laundry use, 
other personal use, indus
trial uses fixceht those for 
machine dis was ers, dairy 
equipment, beverage equip
ment, food processing and 
industrial cleaning equip
ment. 

- excluded detergents used 
for machine dishwashers; 
dairy, beverage, food 
processing and industrial 
cleaning equipment. 
- all cleansers 
- excludes machine dish-
washers; dairy, beverage, 
food processing and indus
trial cleaning equipment. 

1-6, 
11 

12 

2,3,16 
1-5,16 
6 
13 
6 

1,3,4 
2,14 

14 
2,4,5, 
14 



Appendix D - cont'd. 

D E T ERG E N T P H 0 S P H 0 R U S LEG I S L A T ION 
DATE ALLOWABLE REFER 

JURISDICTION EFFECTIVE P(%) DETERGENTS INCLUDED ENCES 

Oh io None* 
Akron 02/71 to 06/72 8.7 

07/72 to 12/72 8.7 
01/73 to present 0.5 

Pennsylvania None 

Wisconsin 07/79 to 06/82** 0.5 

8.7 

20.0 

Canada 08/70 to 12/72 8.7 
01/73 to present 2.2 

- excluded detergents used 
for mach1ne dishwashers; 
dairy, beverage, food 
processing and industrial 
cleaning equipment. 
- all cleansers 
- excludes machine dish-
washers; dairy, beverage, 
food processing and indus
trial cleaning equipment. 

- laundry detergents 

- machine dishwashing 
detergents and medical and 
surgical equipment cleansers 
- chemical water conditioners. 

- laundry detergents. 

1,3, 
2,14 

14 
2,4, 

14 

1,3 I 
1,2, 
21 

21-.1 

21 I 
15,23 
1,3,1.. 
6,2. 

*A proposed 2.2% ban is under consideration. Sadewicz, John J. July 11, 1983: •. ~ 
Personal Communication. Ohio Environmental Protection Agency. 

**An reinstatement of the bans is under consideration, possibly commencing I' 
January 1,1984. Schuettpe1z, Duane H. July 12, 1983: Personal Communication. 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. 
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TESTIMONY ON HB 711 

John Wilson, Administrator 
Montana Promotion Division 
Department of Commerce 

I would like to take a moment to share with you some 

of the results of a tourism marketing research study 

recently completed by the School of Marketing and 

Management at Montana State University. Among other 

things, the study sought information on what visitors 

do on their vacations and how they perceive Montana 

as a vacation destination. 

When asked about boating, canoeing or rafting 51% 

reported that they engaged in these activities "some-

times" or "often" on vacations. 

Similarily over 80% of these respondents rated Montana 

as "good" or "excellent" as a place to enjoy boating, 

canoeing or rafting. 

Fishing was the most popular outdoor activity among 

the vacationers. Gft the 60% reporting that ~i~hed, 

they fished "often" or "sometimes". Clearly they see 

Montana as a good place to fish. Over half of 50.8% 

rated Montana as "excellent" and an additional 40.5% 

rated Montana as "good". 
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Page 2 
HB 711 

Ironically, Canadians as a group indicated that 

spending time at the beach was something they liked 

to do. They rated Montana higher than all other 

groups as a place to "spend time at the beach." 

Clearly Canadians avail themselves of Flathead and 

Whitefish Lakes. 

The point is that many people use lakes and streams 

as a primary vacation element and that in general they 

perceive Montana as having excellent water recre-

ation activities. 

Tourism is big business in Montana. It's big business 

made up of many small businesses--dude ranchers, out-

fitters, tour boat concessionaires, hoteliers, restau-

ranteurs and the like. 

In 1983, residents and non-residents spent $814 

million on travel. The non-resident portion of that 

is $423 million. 

Those expenditures fueled over 20,200 jobs, with 2,600 

of those jobs being new jobs since 1979. 



Page 3 
HB 711 

Travel is one of two basic industries that showed 

employment growth between 1979 and 1983. (15%) 

Tourism is very important to specific portions of the 

state and less so in other portions of the state. 

One of the benefits of HB 711 is that counties may 

adopt it when it is in their best interest. From a 

tourism perspective Flathead County is a good example 

of a county which may wish to adopt phosphate stan-

dards. 

Clearly tourism is important to Flathead County. It 

is obvious that the counties lakes, particularly 

Flathead and Whitefish Lakes are a significant draw 

for visitors. 

I estimate that over $80 million is spent in Flathead 

County annually by visitors. Over 2,000 jobs can be 

attributed to these expenditures. 

If Flathead or Whitefish Lakes get the reputation of 

being "polluted," whether it is true or not, that negative 

publicity would cause economic loss, both in terms 

of expenditures and jobs not to mention the forgone 

development opportunities. 
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HB 711 

Keeping Montana's waters clean is economic develop-

ment. Giving counties which may be susceptible to 

phosphorous pollution problems the power to take pro-

active action to protect their resources and their 

economics makes good sense to us. 



A Statement ~ the Bactericidal Benefits of Phosphates ~n Detergents 

From the briefing I have received on House Bill 711, which would allow 

individual counties in Montana to adopt a model rule controlling the sale of 

phosphate-containing detergents, I understand that a question has been raised 

regarding the benefit of the phosphates in detergents for the destruction of 

bacteria on washed surfaces or fabrics. The invitation to appear here 

followed my comments on this question to an individual with the Montana 

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences; and I would like to limit my 

testimony to this question and not the basic one involved, that is the role of 

phosphates in eutrophication. 

There is little doubt that with special respect to dishes and glasses, 

which is not really the issue here, phosphate-containing detergents are better 

cleaners, cleaning meaning the removal of soil and prevention of film 

formation and not necesarily the destruction of microorganisms although they 

would appear related. Phosphates, specifically trisodium phosphate, are added 

in rather high concentrations to detergents primarily for the purpose of 

sequestering (i.e. bind or tie up) calcium and magnesium (hardness) ions that 

interfere with the activity of the surfactant present and lead to formation of 

films. The absence of phosphates means dishes and glasses that lack 

shininess. The primary role of phosphates in detergents is not to destroy 
1.&1 
1.&1 

microorganisms; and in fact the antibacterial activity of phosphates is very t:: 
3i 

modest. :5 
0 
C,,) 

There ~s no convincing evidence that phosphates are necessary in laundry 
V,) ...... 
c..:. --...j 

cr: -
detergents for the control of microorganisms on textiles, which is of special 

concern in public lodging facilities and medical care institutions. Repeated 

studies have shown that water temperature is the most critical factor ~n 

destruction of bacteria during laundering. Bacterial counts are also lowered 
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by agitation and dilution, the addition of bleach, and a drying cycle, 

sufficient to convince some that even low-temperature washing is acceptable 

for providing hospital laundry that is "hygienically clean," that is free of 

pathogenic microorganisms in the numbers necessary to cause disease. 

One of the most relevant studies to this question was reported in 1980 

from Econonics Laboratory, a private company located in Minnesota that is in 

the cleaning product business. The investigators used swatches of sheeting 

material inoculated with Staphylococcus aureus to examine the influence of 

detergent type and concentration, wash water temperature, soil load, cycle 

time and water hardness on bacterial survival during laundering. The most 

significant variable was water temperature. No difference was observed 

between a phosphate detergent with 25 or 12.5% sodium tripolyphsophate and a 

phosphate-substitute detergent containing polyelectrolyte as sequestrants. In 

one phase of this study the investigators added Staphylococcus aureus directly 

to 0.3% solutions of the two detergents and observed that the die-off after 

two hours exposure was less than 80% 1n both products. They attributed the 

bactericidal activity to the high pH and not the detergents; and observed that 

it was of no practical significance since the wash step was no longer than 13 

minutes. This kind of bactericidal activity can be put into better 

perspective by realizing that chlorine at a concentration of 1 mg/l (0.0001%) 

and pH of less than 8.0 would destroy better than 99.99% of the same 

population of Staphylococcus aureus in 30 seconds! 

I hope these brief comments are useful to you in your deliberations on 

this legislation. 
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Honorable Senator Dorothy Eck, Chairperson 
Senate Natural Resources 
Capitol Station 
Helena, Mt. 59601 

Re: House Bill 711 

Dear Senator Eck: 

The Board of Lake County Commissioners supports passage of the above bill 
which gives us the authority to prohibit the sale and distribution of certain 
phosphorous compounds, particularly phospate-built detergents. Studies 
indicate phosphorous is the major nutrient causing water quality deterioration 
in Flathead Lake. Therefore, we believe that it is appropriate that any 
decisions concerning use of phosphorous compounds should be made on the 
local level following thorough public notice, hearing, and debate. 

We thank you for your consideration on this matter and encourage a 'Do Pass' 
on H.B. 711. 

MH/HF/DP/rh 

Sincerely, 
Board of Lake County Commissioners 

4tk;~ 
Mike Hutchin 

::;l~";/ ~. 
~tzne~ 

~
mber () 

i~~~ ___ 

on Peterson 
Member 
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~h.~sphorus . ban ·ba~ked, ,!nanimously by. 
~urity:~"icials. 

.... ':.i'" 

. J,~. By JACKII! ADAMS 

." , .... ~ ... :Of The Daily In,., La ... 
.. ~ >i . 

County commissioners from Flathead, Lake, Lin
coln, Ind Sanders counties Monday VOiced unanimous 
support of a legislative bill that would enable cOmities 
to ban deterlents containing phosphorus. 

bas ~~ducted wate~ualitY studies of ;th .'at~d 
and Whitefish lakes. ' " .. 

Stanford said banning phosphorus detergents 
would only eliminate a small portion of man-caused 
pollution in Flathead Lake but might well be enough to 
keep the lake below the algae-bloom point. The like, 
he said, IIOW hovers Just at the algae-bloom sta ... 'fi~Pose of tbe ban. whidl hal been proposed by 

Rep. Ben Cohen (()'Whitefishl, woulli be to slow the Stanford told tbe commiSSioners ~t detereenU 
wth f I are the largest single source of phosphorus reachinl 

,goo
ro 

, 0 a ~e IDd protecttbe water quality of lalles the lake. Phosphorus runoff from agricultural lands in 
a nvers. -. to'" ,. ,. . the 

'~: Commissioners 01, Dfstrict 10. meeting 'In ' the ~thead VaUey IS not a major mfluence on 
i .KaUspell, voted to IUpport tile bill after hearing condition of the lakes. he said.. ,. '''l'''' 'r.', ' 

I 
Stanford said it wo;;id at least dra:" iUention to J 
pollution problem. A number of states ~ve outl.a~d 
phosphorus detergents. but the detergent industry ~s 
lobbied. against the c~nge in Montana. t 

In another Iction Monday, the commlssione 
opposed a plan to reduce the counties' s~re 0 

receipts from Forest Service timber sales. 
The Forest Service passes liong to the counties 25 

percent of its p-oss receipts from timber saltS,i 
order to make up for the fact ~t the counties can 
tax federal lands. tin Flathead County, about 
percent of the land is govemment-owned. I 

A propoaal under consideration in Washington 
would give the COmities 25 percent of net pr~ 
rrnm limhfor sales. rat~r ~n 2$ percent of .... ' 

'--------------------------------------- revenuel that the COIIIUes now receive. 'lbe co 
missioners said they would write letters protesting 
such a chanle. 

'-Comments from .Dr. Jack Stanford of the University of Acknowledging that I county-imposed ban on 
~ontana BloioglI::a1 Station at Yellow Bay, Stanford phoephorus detergents miJht be hard to enforce, 

Flathead County _timel eets u mud! ;J--' .. 
million a year in Fore.t Service receipts. . > 

The county Iiso benents from two other prop-. 
to return federal money to the local level. Payments ID 
Lieu of Taxes (PIL T) IUpply I per .. cre plymentl 
rederallands within tlIe' county, IDd ~_ sill 
provides lump-s1IIIII that tlIe county 11M. for ca 
impl'Oftments. Revelllll sill rill" whidl II alJo 

• danger of bein, cut tW totaUy lbollsbed, II fImliIIIln, 
money to build tbe county's pIaJmed crtmiDal jllltlot 
center. .." _ ' I 

I 

I 
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DHES TESTD10NY 
IN SUPPORT OF 

HB 711 

The Montana Water Quality Act states, in part, that it is the public policy of 

this state to conserve water by protecting and improving the quality for 

various beneficial uses. Montana Water Quality Standards for lakes state that 

water quality must be suitable for a variety of beneficial uses including 

sw~mmLng and recreational uses. Recent blooms of blue-green algae and the 

findings of 10 years of studies by scientists such as Dr. Jack Stanford have 

convinced us that the beneficial uses of numerous Montana lakes, especially 

Flathead Lake, are being impaired by excessive inputs of phosphorus. Because 

of this impairment, DHES developed in 1984 a "Strategy for Limiting Phosphorus 

~n Flathead Lake." This document and its recommendations have been reviewed 

at public meetings within the Flathead Basin and have been favorably 

received. The recommendations identify steps to be taken by government 

agencies, local communities, and concerned citizens to reduce the amount of 

phosphorus entering Flathead Lake. 

This strategy recognizes that phosporus is contributed to our waters through a 

variety of sources including municipal sewage treatment plants, surface runoff 

from agricultural and forest lands and subdivision activity. Control in this 

area is limited because Montana law recognizes that conditions resulting from 

reasonable land uses are natural. The strategy recommends that municipal 

sewage treatment plants be required to reduce the phosphorus Ln their 

discharges to 1.0 mg/l which would reduce total contribution by 17 tons/year. 

This recommendation is being implementd by revisions to their waste discharge 

permits. We are currently working with land management agencies to reduce 

non-point source surface runoff and erosion which contribute additional 

phosphorus. Livestock waste has been controlled by regulations adopted in 
--' 
~ ;:: 
q: 

1972. Subdivisions located in proximity to lakes are being closely reviewed c: 
~ 
~ 
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to e~sure that the proposed method of sewage disposal will provide adequate 

phosphorus removal. The strategy also recommends legislation to require the sale of i 
low or phosphorus-free detergents in the area. 

The use of phosphorus-free detergents would have several specific impacts: 

f ,0 
, , 

1. 

2. 

3. 

It makes the burden of P0
4 

removal more equitable as well as more 

effective. 30,000 people out of the 52,000 in the county are not connected 

to a municipal sewage system. They are contributors of P0
4 

just as their 

neighbors in town. Limits on detergents ,.ould reduce their P0
4 

contribution by 4 tons/year. 

Reduced operation and maintenance costs Less P04 in sewage means less 

that must be removed to meet discharge permit limits. Cost savings for the 

4 municipal plants in Flathead basin are estimated at $60,000 to $100,000 

per year. 

The reduction in P0
4 

discharged to state waters would occur immediately 

after the local ban was enacted. Each of the municipalities involved in 

the Flathead area is currently involved in engineering analysis of their 

plants to deterilline what modifications are necessary. Necessary 

modifications may take 1-3 years for a permanent solution, not just a 

band-aid approach. 

We are convinced that the phosphorus content of detergents does not need to be 

limited in all parts of the state and we, therefore, support a bill that would allow 

-local imposition of such limitations when necessary to protect a valuable water 

'resource. 

i 

" 

• 

1 
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HB 711 LOCAL REGULATION OF PHOSPHOROUS DETERGENT USE 

Testimony of Chris Hunter, Consulting Lfmnologist 

My name 1s Chris Hunter, I am a consulting I1mnologlst representing 
myself and the waters of Montana. I have worked for the past 13 years on 
the lakes and rivers of Montana including Flathead Lake, Whitefish Lake, 
Tally Lake and Lake Mary Ronan in the Flathead Basin as well as Tiber, 
Fresno, and Hauser Lakes. In addition I have worked on numerous rivers 
and streams. 

The technical merits of this bill are irrefutable: 
1. Phosphorous is.tha element responsible for the increased growth of 

algae in our western Montana lakes. 
2. A prohibition on the sale of phosphorous based detergents is.tha 

most cost effect lye way of eliminating a large percentage of the 
phosphorous entering our lakes and rivers. 

3. A prohibition on the sale of phosphorous based detergents is.tha 
least socially disruptive way of eliminat ing a large percentage of the 
phosphorous entering our lakes and rivers. 

The soap industry, whom we have not seen in this state in the 6 years 
since they last arrived to kill an anti-phosphate bill, will produce several 
highly paid conSUltants who have done little or no work in Montana, to 
cloud the technical merits I have just spelled out. But I assure you that it 
is just scientific smoke and mirrors. When judging the technical merits of 
this legislation please listen to the people who have worked on Montana's 
waters and whose concern is with those waters, not a large stipend from 
the soap industry. 

I want to briefly address the consumer aspect of this legislation. I am 
a bit of a clean fanatic-no ring around the collar or spotty wine glasses 
for me. My wife and I have been using non-phosphate detergents for the 
last 10 years. Our washer has never had any problem. We have gone 
through two kids in clothe diapers without diaper rash. And people do not 
refuse to eat or drink from our dishes when they are invited over for 
dinner. In short. despite the testimony you will hear later from the soap 
industry, it is possible to live a clean and normal1ife without phosphate 
based detergents. If this was not the case then I am certain that the six 
states which have had phosphate bans in place would have repealed them 
some time ago. 

SENAT£ NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
EXHIBIT NO. a 4 
DATE. 03adS 5 -



TEST I 1'10NY 

IN SUPPORT OF HB 711 

BY 

BRACE HAYDEN~ EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

FLATHEAD BASIN COMMISSION 

Chairperson Eck and members of the Committee~ my name is Brace 

Hayden and I am the Executive Director of the Flathead Basin 

Commission. 

The 1983 Montana Legislature created the Flathead Basin Commission 

to "protect the e:-: i sti ng hi gh qual i ty of FI athead Lake's aquati c 

environment; the waters that flow into and out of, or are tribu-

tary to the lake; and the natural resources and environment of the 

Flathead Basin." 

Specifically~ the FBC is charged with: monitoring the basin's 

natural resources; encouraging cooperation among basin resource 

managers; holding public hearings on the condition of the basin; 

supporting economic development without compromising the basin's 

aquatic system; and promoting cooperation between Montana and 

British Columbia on resource development in the Flathead Basin. 

Commission members include representives of Flathead and Lake 

Counties~ the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribe, the National 

1 SENAT£NATURAL RESOURCES COMMlntE 
EXHIBIT No_--=d::..t.5 ______ _ 
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Park Service~ the Flathead National FQrest~ the Montana Depart-

ments of State Lands and Health~ the Montana Power Company~ 

the Bonneville Power Authority and three appointees of the 

Governor representing industrial~ environmental and other groups. 

Liasons to the commission include the British Columbia provincial 

government and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. 

Phosphate loading in Flathead Lake has been a major item of 

concern to the Commission. Extensive testimony has been presented 

at Commission meetings by a variety of scientific experts. 

In November of 1983~ the Commission passed a resolution strongly 

urging that the Montana Department of Health and Environmental 

Sciences require the elimination of phosphorus as a condition of 

any wastewater discharge permit for municipalities discharging 

into Flathead Lake or its tributaries. Each of the affected 

communities are now on a schedule to install such facilities. 

There is more that needs to be done~ however. Less than one-half 

of the people in the Flathead area are connected to sewage 

treatment plants and significant amounts of phosphorus are being 

contributed from the use of phosphours detergents in these 

areas. A reduction in phosphorus levels in wastewater would also 

lower the taxpayer's cost of operating advanced sewage treatment 

plant systems. 

2 



Afte~ debating the p~o's and con's of a local option phosphate 

bill, the Commission voted unanimously to suppo~t House Bill 711. 

For the record, I'd like to read Commission Chairman Elwin 

Bennington's March 8th letter to Senator Eck: 

Dear Senator Eck: 

The Flathead Basin Commission has passed a resolution supporting a 

local option ban on phosphate containing detergents. 

The most scientifically accurate information which we have 

suggests that although a detergent ban would reduce phosphorus by 

a small amount it is an amount that may be very critical to the 

welfare of Flathead Lake. The phosphorus which now reaches the 

lake is present in a threshold amount which, if exceeded even by a 

little, would have a severe impact on the lake and subsequently 

upon the economy of the whole Flathead Basin. 

Sincerely, 

Elwin Bennington. Phd 

Acting Chairman 

Flathead Basin Commission 

I'd be happy to answer any of the committee member's questions 

regarding the FBC's support of this important bill. 

Thank you. 



Bo:<: 1039 
Polson, MT 59860 
March 8, 1985 

____ ._ ..Ille_lio~Qra.blsLDoro t.~y Eck _____ _ 

_ ... 

Chairman, Senate N'atural 
Montar.'1 State Captiol 
nelena, MT 59620 

Dear Senator Edt: 

Resources Committee 

The Flat.~ead Basin Commission has passed a resolution suppo~~ng a local 
option ban on phosphate containing detergents. 

The most scientifically accurate information which we have suggests t.;at 
although a detergent ban would reduce phosphorus by a st:\all aIrount it is 
an a!!Ount that may be very critical to t.~e welfare 0= Flat.~ead Lake. The 
phosphorus whic.'l now reac.'les the lake is present in a t.~reshold amount 
which, if exceeded even a little, would have a severe impact on the lake 
a.."ld subsequently upon the econOr:lY of t.~e whole Flathead Basin. 

" 

Sincerely, 

Elw~"l Benn~gtoz; Ph. D. 
Acting Cha~nrum 
Flathead Basin Commission 

CCI Brace Hayden 
Executive Director 



HB 711 

Testimony presented by Jim Flynn, Department 
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks 

March 22, 1985 

Flathead Lake, Whitefish Lake and many other lakes in western 
Montana have extremely pristine, clear, high-quality, nutrient
limited waters. The high quality and clarity of these waters is 
responsible for the unique fisheries and recreational opportuni
ties that exist there. 

Recent studies at Yellow Bay indicate that domestic sources of 
phosphorus are gradually enriching Flathead Lake. Low phosphorus 
concentrations in these waters presently prevent the occurrence of 
extensive algal blooms and subsequent reduction in clarity of the 
water. Low nutrient levels also prevent bottom waters from be
coming anaerobic. Nutrient enrichment, if it continues, will 
threaten the native bull trout and Mackinaw fisheries and will 
gradually change the fish species composition of the lake. 

HB 711 would prohibit the sale or use of phosphorus cleaning 
agents if a county or governing body decides that such a ban 
would serve the best interests of the county. Adoption of this 
bill will greatly reduce the chances of undesirable nutrient 
enrichment of lakes in western Montana. In vievl of the benefits 
to lake recreation and ;lake fishing, the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks fully supports this bill. 

SI:.NATE NATUrtr~L RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
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TESTIMONY OF THE MONTANA COUNCIL, TROUT UNLIMITED 

H.B. 711 
SENATE JU~IARY COMMITTEE 

/), /. 
March 22, 1985 

Madame Chairman, Members of the Committee: 

My name is Mary Wright, and I represent the Montana Council of 
Trout Unlimited. TU is a nationwide fishing conservation organization 
with over 37,000 members in about 330 chapters. The State Council is 
the statewide governing body representing 10 chapters and one affiliated 
organization. 

A principal goal of TU is the preservation and enhancement of 
trout habitat. There are many factors that influence the quality of cold 
water fisheries. One of the many factors is addressed by H.B. 711 for 
which we ask your support. 

By permitting counties to adopt and enforce a ban on phosphate 
detergents, H.B. 711 provides the tools to control some of the phosphorus 
that people pressure adds to lakes. This increment of phosphorus con
tributes to rapid premature aging of lakes called cultural eutrophication. 
This rapid premature aging involves degradation of water quality and con
sequently of aquatic ·species. The bottom line for the cold water fishery 
1S toxic algae blooms and reduced food and oxygen supply. Trout and other 
salmonid species, unable to survive in these conditions, are replaced by 
rough fish populations including suckers and carp. 

Almost half of the visitor days to Flathead Lake in 1981 were spent 
fishing for the bull trout, cutthroat trout and other coldwater species in 
the lake. The economic value of the tourist industry in Flathead County 
is enormous. Tourism provided almost 20% of basic employment in Flathead 
County in 1978 and also benefitted suppliers of goods and services. Loss 
of these economic benefits, as well as loss of property values and aesth
etics are the bottom line for the localities where cultural eutrophication 
is a problem in Montana. 

TU asks you to support H.B. 711 to give the people in those local
ities the power to deal with the problem. 

Thank you. 

SENATE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
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Testimony on HB 711 
Montana Audubon Council 
22 March, 1985 

Madame Chair and Members of the Committee, my name is Ann Humnhrey and 
I am representing the Montana Audubon Council in SUDDort of HB 711. 

We support this legislation as a method to begin reducinq nhosohorus 
levels in our lakes now. This bill will also make a lonqterm 
contribution to reducing phosphorus levels in small lakes that are 
surrounded by houses serviced by septic tanks, lakes that are too small 
to be serviced by sewage treatment plants. Furthermore, HB 711 
provides counties with an option in regulating ohosohorus levels in their 
local lakes. 

Banning the sale of phosphate containinn detergents can significantly 
reduce the amounts of phosphorus entering our water systems. This 
reduction is significant because many of the lakes are on the threshold 
of raoid deterioration, and . ev~nlsMall changes in phosohorus levels can 
be critical at this stage. 

Clean and clear lakes can support a very diverse bioloqical community, 
many .species of fish and invertebrates can survive in these oxygen rich 
waters, and do in turn provide a food source for a wide ranoe o~ birds 
and mammals. However, as lakes deteriorate algae growth increases, 
"aquatic litter" accumulates on the bottoms of these lakes and encouraaes 
the growth of aquatic olants. The water becomes dark, and oxynen content 
decreases. The result is that very few fish' .! Gsa I can live 
in these murky lakes clogged with veqetation, and this effect is oassed on 

through the food chain. 

Excessive phosphorus levels are stimulating a raoid rate of deterioration in 
many large and small lakes. Audubon believes it is imoortant to maintain 
these lakes as clean and healthy resources,so that they are able to SUDoort 
a wide range of species. To do this we must clearly reduce the amount of 
phosphorus entering our water systems. HB 711 takes a nractical sten 
towards phosphorus reduction. We hope that you will help nrotect ~ontana's 
biological resources and support HB 711. Thank you. 
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CANYON FERRY RECREATION ASSOCIATION 

March 19, 1985 

Senate Natural Resources Committee 

RE: House Bill 711 

The Canyon Ferry Recreation Association is concerned over 
the increase in algae growth at the heaviest used recreation area 
in the State. As you are all aware, during 1984 Canyon Ferry Lake 
experienced a heavy algae concentration which resul ted in the 
presence of toxic algae. Recreation use at Canyon Ferry was 
drastically reduced due to algae growth and warnings of toxic 
conditions. 

Nutrient enrichment of waters such as Canyon Ferry causes 
increased growth of algae and other aquatic plants, deterioration 
of fisheries and deterioration of water quality. Lakes and ponds 
become more and more eutrophic wi th age even in the absence of 
man, but man's activities can vastly accelerate the process. The 
detergent industry has attempted to convince the public that 
since eutrophication is a natural process, accelerating it does 
not constitute water pollution. However, ecologists believe that 
any material that speeds deterioration of the environment is a 
pollutant. In this case the non-toxic normally beneficial 
phosphate must be considered such a material. 

Phosphorus is abundant in phosphate rock and is essential to 
all forms of plant an animal life. It is present in the food we 
eat and the beverages we drink. In fact, it is found just about 
everywhere, i ncl uding the atmosphere. Phospha tes have been used 
in large quantities for many years and have never been known to 
create a health or safety problem for people. Why then has there 
been such a controversy in recent years over phosphate in 
detergents? The problem is not that phosphate ( P04 -3 ) is bad, but 
that it is too good. It causes things (particularly algae) to 
grow when no one wants them to grow. 

Plants require many elements for growth. Chief among them 
are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus. The 
material that is in shortest supply (not in absolute amount, but 
relative to the amount needed) is known as the limiting factor, 
or the factor that, by itself, has the greatest effect on the 
growth of an organ ism. SENATE NATU,~AL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

EXHIBIT No._---Sa.a.....J9L-----
DAT-...E __ ..>o.L03_~~ BS 
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The limiting factor in eutrophication of a lake is not 
always phosphorus. Algae require fif~een to twenty different 
nutrients, and the one that runs out first will be the limiting 
factor. In most oligotrophic lakes phosphorus is usually the 
limiting factor, but it may be present in excess in nutrient-rich 
lakes. A very small increase in concentration can produce 
dramatic changes in a lake. 

Although almost all of the publicity concerning the phos
pha te controversy over the past few years has involved deter
gents, there are other sources of phospha tes. Present-day 
domest ic waste water con tains about 10 ppm of phosphorus, and 
about one-hal f to two-thirds of this is from phosphate deter
gen ts. The remain ing one-third to one-half is from human and 
animal waste. Removing phosphates from detergents, then, will cut 
the phosphorus content of municipal waste water by 50%. This 
decrease in phosphate will certainly slow down the eutrophication 
process in many bodies of water around the State. The agricul
tural runoff (animal waste and fertilizers) would still be 
present, but a giant first step toward control of man-speeded 
eutrophication would have been taken. 

We, therefore, 
Association endorse 

members of the Canyon Ferry 
the pr_ovi-s-:'-ons-..qf House Bill 711. 
/- ) ) 

~~~-,-J-c. 'jl\-<-~ __ '_ 
Robert C. McKenna 
President 

Rec:-eation 

Canyon Ferry Recreation Association 
916 North Park Avenue 
Helena, Montana 59601 
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CANYON FERRY RECREATION ASSOCIATION 

March 19, 1985 

Senate Natural Resources Committee 

RE: House Bill 711 

The Canyon Ferry Recreation Association is concerned over 
the increase in algae growth at the heaviest used recreation area 
in the State. As you are all aware, during 1984 Canyon Ferry Lake 
experienced a heavy algae concentration which resulted in the 
presence of toxic algae. Recreation use at Canyon Ferry was 
drastically reduced due to algae growth and warnings of toxic 
conditions. 

Nutrient enrichment of waters such as Canyon Ferry causes 
increased growth of algae and other aquatic plants, deterioration 
of fisheries and deterioration of water quality. Lakes and ponds 
become more and more eutrophic wi th age even in the absence of 
man, but man's activities can vastly accelerate the process. The 
detergent industry has attempted to convince the publ ic that 
since eutrophication is a natural process, accelerating it does 
not constitute water pollution. However, ecologists believe that 
any material that speeds deterioration of the environment is a 
pollutant. In this case the non-toxic normally beneficial 
phosphate must be considered such a material. 

Phosphorus is abundant in phosphate rock and is essential to 
all forms of plant an animal life. It is present in the food we 
ea t and the beverages we dri nk. In fact, it is found just about 
everywhere, including the atmosphere. Phosphates have been used 
in large quantities for many years and have never been known to 
create a health or safety problem for people. Why then has there 
been such a controversy in recent years over phosphate in 
detergents? The problem is not that phosphate (P04 -3 ) is bad, but 
that it is too good. It causes things (particularly algae) to 
grow when no one wants them to grow. 

Plants require many elements for growth. Chief among them 
are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus. The 
material that is in shortest supply (not in absolute amount, but 
relative to the amount needed) is known as the limiting factor, 
or the factor that, by itself, has the greatest effect on the 
growth of an organ i sm. SENATE NATU,{AL RESOU0r.~S COMMITIEE 

EXHIBIT NO. a q 
DATEL-_~OJ!"..3J.St!.d,:L..!1,AJ;8,;...S~_
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The limiting factor in eutrophication of a lake is not 
always phosphorus. Algae require fifteen to twenty different 
nutrients, and the one that runs out first will be the limi ting 
factor. In most oligotrophic lakes phosphorus is usually the 
limiting factor, but it may be present in excess in nutrient-rich 
lakes. A very small increase in concentration can produce 
dramatic changes in a lake. 

Although almost all of the publici ty conc9rning the phos
pha te controversy over the past few years has involved deter
gents, there are other sources of phosphates. Present-day 
domestic waste water contains about 10 ppm of phosphorus, and 
about one-half to two-thirds of this is from phosphate deter
gents. The remaining one-third to one-half is from human and 
animal waste. Removing phosphates from detergents, then, will cut 
the phosphorus content of municipal waste water by 50%. This 
decrease in phosphate will cer~ainly slow down the eutrophication 
process in many bodies of water around the State. The agricul
tural runoff (animal waste and fertilizers) would still be 
present, but a giant first s"tep toward control of man-speeded 
eutrophication would have been taken. 

We, therefore, 
Association endorse 

members of the Canyon F9rry 
tie prDvi-'S-:-ans--.Qf House Bill 7ll. 

/- ) ) 
~-<-~~\-C 7.;1\'C-~ 

Robert C. McKenna 
Pr9sident 

Recreation 

Canyon Ferry Recreation Association· 
916 North Park Avenue 
Helena, Montana 59601 



EXPLODING THE THREE HAJOR HYTIIS OF 

MONTANA HOUSE BILL NO. 711 

1. EVERY LITTLE BIT DOESN'T HELP This Bill would not help improve 

Montana water quality. 

More than 95% of the phosphorus that reaches Montana lakes comes 
from sources other than detergents. Or, stated another way, 
detergents contribute from about zero to 4% of the total phosphorus 
loading to Montana lakes. This contribution is too small to affect 
water quality. 

Reductions in phosphorus loading must be substantial (generally 
ranging from 45% to 85%) in order to result in improved lake water 
quality. Large load reductions, however, arc not always a guarantee 
of success as phosphorus reductions even up to 50% in some lakes 
have not substantially improved water quality. 

Theory predicts and numerous field studies have confirmed that 
detergent phosphorus bans do not improve water quality. Studies 
conducted on lakes in Indiana, New York, Minnesota and Wisconsin 
have shown no measurable improvement in water qunltiy due to 
detergent phosphorus bans. 

2. THERE IS NO FREE LUNCH! This bill would cost Montana consumers 

money and time. 

Most non-phosphate detergents neither clean nor maintain overall 
fabric appearance as well as do phosphate-built detergents. 

The best of the non-phosphate detergents cost about 40% more per 
use than do phospSate-built detergent powders. 

Consumers in phosphate ban areas recognize the problems associated 
with non-phosphate detergents and compensate by using more laundry 
additives and more hot water and by taking extra steps in an effort 
to get clothes clean. 

In areas where consumers have a free choice, they choose phosphate 
granular detergents by 4 to lover non-phosphate granular detergents 
or liquid detergents. 

Problems with non-phosphate detergents mUltiply as water hardness 
increases. More than 80% of Montana consumers have hard to 
extremely hard water. 

The major weakness of all non-phosphate detergents is their limited 
ability to remove and suspend particulate soils (clay, mud, dust, 
etc.). Hontana families involved in farming, ranching, mining and 
processing of orcs, forestry and the production of wood products 
will be faced with high levels of particulate soils in laundering. 

SENATE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
EXHIBIT NO., __ ..... ~"'-'O _____ _ 
DAT,--E ___ 03~a:<.L..~ ........... 8_6'--___ _ 
Bill NO HB111_ 



/3. TIlERE IS NO 1']j\Y '1'0 MIND TIlE STORE ! 

for the retilil trade and cause disruption to interstate and intrastatel 

commerce. .., 
Retailers serving both ban and no-ban counties would encounter 
and costly problems because they: 

comPTI 

Would need to double-stock in their stores and warehouses -- to 
carry both phosphate and non-phosphate varieties of detergent 
brands. 

Would face legal penalties if they accidentally violate the ban. 

Would face difficulties in placing advertising in media which 
would accommodate to any county restrictions. 

Would encounter questions and complaints from confused consumers 
about the situation in their own county and in other counties 
where they may visit or shop. 

Retailers serving ban counties: 

'vould face continuing (and growing) consumer dissatisfaction 
over the non-availability of phosphate detergents. 

Would face loss of business as dissatisfied consumers go to 
non-ban counties to get the detergents they want and end up 
purchasing all of their groceries at the same time and place. 

Would face legal penalties if they displayed banned products by 
accident. 

All retailers in the state would find it more costly to order, 
advertise, promote, stock, ship and sell detergents -- and these 
greater costs \vill need to be reflected in higher prices to the 
consumer. 

(Distributed by Jerome !mc1erson, Barry Hjort and 
Chad Smith on behalf of the Soap and Detergent 
Association and Monsanto Chemical in opposition 
to lIn 711.) 
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Abstract-One of the chemicals most clearly exemplifying scientific and political controversy concerning 
efforts to control its discharge to surface waters is phosphorus and its complexes. These materials are 
discharged as natural components of domestic wastewaters and include phosphorus from human waste 
and food waste as well as residual detergent phosphorus. Significant amounts of phosphorus also reach 
surface waters from non-point sources such as agricultural and urban runoff. This paper presents results 
of several field and laboratory investigations designed to position the impact of detergent phosphorus 
contributions to surface watcr quality. In a number of areas where legisl2tion banned the sale of 
phosphorus detergents. limnological investigations were carried out to assess the impact of Ihe ban upon 
receiving water quality. Field studies in natural lakes demonstrate that reductions of phosphorus in 
wastewaters, even up to 50"J.;. may not substantially improve the trophic status of lakes. The consistent 
conclusion emerging from these studies is that the elimination ofdetergent phosphorus has not measurably 
improved lake water quality. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problems of eutrophication are the i~creases in 
algal and weed populations that cause a loss of clarity 
of lake waters, algal scums and odors, and inter
ference with potable and recreational uses of water. 
Chlorophyll a, as an estimate of algal biomass, 
represents the general perception of eutrophication 
("greenness") and affects other water quality 
measurements both directly (clarity) and indirectly 
(dissolved oxygen, potential for macrophytes, food 
chain relationships). On the basis of limnological 
evidence, phosphorus is generally considered the 
most common limiting nutrient to the biomass of 
primary producers in lakes and reservoirs. 

The relationship between algal growth and dis
solved phosphorus in water has been the subject of a 
myriad of scientific papers, chapters and books. 
Atkins (1923), one of the first investigators to define 
this relationship, postulated that the presence of high 
phosphorus concentrations in surface waters was 
considered evidence of sewage contamination. 
Hutchinson (1957) effectively summarized the 
phosphorus/algal relationship: "Phosphorus is in 
many ways the element most important to the ecol
ogist, since it is more likely to be deficient, and 
therefore to limit the biological productivity of any 
region of the earth's surface, than are the other major 
biological elements". 

·Present address: Exxon Corporation, Research and En
vironmental Health Division. P.O. Box 235, Mettlers 
Road. East Millstone, NJ 08873, U.S.A. 

tAuthor to whom correspondence and proofs should be 
addressed. 

This paper presents the results of several field and 
laboratory investigations designed to position the 
relative impact of one source of phosphorus, de
tergent phosphorus, on surface water quality. 

SOURCES AND INPUTS OF 
PHOSPHORUS TO LAKES 

Phosphorus (P) sources (in approximate rank 
order of importance) include such diverse origins as 
surface runoff. fertilizer applications, phosphate min
ing, municipal wastewater treatment plant discharges 
(which include human waste and detergents), atmos
pheric ~recipitation, wild and dpmestic animal 
wastes, industrial wastes and septic-system leachate. 
In general, the sources or P are identified and their 
contributions are measurable. Also, control of these 
sources, in general, is technologically possible. The 
importance or these sources and their control arc 
extensively discussed in the literature, yet different 
conclusions are often reached about the relative 
effectiveness of control strategies. 

Wastewater sources of P affect nearly all large lakes 
and are the subject of many reports and publications. 
especially by the International Joint Commission 
(UC). UC reports in 'the mid-1970s emphasized 
wastewater P, but recently the emphasis shifted. For 
example, the 1981 IJC Water Quality Board reported 
39 "areas of concern" for the Great Lakes. or which 
seven involved P enrichment and 37 involved proh
lems not involving P (some areas had both) (Great 
Lakes Water Quality Board, 1981). This report also 
noted a 50% reduction of municipal wastewater P 
loads into the Great Lakes since 1975. As a result, P 
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inputs from surface runoff now are at least three chemicals are added. The National Eutrophication 
times larger than wastewater contributions. Survey (NES) (Gakstatter et aI., 1978) reported con-

The observed change in the relative magnitude of centrations of total P and ortho P in wastewater 
P sources is largely due to chemical removal of P at "effluent in regions where detergent P was banned and 
wastewater treatment plants. Small lakes may receive in areas without bans. We calculated the percentage 
wastewater from small municipal treatment plants, of phosphorus in the ortho form from their concen
and since these treatment plants do not generally tration data in four regions. In the two regions with 
practice P removal, the relative magnitude of the two bans on P detergents, the percentages of ortho P were 
sources is likely to differ. , )'", ' ", : , 62 and 74%. In the two regions without bans, the 

Laundry detergent P was a major source of wastc-' percentages of ortho P were 67 and 73%. The simi
water P during the late 1960s, and many researchers larity of these results suggest that detergent P be
and organizations recommended controls to reduce comes, indistinguishable from other sources of P 
the P content of detergents. Vallentyne and Thomas during wastewater treatment. 
(1978), as co-chairmen of an IJC Task Group to Internal loading of P to lakes occurs when P is 
review P loadings to the Great Lakes. recommended released from sediment. P loading from surface 
reducLion of phosphorus in detergents as one strategy runoff is usually larger than P loading from sediment 
to reduce P loadings. Gakstatter et al. (1978) recom- release, although the seasonal cycles of these two 
mended banning phosphates in detergents as an sources are quite different. External loading of P 
effective method of reducing municipal effluent phos- generally reaches a lake during high inflow periods of 
phorus loads by approx. 50%. Their recommendation the year. If the hypolimnion becomes anoxic during 
was based on the National Eutrophication Survey low inflow periods, P will be released from the 
conducted in 1972-1975. The subsequent Great sediments. External loading is usually of greater 
Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1978 (Inter- magnitude. so an apparent net deposition of phos
national Joint Commission, 1978) recommended re- phorus occurs in the bottom sediments. However, the 
duetion of P in household detergents to 0.5% where period of release from sediment generally coincides 
necessary to meet loading allocations. with the period of maximum phytoplankton biomass 

During the I 970s, detergent manufacturers de- and maximum public awareness of this nuisance. 
creased the P levels in their products. In the U.S., the Shagawa Lake, near Ely. Minnesota, is a classic 
P content of detergents is now about one-half of 1970 example of the importance of internal loading. Sha
levels. The major source ofP to municipal wastewater gawa Lake experienced very little improvement in 
is now human and food waste with detergents con- water quality (Porcella el al., 1980) following an 80% 
tributing 2(}-30% (Hartig and Horvath, 1982; Runke, reduction in point-source phosphorus, apparently 
1982). When detergent P loads are compared to all due to its internal pool of sediment P. Although 
sources of P loading to a water body. the magnitude epilimnetic available P was depleted in early summer 
of detergent P loads is now very small. For example. during algal blooms, the concentration of total lake 
if the Michigan ban on P laundry detergents were not P reached its maximum during August and Sep
in effect the total P entering the Great Lakes adjacent tember (Larsen et al .• 1975). This P maximum appar
to the state of Michigan would only increase about ently resulted from a release of sediment P due to low 
2% (Wendt. 1982). . " hypolimnetic dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations 

Bioavailability of P species is not well understood (Sonzogni et al., 1977; Larsen el al .• 1981). Similar 
by scientists. Lee et al. (1980) extensively reviewed the estimations in Lake Erie indicated a sharp increase in 
availability of phosphorus to aquatic life and recom- sediment P release when the DO was reduced to 
mended control of algal-available P load. They em- 0.25 mg I-I (Herdendorf, 1980). 
phasized the need to use algal assays to estimate As a practical matter. the calculation of a P budget 
available forms of phosphorus. They noted the inac- for a lake usually includes only external sources of P. 
curacy of chemical techniques in estimating bio- The release of P from sediment, as well as the effect 
available P in eRuents from domestic wastewater of thermocline migration. serves to increase prod
treatment plants. Major regulatory bodies such as the uctivity without affecting the external P budget. 
International Joint Commission and the U.S. EPA. Thus. the external P sources may be less important 
however. continue to use total P load because of its than expected. As a result. small changes in external 
simplicity. P loads may have a smaller-than-expected effect on 

Detergent P does not enter the environment di- water quality. 
reetly. Instead. this source passes through municipal 'Lorenzen (1979) used a mass balance model and 
or home wastewater treatment systems before enter- limit line to show that small changes in P loading 
ing the environment. In wastewater. detergent P is reduced in-lake total P concentrations in a smaIl 
rapidly converted to orthophosphate. This ortho- number of lakes while chlorophyll a and Secchi disc 
phosphate is readily incorporated into the biomass of depths were indistinguishable from old values. Al
an activated sludge plant. If the wastewater plant though some questions about the chlorophyll model 
practices P removal. detergent P will precipitate exist (Smith and Shapiro. 1981 a), the conclusions 
quickly with iron and aluminum salts when these have generally been supported (Lorenzen. 198Ia). 
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Nevertheless, disagreements about mass-balance 
modeling, threshold effects, and chlorophyll alP re
lationships continue in the literature (Lorenzen, 
1981b; Rast and Lee, 1981; .Smith and Shapiro. 
198Ib). These disagreements emphasize the im
portance of monitoring studies to provide a data base 
on the interactions and relationships between phos-
phorus and chlorophyll a. . 

Lee el al. (1978) provided new insight on water 
quality changes that might result from various P 
control practices. They applied the results of the U.S. 
OECD eutrophication project and concluded that 

, water quality in lakes is remarkably insensitive to 
small changes in P loads. 

When phosphorus appears to be the controlling 
nutrient, the ecological question is not whether to 
control phosphorus loading; the question is a matter 
of degree. In a lake. how much must the P load be 
lowered so that the P concentration is reduced 
sufficiently to cause an observable effect on water 
quality? The following case histories examine this 
question. 

CASE HISfORIES 

In P-Iimited lakes. P loading reductions, if 
sufficiently large. generally can be expected to result 
in an improvement in lake water quality. However, 
the quantitative relationships are not simple. and the 
P reductions necessary to achieve a significant im
provement may be quite large. 

Smith and Shapiro (198Ia) critically reviewed and 
evaluated the response of algal biomass to nutrient 
reduction in sixteen north temperate lakes. One lake, 
Lake Washington, was restored to oligotrophic con
ditions (TP = 10.51lg 1-', Chi = 3.91lg 1-') by total 
wastewater diversion and a subsequent 80% reduc
tion of in-lake P concentrations. Four lakes were 
restored to mesotrophic conditions (TP ~ 20 Ilg I-I 
and ChI ~ 5.5 JIg I-I for at least I year) either by 
wastewater diversion, by chemical removal of P from 
wastewater, or by flushing with low-nutrient water. 
In these four lakes, the in-lake P concentration was 
reduced by 45-85%. The other eleven lakes experi
enced a decrease in in-lake P concentration, although 
all were still considered to be eutrophic (TP> 20 Ilg 
1- I). This latter group of lakes also had regression 
equations of chlorophyll a vs phosphorus with weak 
statistical relationships. Overall, their review sug-

average P loading reductions of 73" o' In the other D 
lakes. reductions of P input averaged 49~-;, and were 
not adequate to shift the trophic status. 
, Hem el al. (1981) examined environmental factors 

affecting the response of chlorophyll a to total P 
concentration for the 815 NES lakes. A strong cor
relation existed between total P and chlorophyll a for 
the entire set of lakes., yet for individual lakes. the 
response of chlorophyll a produced per unit of total 
P varied greatly. The reasons for the variation were 
thought to be related to light attenuation and some
times nitrogen concentrations. 

A few researchers explored alternative techniques 
to improve water quality without P control. Shapiro 
el al. (1975) argued that biological interactions, es
pecially with higher organisms, affected the efficacy of 
restoration techniques. They also proposed manage
ment of the fish community as a technique to control 
algal abundance. Shapiro el al. (1982) reviewed a 
variety of possibilities for biomanipulation such as 
reduction of benthivores, change of algal species, and 
increase in herbivorous zooplankton. They reported 
biomanipulation in small lakes to be a cost-effective 
approach for lake restoration. both as an adjunct and 
an alternative to nutrient control. Biomanipulation 
has already been successfully applied under specific 
conditions (Henrikson el al., 1979; Shapiro and 
Wright, 1983). 

DETERGENT PHOSPHORUS BAN STUDIES 

Legislated bans limiting the phosphorus content of 
commercial detergents were seen by many as a rapid 
and effective means to reduce P loadings to surface 
waters. The Canadian government acted in July. 1970 
to limit phosphorus in laundry detergents to Icss than 
8.7% and in 1972 further decreased the limit to 2.2%. 
The states of Indiana and New York limited de
tergent phosphorus in their respective 1971 legislative 
sessions. In addition. laws limiting the P content of 
detergents were enacted in Minnesota, Michigan. 
Vermont, Wisconsin. Connecticut, Florida and 
Maine as well as a number of city and county 
jurisdictions. 

Table I. Dates of legislated laundry detergent phosphorus lim· 
itations 

. Location 
Intermediate ban 
date and P limit Date of ban 

Connecticut 2/1/72 
gested that a large decrease in P concentration must Florida 12/31/72 

occur in a lake in order to achieve an improvement Indiana 2/22/72 1/1/73 

8.7% 
8.7"1. 
8.7% 
8.7"1. 
8.7% 

. h' Maine 6/1/72 
In trop IC status. .; ,; Michigan 7/1/12 1011/77 

Uttormark and Hutchins'(1980) described restora- Minnesota 8/30/79· 

tion attempts on 23 eutrophic lakes (four were in New York 1/1/72 8.7% 611f73 

common with the Smith and' Shapiro data set). ~:°l'~:n j;:;;~t 
Loading reductions for these 23 lakes were achieved -.;.;~~------------...:-:---

-The ban in Minnesota was inMituled in laic 1<J76 although I~gal 
through diversion of wastewater and construction of challenges delayed the official date until 30 August 1971}. 
new treatment plants. Based on observed trophic Nevertheless. the d~tergent industry stoppe,l the shipmen! of 

',.' phosphate detergents into Minnewta in latc 1976. 
conditions, they judged that ten lakes moved into the tThc ban in Wisconsin expired on 30 June 1982 and was reinstated 
mesotrophic or oligotrophic categQries; these ten had . ,·on I January 1984. 
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State-wide legislative restrictions on detergent 
phosphorus are listed in Table I. These restrictions 
recently were found to' involve hidden costs to con
sumers (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1982; Pur
chase et al., 1982; Mohamed, 1982; Spivak et al .• 
1982). A review of the continuing legislative and 
technical controversies surrounding detergent phos
phorus was recently provided by Flynn (1982). 

Nearly all of the published studies typically cited in 
support of detergent P bans for improvement of 
water quality are based on the unsupported hypoth
esis that, if phosphorus is related to eutrophication, 
then even a small reduction in P loading will improve. 
water quality. Among these often-cited studies are 
Schelske and Stoermer (1971) where large submerged 
plastic bags were subjected to various nutrient con
centrations and the resultant algal production was 
monitored. The experiments of Schindler and Fee 
(1974), also cited in support of detergent P bans, were 
done in small, whole lake systems. They showed 
definitive~y that phosphorus was the limiting nutrient 
in these lakes but failed to position the relative 
importance of P contributions from detergent origin 
or any other source. The publications by Sweeney 
(1973, 1979) also claimed that bans had a positive 
ecological impact, but did not include data to sub
stantiate his claim. Hartig and Horvath (1982) also 
implied a water quality benefit from Michigan's 
detergent P ban. but did '10t support their claim with 
data. .." " 1 I":: , : 

The lake restoration projects described earlier 
(Smith and Shapiro, 1981a; Uttormark and Hutch
ins. 1980) indicated that even moderate reductions in 
. P loading may not· cause the trophic status of a lake 

" , 

120 

.,;; ,.,·tq 1111 Total P 

\':. ,~-;, .. ,~;,,(,~ t'.~ :<" .... !~. 'i~ 

230 
WhlteRlv., 

to improve. Several studies have been carried out 
which investigate the specific question of whether P 
reductions resulting from detergent P bans approach 
the magnitude needed to cause a significant shift in 
water quality. In the following section, the results of 
these investigations are summarized with both pre
and post-ban field data for analysis and comparison 
of directional water quality changes. Each geograph
ical area will be discussed in sequence. 

Indiana 

A detergent P ban was adopted in the State of 
Indiana in January 1973. Subsequently, several stud
ies were initiated to examine its impact on surface 
water quality across the state. Etzel et al. (1975) 
conducted a series of laboratory investigations and 
field monitoring trips of Indiana rivers. Their objec
tive was to determine whether the detergent P ban 
made 'phosphorus a growth-limiting nutrient and 
consequently reduced the algal growth potential in 
the surface waters of the state. Data for the White 
River and Wabash River arc typical of monitored P 
concentrations in Indiana during their study (Fig. I), 
Average ortho P concentrations throughout the 
White River during this post-ban period were usually 
several hundred parts per billion with a maximum of 
3650 J,lg I-I. Mean ortho P concentrations in the 
Wabash River, although lower than in the White 
River, were substantially higher than the concen
tration generally recognized as sufficient to support 
excessive algal growth in surface waters. These P 
concentrations were so high that no benefit was 
expected from a small change in loading. The authors 
concluded that the legislative ban on detergent P 

• < ~ ;. ;"",' .'. • 

[,i;ili7j!',) Ortho P : : ' , .. 

. . ,..' Total P .. 4400 ~g 1-' 
rota I P = 2455 ~g 1-1 

280 344 375 409 
Waba.h AI ..... 

Indiana Sampling Sites (River Miles) 

Fig. I. Total and orthophosphorus data for the White River and Wabash River, Indiana showing 
presence of excess phosphorus concentrations beyond the growth limiting range (Etzel c/ al .• 1975). 
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failed to reduce the remaining stream P to levels low 
cnough to be of any biological significance in reduc
ing thc potential for algal growth. They also con
cluded that the environmental and public interests 
throughout the state would be better served by 
widespread recognition of the obvious value of nutri
ent removal at wastewater treatment plants. 

Doemel and Brooks (1975) made laboratory 
measurements on the effects of a detergent P ban on 
algal growth in Indiana lake water. Wastewater was 
modified by two techniques: first, by chemically re
moving half of the total P of the domestic effluent 
wastewater, and secondly, by supplying a motel 
complex with a non-P detergent. The wastewaters 
were then diluted 50-fold with natural lake waters. 
UsiI\g several green l\nd blue-green algal species, they 
found biomass was not significantly decreased when 
total wastewater effluent P was reduced by either of 
these two techniques. Only when effluents were ter
tiary treated to achieve a 92% reduction was algal 
growth significantly decreased. The authors con
cluded their data. supported, the hypothesis that the 
removal of phosphorus from detergents was 
insufficient to reduce algal growth in most bodies of 
water. 

In an intensive study of fifteen Indiana lakes, Bell 
and Spacie (1978) compared water quality and P 
concentrations measured in 1977 with those pre
viously found during the 1973 EPA National Eu
trophication Survey. They investigated whether any 
of the lakes had undergone changes in trophic state 
4 years after the detergent P ban. Results of the 
investigation were compared via the trophic state 

Table 2. Comparison of Indiana lake! using Carlson trophic state 
index (Bell and Spacie. 1978) 

Total ChI. Average 
Lake Year P Q Secchi change 

Bass 73 55.5 65.0 63.0 
77 58.5 60.5 69.0 +1.5 

Cataract 73 64.0 53.0 68.5 
77 69.5 71.5 68.5 +8.0 

Crooked 73 47.5 50.0 46.3 
77 51.0 46.5 48.0 +0.6 

Dallas 73 46.0 54.0 53.0 
77 56.8 42.0 51.5 -0.9 

Geist 73 73.0 70.0 64.5 
77 73.0 70.0 73.0 +2.8 

Hamilton 73 54.4 52.0 55.3 
77 57.5 54.8 58.8 +3.1 

Long 73 70.0 54.0 55.3 
77 78.5 64.0 63.0 +8.7 

Marsh 73 68.0 59.5 56.5 
77 59.0 56.0 56.3 -4.2 

Maxinkuckee 73 43.0 48.0 48.8 
77 50.5 46.0 49.5 +2.1 

Monroe 73 49.5 53.8 56.0 
77 59.8 58.8 52.5 +5.4 

Sylvan 73 75.5 74.8 65.0 
77 63.0 60.5 63.0 -9.6 

Tippecanoe 73 45.0 52.5 45.5 
77 43.0 49.0 54.0 + 1.0 

Wawasee 73 40.0 50.2 42.3 
77 50.5 47.0 45.0 +3.3 

Webster 73 39.5 50.2 42.3 
77 56.0 57.0 60.0 +13.7 

Winona 73 50.5 59.0 55.0 
77 59.5 57.0 57.5 +3.2 

Table 3. Chlorophyll Q concentrations in Indiana lakes (Lee and 
Archibald, 1980) 

1977 Predicted 1972 
Chlorophyll Q Chlorophyll Q 

concentration concentration 
Name (pgl-I) (Jlgl- l ) ------"-- ---_._------------

Hamilton 
Sylvan 

. Monroe 

. Cataract 
Long 
Dallas 
Marsh 
Webster 
Bass 
Wawasee 
Geist 
Winona 
Crooked 
Tippecanoe 
Maxinkuckee 

12 
21 
14 
42 
31 
14 
I3 
IS 
21 
5 

57 
15 
5 
7 
5 

12.5 
25 
15 
43 
33 
IS 
16 
16 
23 

5.2 
62 
15 
5.2 
7 
5.1 

index (TSI) method of Carlson (1977). The value of 
the TSI may range from 0 to 100 with the higher 
values being more eutrophic. Bell and Spacie con
sidered changes of less than 5 TSI to be insignificant 
due to the inherent variability in sampling and water 
quality between years. 

All of the fifteen Indiana lakes studied by Bell and 
Spacie had sufficiently short residence times that a 
change in nutrient load in 1973 should have produced 
an effect by 1977. A comparison of 1973 conditions 
with those of 1977 inciicated that four of the lakes had 
an overall increase of five or more TSI units (i.e. 
became more eutrophic) while one showed a decrease 
(Table 2). The other ten lakes showed only small 
changes. The authors concluded that the ban of 
detergent P was not sufficient to produce a significant 
change in these lakes within four years. They ex
plained that the estimated pre-ban contribution of 
detergent P to the loadings in these lakes was gener
ally small compared to other sources of phosphorus. 

In a further analysis of these data for the fifteen 
Indiana lakes, Lee and Archibald (1980) summarized -
results of the Vollenweider-OECD eutrophication 
modeling approach to evaluate the water quality 
improvement that potentially could be expected from 
the 1973 detergent P ban. Estimates of chlorophyll a 
concentrations for pre-ban 1972 were compared with 
data for 1977,4 years post-ban (Table 3). The model, 
as expected, predicted a decrease in the concentration 
of chlorophyll a in every case, but the magnitude of 
chlorophyll a changes between these periods was 
usually less than 10%. 

New York 

In Erie County, New York, a ban on detergent P 
was adopted in January 1972. Smith (1972) deter
mined that the Erie County ban, combined with 
effects of chemical treatment of wastewaters, resulted 
in an overall reduction of 0.3 Jl g PI-I in the receiving 
water. Compared to typical P concentrations of 
Niagara River water, Smith concluded that it cannot 
be proven that (he ban significantly decreased the P 
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Major Wastewat.r Impact '-, ""Minor Wastewater Impact 

~ 
60 I 

Mean 40 I 
summer 
10101 p 30 

(1-'9 1-1 ) 20 

10 

26 ; I 

Mean 12 , ,,'I I 

summer e .-, I 
CHLs 
(1-'9 I-I) 

4 

Reciprocal 0.8 

of mean 0.6 
summer 

0.4 
Secchi 
depth (11m) 0.2 

71 77 71 77 71 77 71 77 71 77 71 77 71 77 71 77 71 77 
Canadarago Conesus leanadice Hemlock Skaneateles 

Cayuga Owasco Cananda,gua Keuka 

Fig. 2. Water quality data for the ten New York study lakes demonstrating variability in response 
patterns. The last bar for each lake represents 1971 data (4 years post ban) (Schaffner and Oglesby, 1978). 

concentration and that the differences to be expected 
were of similar magnitude to natural background 
variation of the Niagara River. The statewide New 
York detergent P ban was adopted in 1973 and, as in 
Indiana. a number of studies· were conducted to 
assess its impact on receiving water quality. In an 
intensive study of phosphorus content of New York 
influent and effluent wastewaters, Sharfstein et al. 
(1977) reported reductions in total P ranging from 
12.5 to 59% in influent wastewater after the ban. 
However, the authors concluded, while the P ban 
reduced wastewater P concentrations, the reduction 
represented an extremely small decrease in the eu
trophic potential of the receiving waters. 

Schaffner and Oglesby (1978) collected data from 
a number of New York lakes during 1977. Chloro
phyll a, Secchi depth and total P concentrations were 
measured among several other physico-chemical val
ues. Representative deep-water lakes were selected on 
the basis of pre-ban data for comparison with 1977 
data. In some cases changes were slightly positive 
and, in others, the changes were in the direction of 
poorer quality. Figure 2 presents the Schaffner and 
Oglesby (1978) data for the years 1971 to 1977. The 
lakes, especially those with major wastewater impact, 
would be expected to show an improvement in all 
three parameters if the state-wide ban on detergent P 
were an important factor. No overall improvement in 
lake water quality was seen. The authors concluded 
that the P ban resulted in an overall decrease in the 
phosphorus content of wastewaters but was 
insufficient to produce a measurable impact on water 
quality. 

Trautmann et al. (1982) reviewed the chlorophyll 
data reported by Shaffner and Oglesby (1978) and 
added new chlorophyll data from 1978 for six of the 

lakes. When statistically analyzed as individual lakes, 
no change in summer chlorophyll was found. How
ever, when the six lakes were analyzed as a group, the 
authors reported a significant decrease in chlorophyll 
concentration after the ban. The decrease occurred 
over the time period of 1970 to 1978. and Trautmann 
et al. attributed the drop to the ban on detergent 
phosphorus which began on I June. 1973. Our analy
sis of their approach indicates several problems in 
reaching this conclusion. First, the chlorophyll data 
are probably not independent with respect to time as 
required when using the statistic they employed. 
Second, control lakes were not used and thus no 
compensation was made for year-to-year climatic 
changes. In particular, the passage of Hurricane Agnes 
through the region in June 1972, was not discussed 
even though two of the six lakes (Cayuga and Ska
neateles) exhibited unusually high chlorophyll levels 
in 1972. Third, phosphorus-removal facilities were 
installed at waste-water treatment plants on two of 
the six lakes (Conesus and Cayuga) during the study 
period. These factors suggest to us that the assign
ment of improved chlorophyll levels to the detergent 
phosphate ban is not supported. 

Michigan 

The State of Michigan implemented a detergent P 
ban effective 1 October 1977. In a study of the effects 
of the ban on municipal wastewater treatment plants. 
Hartig and Horvath (1982) summarized influent and 
effluent P concentrations from 58 Michigan waste
water plants. The study considered 1976-1977 as a 
pre-ban period and 1978-1979 as a post-ban period. 
Influent phosphorus concentrations decreased by 
23% from approx. 6.5 to 5.0 mg I-I. Effiuent phos
phorus concentrations decreased by 24% from ap-
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prox. 2.1 to 1.6 mg I-I due to initiation of chemical 
removal of P as well as the ban. Monitoring data 
from western Lake Erie for 1976-1979 showed no 
decrease in P concentrations after the ban and, in 
fact, showed a slightly increasing trend with the 
highest concentrations evident in 1979. 

Hartig and Horvath claimed the ban seemed to 
decrease taste and odor problems in drinking water 
taken from Saginaw Bay. However, in a later dis
cussion paper, Wendt (1982) showed that P concen
trations . decreased before the ban and therefore no 
improvement in water quality could be attributed to 
the ban. Wendt agreed that the ban caused a decrease 
in wastewater influent P concentrations, but only 
affected the P load to adjacent Great Lakes by 2%. 
Another discussion paper by Berthouex et af. (1983) 
'applied mQ.re sophisticated time-series analysis to 
Hartig and Horvath's data. Berthouex et al. esti
mated that Michigan's P detergent ban reduced the 
influent wastewater P load by 13-15%, not 23% as 
claimed by, Hart,ig and Horvath. 

Minnesota unci Wi.l'('onsill 

Lake studies in Minnesota and Wisconsin were 
reported by Runke (1982) and by Clesceri (1982), 
respectively. These studies began before the bans in 
those states became effective and continued for several 
years afterward. Two groups of lakes were studied in 
both Minnesota and in Wisconsin. The first group 
consisted of point-source lakes that received substan
tial quantities of municipal wastewater effluent or 
septic tank seepage. The second group consisted of 
reference lakes that received no wastewater dis
charges. By forming pairs of two similar lakes, one 
each from the point-source and reference groups, 
changes in water quality attributable to the ban 
against P-based detergents might be distinguished 
from changes that would otherwise occur naturally. 
These' two studies are described below. 

In late 1976, the Minnesota Pollution Control 
Agency instituted a ban against P-based detergents. 
To assess the effect of the proposed ban on water 
quality, a study was undertaken in 1975 by the 
Environmental Research Group. Inc., St Paul. Min
nesota (Runke, 1982). The study provided data on 
eleven lakes throughout the State of Minnesota, 
including those receiving and not receiving municipal 
wastewater effluent. A detailed limnological study of 
the selected lakes was made during pre-ban condi
tions in 1975-1976 and post-ban conditions in 
1977-1980. The lakes in the study had phosphorus 
residence times of less than 0.7 years. External P 
loading from wastewater treatment plants to the 
studied lakes averaged 32% (range 4-67%) before the 
ban. After the ban, the external load decreased by an 
average of 13% (range 0-35%). 

Runke reported one lake pair with si&nificantly 
lower P concentrations but unchanged chlorophyll-a 
levels and Secchi depth. A second lake pair 
significantly improved in chlorophyll-a concentration 
and Secchi depth but not P concentration. A third 
lake pair showed a significant deterioration in 
chlorophyll-u concentration and Secchi depth but no 
change in P concentration. Three other lake pairs 
showed no changes. Runke concluded that the ban 
on phosphate-based detergents did not result in im
proved lake water quality in Minnesota. He attrib
uted the lack of improvement to the loading reduc
tion's being too small relative to the overall 
phosphorus budget to elicit a water quality response. 

An independent analysis of Runke's data was also 
made for this paper. The results of our analysis of the 
Minnesota lakes data are shown first in Table 4 as 
directional changes in water quality and phosphorus 
concentrations. The table presents the differences 
between the post-ban responses and the pre-ban 
responses. A detailed evaluation of the differences 
shown in Table 4 reveals that several lakes experi-

Table 4. Directional changes in water quality and phosphorus concentrations for the Minnesota 
lakes 

W.R. '1/7 H 

Mean post-ban values minus 
mean pre·ban values ._--- -- -

Sccchi Chl·Q Total·P Ortho-P 
Lake (0) (JIgl-') (JIg 1-') (pg 1-') 

.---------- -
Lily 0.51 -74.45 -321.14 -82.66 
Clear·R -1.69 48.03 . -337.18 -302.63 
Green -0.94 0.11 -0.84 -3.03 
Big Birch.R -0.48 1.74 10.41 -0.23 
Koronis -1.24 8.12 16.27 -3.95 
Minnewaska -0.13 1.69 -18.04 1.10 
Reno-R -1.43 0.03 6.93 -2.9~ 
Blackhoof -0.29 10.71 25.52 1.78 
Eagle-R 0.60 1.82 -1.03 -2.20 
Buffalo 0.39 6.70 1.87 -1.16 
Maple·R 0.15 9.98 8.41 -0.76 ------.. --.. 

Summary of directional changes in individual lakes 
Sccchi Chl·a Total-P Ortho-P ------ ------- ------

PI. PI. Pt. Pt, 
_______ R_e_f. __ s_ou_= __ R_c_f._ lO_u_rce __ ~_f. _!_ou_~_e ___ Re_f. __ ~_~~ .. _ 

Declining 3 4 0 
Increasing 2 2 5 

R = Reference lake. 
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Fig. 3. Water quality data for the Blackhoof-Eagle lake 
pair, Minnesota demonstrating pre- and post-ban trends. 
The solid lines arc the trends on the segmented-line re-

gression model. 

enced an increase in in-lake total P and ortho P after 
the ban, in contradiction to predictions. These in
creases reflect the natural fluctuations in these param
eters from year to year and emphasize the importance 
of reference-lake comparisons when evaluating an 
event such as a detergent P ban. A summary of the 
directional changes (without regard to magnitude or 
statistical significance) is shown at the bottom of the 
table. This summary reveals no directional trends 
that might be attributed to the detergent P ban. A 
detailed discussion of the lake responses follows. 

Two lakes, Lily and Clear, experienced large de
creases in total and ortho P concentrations (see Table 
4). The P concentration change in Clear Lake was not 
related to the ban since Clear Lake received no 
wastewater. At Lily Lake, the reduction in overall P 
load due to lower P concentration in wastewater after 
the ban was 4%, which is too small to cause the large 
decrease noted in Table 4. Thus, the overall reduction 
in P concentrations in Lily and Clear lakes was 
apparently caused by other factors; the detergent P 
ban could not cause the large change. 

An additional detailed statistical analysis was also 
made on the Minnesota lakes by forming lake pairs. 
For each observation of a particular response, the 
data were logarithmically transformed to stabilize 

'vari~rici; and averaged acr~ss sites for a particular 
Sampling trip and lake. Ratios were formed between 
the data from each point source lake and its reference 
lake. The,ratios were fitted to a segmented straight
line model with' a join point at the date of the ban. 

e .Figure 3 illustrates the segmented-line model for the 
, Blackhoof-Eagle lake pair. This model allowed a 

rigorous test of the hypothesis that a measurable 
'change of a particular variable occurred (or did not 
occur) after the date of the detergent P ban. This 
hypothesis was tested by comparing slopes of the 
lines before and after the ban. The segmented re
gression model was fitted using the Statistical Analy
sis System procedure REG (S.A.S., 1979). This tech-

,nique is similar' to that used by Runke except that 
Runke used a segmented line model in which the 
pre-ban response coefficient was forced to be zero 
(Le. steady'state was assumed in the pre-ban period). 
The slopes of our regression lines are presented in 
Table 5 along with the results of an F-test. The 
Durbin-Watson statistic and the 1st-order auto
correlation coefficient were determined in order to 
test for non-random patterns in the residuals. Some 
non-random pattern was detected in the residuals of 
a few of the data sets. However, none of the non
random patterns occurred where the change in slope 
represented a significant improvement (at P = 0.12 or 
less) in water quality. 

The results for the Lily-Clear lake pair indicate the 
variety of events that may occur in P concentrations 
and water quality variables over a 6-year study. In 
this lake pair, chlorophyll a concentration rati('ls 
declined significantly in the pre-ban period and then 
became constant after the ban. The F-test (see Table 
5) suggests that the pre- and post-ban chlorophyll a 
slopes for the Lily-Clear lake pair were significantly 
different, but close inspection of the raw data re
vealed that the reference lake experienced an unusual 
and sudden algal decline in September of 1975. No 
similar decline occurred in the point-source lake. 
Thus, the change in slope at the time of the ban was 
not related to the deterg~nt P ban. 

The algal decline in 1975 in Clear Lake also caused 
Secchi depth ratios to trend upward significantly in 
the pre-ban period, as noted in Table 5. A slight, but 
nonsignificant, positive slope coefficient also occurred 
after the ban, and the change in slope was nearly 
significant (P = 0.06). In terms of water quality, both 
chlorophyll a and Secchi depth ratios were improving 
in the reference lake before the ban, and the changes 
after the ban were toward less desirable trends. 
Neither of these changes can logically be associated 
with the ban. 

Table 5 shows that both the total P and ortho P 
concentration ratios in the Lily-Clear lake pair had 
nonsignificant changes before and after the ban, and 
that the changes had no statistical significance. Over
all, for the Lily-Clear lake pair, the detergent P ban 
had no effect on lake water P concentration ratios. 
The changes in chlorophyll a and Secchi depth rati()~, 
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Table S. Water quality and phosphorus data for MinnC30ta lake pairs. Negative slopes indicate decreasing trends and 
positive slopes indicate increasing trends relative to respective reference lakes. The P-value indicates the significance of 

the difference between pre- and post-ban trends 

lake pa:r Parameter ._---_ ... _-
Lily-Clcar Chl-a 

Secchi 
Total-P 
Ortho P 

Grcen-Big Birch Chl-a 
Secchi 
Total P 
Ortho P 

Koronis-Big Birch Chl-a 
Secchi 
TotalP 
Ortho P 

Minnewaska-Rcno Chl-a 
Secchi 
Total P 
Ortho P 

Blackhoof-Eaglc Chl-Q 
Secchi 
Total P 
Ortho P 

Buffal()--Maple Chl-a 
Secchi 
Total P 
Ortho P 

----

Slope of the log ratio 
of response vs time p-value of 

Pre-ban 

-0.0026" 
O.OO\3t 
0.0004 
0.0011 
0.0005 

-0.0003 
0.0001 

-0.0009 
0.0001 

-0.0002 
-0.0003 
-0.0008 
-0.0000 

0.0001 
-0.0004" 

0.0008 
O.OOOS" 

-0.0003 
0.0004 
0.0005 

-0.0002 
0.0003 

-0.0000 
0.0610 

-._-----

Post-ban 

0.0001 
0.0003 

-0.0001 
0.0003 

-0.0002" 
0.0001 

-0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0000 
0.0000 

-0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0000 

-0.0001 
-0.0002 

0.0001 
-0.0001 
-0.0000 

0.0001 
-0.0001 
-0.0000 
-0.0001 
-0.0001 

------

difference 
in slopes 

0.02" 
0.06 
0.52 
0.55 
0.04" 
0.12 
0.59 
0.11 
0.73 
0.57 
0.46 
0.20 
0.91 
0.73 
0.12 
0.11 
0.10 
0.20 
0.18 
0.31 
0.85 
0.34 
0.78 
0.17 

Number of lake pairs showing declines and increases 
Chl-a Secchi Total·P Ortho-P 

Decline Increase Decline Increase Decline Increase Decline Increase 
--- ------ ------_.- -_. 
Pre-ban 3 
Post-ban 2 

·Significant at P 20.0S. 
tSigniticant at P ~ 0.01 

.- -------
3 3 
4 2 

although statistically significant, were therefore un
related to the ban. 

For the other lake pairs, only three slope 
coefficients were significantly different from zero. 
These three trends were: decreasing total P ratios 
pre-ban in the Minnewaska-Reno lake pair, in
creasing chlorophyll a ratios pre-ban in the 
Blackhoof-Eagle lake pair, and decreasing chloro
phyll a ratios post-ban in the ,Green-Big Birch lake 
pair. The ban, of course, could not be the cause of 
any pre-ban trend. The post-ban trend for chloro
phyll a ratios in the Green-Big Birch pair represents 
an improvement in water quality after the ban, but 
the concentration ratios for total P Imd ortho l> did 
not change in a consistent manner. This lack of 
correlation indicates that the .ban was not the caus
ative factor of the chlorophyll a change. 

The absence of effects in Buffalo Lake is of partic
ular importance because Buffalo Lake, pre ban, re
ceived 67% of its input P from wastewater. Even so, 
the trend of the in-lake total P ratio was virtually un
changed after the ban as were the chlorophyll a and 
Secchi depth ratios. Taken as a set of data, the 
Buffalo-Maple lake pair observations indicate that 
the ban on detergent P had no effect on water quality 
in this highly impacted lake. The reason for the lack 
of effect was perhaps due to the already high level of 
P (-300 Jig I-I) and the reSUlting low NIP ratio (-6) 

- -- -._-----." 
3 2 4 
4 3 3 

in Buffalo Lake. Water quality in this lake was 
apparently not controlled by P. 

The lower half of Table 5 is a summary of the pre
and post-ban trends of the ratios without regard to 
statistical significance. This summary indicates that 
in-lake total P was declining after the ban, although 
ortho P, chlorophyll a, and Secchi depth were not 
changing. Overall, no significant differences between 
pre- and post-ban water quality measurements could 
be correlated with P concentrations or with the 
detergent P ban during this 6-year investigation of 
eleven Minnesota lakes. 

Wisconsin 

The state of Wisconsin legislated a limited-term 
phosphorus detergent ban from I July 1979 to 30 
June 1982. The purpose of the limited term was to 
allow time for an assessment of any impact the ban 
might have on the water quality of Wisconsin lakes. 

Two studies were conducted in Wisconsin during 
the ban period. The Wisconsin Department of Natu
ral Resources (Schueltpelz et al., 1982) studied 16 
wastewater treatment plants, 29 stream sites and 3 
lakes. They reported the ban reduced the P load in the 
sanitary sewers of many municipalities. They also 
reported no direct evidence of water quality im
provement in the waters investigated within the time 
period permitted. For the three lakes receiving waste-
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water, a reduction in wastewater P occurred at only 
one lake after the ban. At the lake with a reduction 
in wastewater P. they reported that the small reduc
tion in total phosphorus (in wastewater) during the 
study period was not significant compared to the 
total annual loading to the impoundment. 

A study on Wisconsin lakes was also conducted by 
Environmental Research Group, Inc., St Paul, Min
nesota and reported by Clesceri (1982). A series of 
Wisconsin point-source and septic-tank lakes were 
studied as in Minnesota. Nearby reference lakes were 
also studied. The hydraulic retention times of the 
Wisconsin point-source lakes ranged from 54 days to 
an estimate of <2 years. By the summer of 1981, the 
ban had been in etf.;ct for 2 years. Thus, Clesceri 
studied all of the lakes for a period exceeding one 
hydraulic retention time, and four of the lakes were 
studied for a period of 3-13 retention times. 

Clesceri noted only one lake, Balsam Lake, exreri
enced a small improvement in water clarity when 
compared to its reference lake. However, he found 
this change in Balsam Lake did not correlate with a 
change in chlorophyll a or total P. Overall, Clesceri 
found no positive water quality improvement assign
able to the detergent phosphate ban in any of the 
study lakes even though the lakes were chosen to be 
likely to show any possible etTects of the ban. 

P loading will not have a significant etTect on water 
quality. The numerous case studies reviewed here 

. further indicate that detergent P bans represent a ,"ery 
small change in P loading. and no signifkimt w:ltc:r
quality effects have been related to buns. 

As noted by Jones and Lee (1982), small reductions 
in P load without technical justification are not likely 
to lead to cost-etTective programs for control of 
eutrophication. They urged the use of verified meth
ods to relate P load changes to the response of a 
water body in terms of beneficial uses and public 
perception. 

Chapra et al. (1983) carefully reviewed the options 
of controlling P loading to the Great Lakes, including 
the cost effectiveness of these measures. Their analy
sis found that an optimal P management program 
in.cluded controls of both point and ditTuse sources, 
zoned (rather than uniform) controls, and ranking of 
control options according to cost etTectiveness. De
tergent P bans were not discussed. In general, the 
most cost effective programs were sound land man
agement practices and phosphorus removal at treat
mer.t pla:lts to 1.0 mg I-I . 

This paper emphasizes the importance of a quan
titative evaluation of eutrophication. This evaluation, 
in turn, indicates the necessity of large reductions of 
P loads, and the futility of small P reductions, in 

SUMMARY 
order to achieve water quality improvements of the 

,~ .. " desired magnitude. When P concentration is the 

Large reductions in external P loading or in-lake P primary factor causing eutrophication, water quality 
concentrations usually cause significant im- benefits cannot be achieved b~ bans of detergent 
provements in trophic status and water quality as phosphorus. Such benefits reqUIre overall control of 
found by Smith and Shapiro (198Ia) and by Ut- both point and non-point sources of phosphorus. 

tormark and Hutchins (1980). These authors also Acknowledgements-The authors wish to thank Robert D. 
noted that moderate P reductions often caused ,Bruce for the statistical evaluation of the segmented-linc 
changes in chlorophyll a concentrations. and Secchi "model and A. G. Payne for many helpful comments on the 

• depths that were sufficiently large 'to measure with' . ;man~script. ',. .. 
reasonable confidence. These, moderate changes. 
however, were usually not sufficient to cause a change 
in trophic status.,>,.,. . 

The small changes in external P loading following 
bans on detergent P have not caused significant 
water-quality improvements as noted by Bell and 
Spacie (1978), SchatTner and Oglesby (1978), Wendt . 
(1982), Runke (1982), Clesceri (1982) and Schuettpelz 
et al. (1982). These authors consistently concluded 
that water-quality changes, if any, occurring after a 
detergent P ban" were too small to observe experi
mentally compared to natural variations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The prohlem of eutrophication is influenced by 
many factors including nutrients, physical-chemical 
phenomena and biological interactions. This paper 
examined primarily the factors and etTects that are 
related to P loadings of a magnitude comparable to 
those of detergent P. • 

The review of literature as well as the new studies 
reported in this paper suggest that small changes in 
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State of Montana 
City of Helena 
March 22, 1985 

Remarks of E. F. Barth, P.E. 
Barth Tec., Inc-:. 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

On Harch 21 1985, I reviewed the report titled "Phosphorus 
Removal by Simultaneous Precipition at Existing Wastewater Treat
ment Plants with Application to Plants in the Upper Flathead 
River Basin", prepared by RSE, Engineers; and dated Feburary 5, 
1985. 

On March 19, 1985, I toured the wastewater treatment facility 
located at Kalispell, Montana. The tour was conducted by Mr. Olson, 
Plant Superintendent. 

Prior to these t'-lO events, 
mentation of phosphorus removal 

I have been involved with imple
technology for about 20 years. 

Pho~phorus removal technology is an established technology 
in municipal treatm~nt plant operation. Attachment #1 shows that ~ 

as of the year 1982, there were 586 municipal facilities in the ; 
United States that currenty employ phos~horus control technology. 

Based upon the RSE, Engineers report and my tour of Kalispell 
it is my judgement; interium phosphorus removal technology could 
be ~uickly institut d at this facility. 

Using the chemical, Alum, to control phosphorus residual in 
the plant discharge to the state limi.tation of 1 mg/~, -,"ould 
impose a capital cost of about $40,000. to $60,000. for this interim 
approach. Chemical cost for Alum would be about $59. per million 
gallons (table 14, page 28 of RSE report). This later cost falls 
within the range of costs for chemical addition cited in attachment 
#2 for 9 identified facities in the United States; and 15 generic 
facilities cited in Table 8, page 17 of the RSE, Engineers report. 

These costs do not include other modifications necessary to 
meet other state imposed standards. 

SENAT£ NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE '1 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

. 
TA3LE 2. PHOSPHORUS AND NITROGEN CONTROL CAPA3IlITY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Year 1982 Yea; 2000 

Phosphorus Removal 

586 Number of Facilities 1 ,233 

(3,590 mgd) 14xl06 m3jd Flow Treated 32X106 m3jd (8,4~4 mgd) 

Percent of Total Flow 20;: 

Nitrifi ca: ; on 

686 Number of Facilities 2,880 

(3,435 mgd) l3xl06 m3/d Flow Treated 42xl06 m3/d (11 ,095 mgd 

l3~ Percent of Total flow 

Nitrogen Removal 

47 Number of Facilities 104 

(237 mgd) O.9xl06 m3jd Flow Treated 3xl06 m3/d {793 mgd} 

0.9~ Percent of Total Flo'w 1. 8;: 
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ATTACHi1ENT 2 

Table 6. ·Phosphorun refro'lal costs reportoo. 

De3kJn 
Capacity 

Ptlnt 

Gland !-lavon. M,ch. 

Ur'3. Ohio 
Gi«G5tone. Mich. 
A03:-l()~('. Va. 

FOC'''35tet''. N.Y. 

A,":';o!a. N.Y. 
GI;';.fJ Piains. O.C. 

~.f~::.,Iri!:>crOG""'1'\. tv' ... 1SS. 

E~y, ..... ~:rYl. 

• , n"lJd ,. 3 72.5 IT? Id. 

b 1 '7"{ ~ 3.735 I 
, 1 b ~ 0.,153 6 ;-.g. 
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113.5 

1.0 
35 
20 
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330 

5.5 
1.0 

Total 

0+ hi Coots 
el1 OX> gaP Chemb'I) U<,; ... ",:I 

Pk::.'<le !;:;t.:c. 
13.9 FeCI, 
205.0 AI 
~90 Pickl<! f.quor + AI 
214 AI 
48.2 FeCI, 

22.9 F:C~ 

37.5 F",SO, 

81.6 AI 

1 /,c10,!.::n.3: S:>:>QB r -G.-,:j.o;; cost x·1 h~JCed ,1 th~<Se P ren10val costs. 

ell COO gil! 

0.4 
1.3 
2.2 
2.·i 
2.5 
r: 13 
4.0 
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10.7 
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I would look forward to assisting you In any of the areas listed: 

PROCESS EVALUATION 
PROCESS MARKETING 
MARKET POTENTIAL 
NATIONAL TRENDS 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
PROPOSAL PREPARATION 
EXPERT TESTIMONY 

CONFERENCES 
SEMINARS 
WORKSHOPS 

FACILITY PLANNING 
FEASABILITY STUDIES 
PILOT PLANT STUDIES 
DEMONSTRATION STUDIES 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
PROCESS DESIGN 
TECHNOLOGY UPDATES 

DESIGN MANUALS 
REPORT PREPARATION 
LITERATURE EVALUATION 

To be successful In this venture these services must save you money and time, or 
offer that specialized capability you need. Typically my assignment would be portions 
of a larger project you manage; and I can expend detailed effort to suit your time 
frame. 

Cincinnati, Ohio offers a favorable location for technical consulting activities. Within 
the commuter area, there are offices of 20 federal agenCies, a consortium of 24 
libraries, and 6 major universities. The Cincinnati Greater Airport provides 325 flights 
dally, by 12 scheduled airlines. 

I have completed a profitable and rewarding career with the Office of Research and 
Development of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. I am now pursuing 
the above goals through services offered by Barth Tec., Inc. for environmental 
engineering and technical consulting. 

A resume can be sent on request. If I can be of service I can be reached at: 
Barth Tec., Inc. 

877 Wlsmar 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45230 

Telephone: (513) 231-1968 

SENATE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMIITEE 

EXHIBIT NO. 3d,. 
DATE 03@a85 
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IDfIN F. BARTH 

EXPERIENCE 

1985 - Present President, Barth Tec, Inc. 
Technical Consulting 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

1970 - 1985 Olief, Biological Treatment Section 
Treatment Process Development Branch 
Wastewater Research Division 
Water Engineering Research Laboratory 
(fonrer1y Municipal Environmental Research Laboratory) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

1966 - 1970 Supervisory Research Olemist 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center 

1956 - 1966 Research Chemist (Organic) 
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center 

1953 - 1956 ~licrobiologist, Shift Supervisor 
Olemica1 Solvents Corporation 
Terre Haute, Indiana 

1970 - 1984: 

---

Manage a national research effort on environmental control with a 
$2,000,000 per year rudget. Supervise 3 national programs: Novel 
Process Development, Specific Pollutant Control and Microbiological 
Control. Both inhouse and extramural expertise is utilized. Conduct 
national and international seminars on findings from the three program 
areas. Serve as project officer and supervise other project officers 
doing extramural work. Interface with consulting engineers, directors 
of public works and lawyers to provide new technology directions. 
Assist States and EPA Regional Offices with implementation of engi
neering technology for pollution control. 

Deroonstrated ability to conceive engineering approaches, plan develop
ment work, and translate into full-scale construction of facilities. 



Managetmnt skills to direct personnel and resources in a cost
effective ~er to achieve stated goals in predicted time frame. 
Editorial skills to review and revise reports of complex engineering 
delIX>nstra tions. Experienced lecturer to both lay and peer groups for 
the purpose of technology transfer. 

1966 - 1970: 

In charge of pilot plant operations to evaluate effects of heavy 
n:etals on municipal wastewater treatment. Planned and executed exten
sive roonitoring of various municipal treatn:ent systems to correlate 
pilot plant data with full-scale data. Published book on findings. 
Developed novel wastewater treatn:ent process for relIX>va1 of phosphorus 
via pilot plant developnent. Addi tiona1 pilot plant work produced 
frontier knowledge on control of nitrogenous pollutants in municipal 
wastewater. Led research teams to investigate nitrogen and phosphorus 
relOOval at 6 municipal treatment plants. Results published in peer 
reviewed journal. Trained muniCipal consultants in engineering design 
seminars. 

1956 - 1966: 

Isolation of trace organic compounds from environmental samples. 
Correlation of wastewater treatment efficiencies with removal of 
specific compounds. Determine fate of materials in bench-scale 
biological reactors. Under a Top Secret assignment from Ft. Detrick, 
Maryland, developed microchemical and microimmmological procedures 
for detecting biological agents in soil, water, and air samples. 
Produced a series of 31 reports detailing these findings. Provided 
training lecturers for the U • S. Public Health Service sanitary 
engineers to explain n:ethods and procedures for tracking materials 
through municipal treatment systell5. 

State-of-the-art knowledge of advanced instrumentation such as infra
red and ultraviolet spectrophotQ(])3ters. Innovative techniques in 
biological separations such as gel diffusion and antigen-antibody 
reactions. Expert hands-on knowledge of design and operation of 
municipal wastewater treatment facilities. Presented technical lec
tures. Summarized complex research findings for publication. 



1953 - 1956: 

Supervised chemical and biological testing of antibiotics to insure 
steril1 ty, identifica tion and adherence to qua 11 ty control require
ments. Supervised first shift technicians producing the antibiotic 
cycloserine by extraction, ion-exchange and crystallization, and 
monitor recovery efficiency by controlled laboratory testing. 'Ibis 
activity was a product of pilot plant developoont. This position 
required proficiency in understanding large scale biological fermen
ta tion , solvent extraction, ion-exchange, chemical analyses, microbial 
testing, crystallization, and pilot plant operation. Authored a 
manual on control testing procedures for determining recovery of the 
antibiotics penicillin, cycloserine and bacitracin after various unit 
process operations. Authored research report on direct recovery of 
the silver salt of cycloserine from fermentation broth. 



EOOCATIOO 

Microbioiogy, B.A. Degree 

Chemistry, M.A. Degree 

Miami University 
Oxford, Olio 

Miami University 
Oxford, Olio 

Qualified by the United States Office of Personnel Manage
ment as microbiologist, chemist, chemical engineer, and 
environmental engineer. 

Registered Professional Engineer: State of Ohio. 

AWAIIDS 

Excellence of Service Award, U.S. Department of the Interior. "For contri
bUtion to transfer of technology at municipal design engineering seminars." 
1964. 

'!'hams R. Camp Medal, Water Pollution Control Federation. ''For the unique 
application of baSic engineering research to nutrient control for municipal 
wastewater. " 1971. 

Federal Employee of the Year, Greater Cincinnati Federal Executi ve Board. 
"For distinguished service as a researcher and expanding recognition of EPA 
efforts." 1972. 

U.S. EPA Bronze Medal, U.S. EPA. "In recognition of innovative research for 
controlling nitrogen and phosphorus in wastewater leading to environmental 
quali ty enhanceoon t • " 1976. 

U.s. Patent #3,480,144, U.S. Patent Office. ''Process for Removing Phosphorus 
from Wastewater." Inventors: E. F. Barth and M. B. Ettinger. 1969. 

U.s. Patent #3,824,185, U.S. Patent Office. "Amoonia Elimination System." 
Inventors: D. caldWell and E. F. Barth. 1974. 

U.s. EPA Scientific and Technological Achievenent Award. 1982. Co-author on 
research paper concerning biOdegradation of priority pollutants. 

Patent Disclosure: 
(Co-inventor) . 

''The Nonox-ogen Process." Sutmi tted, November 1984, 

Four Uerit Pay Increases, 1980-1984. 

u.s. EPA Gold Medal for Distinguished Career ot Outstanding Research; 
J anurar,r, 1985. 
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AREAS OF TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE 

( ) = Coopera ting Organization 

PROCESS DEVElOPMENT: 

Use of polyrers in wastewater treatnent. 
(Grand Rapids, MI) 

Optimlm secondary treatnent selection. 
(St. L5uis, MO) 

Sequencing batch reactors. 
si ty of NOtre tame, m; 
Engineers, CA) 

Nitrogen deficient waste 
(Rex ChainEel t Co.) 

(Univer
Montgcmery 

treatment. 

Phosphorus control, chemical and bio
logical. (Reno jSparks, NY; Uni versi ty 
of Texas, Galveston, TX; ~ntiac, MI; 
Marquette Univ., WI; Greene County, 
County, 011; Potrona, CA; Weston, Inc.; 
Brown and caldwell, Inc.) 

Detection of biological agents. 
Detrick, MD) 

(Fort 

Biodegradation of specific organics. 
(U.S. EPA) 

Bioaugmentation for enhanced treatment. 
(National sanitation Founaa tion, MI) 

Plastic media alternatives to rock 
nedia. (Dow Olernical Co.) 

Ozone disinfection with ultraviolet 
light. (Upper Thompson Sanitation 
District, 0) 

On-line wastewater instrunentation. 
(seattle, WA) 

Fbosphorus loading to the Grea. t 
Lakes. (Clarkson College, NY) 

Nitrogen control, single and Illllti
stage •. -(Owego, NY; Hillsborough 
County, FL; El !.ago, TX; Hatfield 
Township, PA; Gulf South Research, 
LA; Sarasota, FL; Uni versi ty of 
Notre Imne, IN) 

Alernative hydrogen donors for de
nitrification. (COrnell Oniv., NY) 

Treatment of internal recycle 
streams. (Engineering Science, 
Inc. ; FMC Corp.; Grace Cbemical, 
IL) 

Effects of heavy metals. 
Public Health Service) 

Technology evaluation. 
canaaa; Russia) 

(U .s. 

(Japan; 

Lime trea tment , single and two
stage. (Kansas State Univ., Man
hatten, KS; Univ. of Colorado, 0) 

Organic nitrogen control. (Stan
ford University, CA) 

Column nitrification. (Stanford 
University, CA) 



MUNICIPAL FACILITY ENGlNEERm:J PLANS: 

• Provided guidance on the state-of-the-art of control technology 
for suitability of implementing facility plans to achieve effluent 
limitations. There have been 110 facility plans assessed. Tech
nologies ranged from flow equalization to complex mu1ti-stage 
nutrient control systems. Capital costs for these facilities have 
ranged fran $200,000 to $409,000,000. 

EXPERT WITNrnS: 

State of Michigan - Phosphorus Control (Twice) 
State of ldinnesota - Nitrification Processes 
State of Ohio - Advanced Treatment Technology 
State of Illinois - Nitrogen Control 
City of Orlando, Florida - Rotating Biological Contactors 

PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL REVIEWER FOR PROCESS DESIGN MANUALS: 

Phosphorus Manual 

First Edition - Black and Vetch, Inc. 
Second Edition - Shimek, Raming, Jacobs and Finklea 

Nt trogen Manual 

First Edition - Brown and Caldwell, Inc. 
Second Edition - Purdue University 

Stabilization Ponds Manual 

Clemson University 



roBLICATIONS 

Thirty-one ''Reports of Progress" for the Biological Warfare laboratories, Ft. 
Detrick, Maryland. Contract No. FD 6-404-4982. April 4, 1956 through 
December 31, 1963. R. L. Bunch and E. F. Barth. 

"Seriologica1 Detection of Fennentation Wastes." Nature, 182, 1680, 1958. 
R. L. Bunch and E. F. Barth. 

"Organic Materials in Secondary Effluent." Jour. WR:l", 33, 122, 1961. R. L. 
Bunch, E. F. Barth and M. B. Ettinger. 

"High Molecular Weight Materials in Tap Water." Jour. AWWA, 54, 959, 1962. 
E. F. Barth. 

"Effects of a Mixture of Metals on Sewage Treatment Processes." 18th Annual 
Purdue Industrial Waste Conference, Published in Proceedings, 1963. 
E. F. Barth. 

"Effects of Heavy Metals on Biological Treatment Processes." Proceedings 
of the Na tional Technical Task Comni ttee on Industrial Waste, 1963. 
E. F. Barth. 

"Organic Load and the Toxicity of Copper to the Activated Sludge Process." 
19th Annual Purdue Industrial Waste Conference. Published in Proceed
ings, 1964. B. V. Salotto, E. F. Barth, W. E. Tolliver, and M. B. 
Ettinger. 

"A Slug of Chranatic Acid Passes Through a Municipal Treatment Plant." 19th 
Annual Purdue Industrial Waste Conference. Published in Proceedings, 
1964. J. N. English, E. F. Barth, B. V. Salotto, and M. B. Ettinger; 

"Zinc in Relation to Activated Sludge and Anaerobic Digestion Processes." 
Jour. WPCF, 37, 86, 1965. G. N. McDernx>tt, E. F. Barth, B. V. Sa lotto , 
and M. B. Ettinger. 

"8umnary Report on the Effects of Heavy Metals on the Biological Treatment 
Processes." Jour. WPCF, 37, 86, 1965. E. F. Barth, M. B. Ettinger, 
B. V. Sa10tto, and G. N. McDermott. 

"A Field Survey of Four MuniCipal Wastewater Treatment Plants Receiving 
Metallic Wastes." Jour. VlR::F, 37, 1101, 1965. E. F. Barth, J. N. 
English, B. V. Sa10tto, B. N. Jackson, and M. B. Ettinger. 

Interaction of Heavy Metals and Biological Sewage Treatm?nt Processes. U.S. 
Department of Health, &lucation and Welfare, #999-WP-22 , 1965. Editor: 
E. F. Barth. 
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"Interrelation of Wastewater Treatment and Surface Water ~lity: Inorganic 
Contaminants." Indiana State Association of A\VWA State Meetings. 
Published in Proceedings, 1966. E. F. Barth. 

"Mineral Controlled Rlosphorus RelOOval in the Activated Sludge Process." 
Jour. WR:;F, 39, 815, 1967. E. F. Barth and M. B. Ettinger. 

"Anionic Detergents in Wastewater Received by Municipal Trea~nt Plants." 
Jour. WFCF, 39, 815, 1967. E. F. Barth and M. B. Ettinger. 

''Managing Continuous Flow Biological Denitrification." 7th Industrial Waste 
Conference, Texas Water Pollution Control Association. Published in 
Proceedings, 1967. E. F. Barth and M. B. Ettinger. 

"Olemical-Biological Control of Nitrogen and Phosphorus in Wastewater Efflu
ent." Jour. ~, 40, 2040, 1968. E. F. Barth, R. C. Brenner, and R. F. 
~s. --

''Upgrading Biological Trea txoont. " Proceedings of Trenton, New Jersey Advanced 
Waste Treattoont Seminar, 1967. E. F. Barth. 

"Device to Aid Pilot Plant Final Settlement." Environ. Sc1. and Tech., ~, 
139, 1968. E. F. Barth. 

"Treatxoont and Control of Phosphorus in Wastewater." 
Oregon Advanced Waste Treatment Seminar, 1969. 

"FolT.lS and Measurement of Nitrogen and Phosphorus." 
Oregon Advanced Waste Treatment Seminar, 1969. 

Proceedings of Portland, 
E. F. Barth. 

Proceedings of Port land, 
E. F. Barth. 

''Design Consideration for Future Treatment Requirements." Proceedings of 
Albany, New York Advanced Waste Treatment Seminar, 1970. E. F. Barth. 

''Phosphorus Re[lX)val from Wastewater by Direct IlJsing of Aluminate to a 
Trickling Filter." Jour. WI=CF, 41, 1932, 1969. E. F. Barth, BO. N. 
Jackson, R. F. lewiS, and R. C. Brenner. 

"Total Treatment Using O1em1cal and Fbysical Processes." Proceedings of 2nd 
Annual Sanitary Engineering Research Workshop, University of California, 
1970. E. F. Barth. 

"Digester Supernatant Treatrrent." Proceedings of the San Francisco, Cali
fornia Advanced Waste Treatment Seminar, 1970. E. F. Barth. 

"Phosphorus Reroc>val in Conventional Treatrrent." Proceedings of the tallas, 
Texas Advanced Waste Treatment Seminar, 1971. E. F. Barth. 
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"Control of Nitrogen in Wastewater Trea tment • " Proceedings of the Dlilas, 
Texas Advanced Waste Treatment Seminar, 1971. E. F. Barth. 

"Perspecti ves on Wastewa ter Trea tment Processes - !hysical ~emica1 and 
Biological. " Jour. ~, 43, 2189, 1971. E. F. Barth. 

"Design of Treatment Facilities for the Control of Nitrogenous Materials." 
Water Research, 6, 481, 1972. E. F. Barth. 

"Nutrient Control Processes." 2nd U.S. /Japan Conference on Sewage Trea~nt 
Technology, Proceedings, 1972. E. F. Barth. 

"The Effects and Rem:>va1 of Heavy Metals in Biological Treatment (A Discus
sion)." Proceedings of 1st International Conference on Heavy Metals in 
the EnVironment, Vanderbilt University, 1973. E. F. Barth. 

"Plastic-Medium Trickling Filters for Biological Nitrogen Control. " Jour. 
WFCF, 46, 937, 1974. G. A. I)jdd1es, S. Richardson, and E. F. Barth. 

"Physical/Chemical or Biological: Which Will You Oloose?" Water and Wastes 
Engineering, Copyright Nov. 1974, J)m • !:bnne11 ey Publishing Corp. E. F. 
Barth and J. M. Cohen. 

"Average pH." Jour. ~, 47, 2191, 1975. E. F. Barth. 

"Degradation of NTA Acid During Anaerobic Digestion." Jour. WICF, 48, 2406, 
1976. L. Moore and E. F. Barth. 

"Biodegradabi li ty of Benzidine in Aerobic Suspended Growth Reactors." Jour • 
WFCF, 50, 553, 1978. H. Tabak and E. F. Barth. 

Advances in Water and Wastewater Treatment: Biological Nutrient ReIIDval, 
Chapter 2, "Implementation of Nitrogen Control. Ii E. F. Barth. Ann 
Arbor Science Publishers, Inc. 1978. 

"Current Directions of Research on Wastewater Treatment." Proceedings of 
Union Carbide Symposium on Advanced Treatment, Tarrytown, New York, 
1978. E. F. Barth. 

"Nutrient Control by Plant Modification at El Lago, Texas." Jour. WFCF, 50, 
1768, 1978. E. F. Barth and B. W. Ryan. 

"Biodegradation Studies of Carboxymethyl Tartronate." EPA-600/2-78-115, July 
1978. E. F. Barth, H. Tabak, and C. Mashni. 

"Trends in Phosphorus Rerooval Technology for Munici{:al Wastewater Facilities." 
Proceedings of the American Chemical Society Annual Meeting, Miami , 
Florida, 1979. E. F. Barth. 
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"Biodegradation and Treatability of Specific ~llutants." EPA-600/9-79~39, 
Cktober 1979. E. F. Barth and R. L. Bunch. 

"New Secondary Treatlrent Processes for the 1980's." Proceedings of the Chio 
Water Pollution Control Association Annual Meeting, Cincinnati, Chio, 
1980. E. F. Barth. 

"Evaluation of Treatment Efficiency Measures." Proceedings of 8th Onsi te 
Wastewa ter Systems Conference, National Sanitation Foundation, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 1981. E. F. Barth. 

"Biodegradabili ty Studies with Organic Priority Pollutant Compounds." Jour. 
WFCF, 53, 1503, 1981. H. Taoo.k, S. Q..lave, C. Mashni, and E. F. Barth. 

"To Inhibit or Not to Inhibit: That is the Question." Jour. WPCF, 53, 1651, 
1981. E. F. Barth. 

"International Nutrient Control Technology for Municipal Effluents." Jour. 
WPCF, 53, 1691, 1981. E. F. Barth and D. Stensel. 

"Sequencing Batch Reactors for Municir:al Wastewa ter Trea tment. " 8th U. s. / 
Japan Conference on Sewage Treatment Technology, Proceedings. 1981. 
E. F. Barth. 

''Municipal Application of Sequencing Batch Reactor at Culver, Indiana." 
Jour. WR::F, 55, 484, 1983. R. L. Irvine, L. H. Ketchum, R. Breyfogle 
and E. F. Barth. 

"Progress in Sequencing Batch Reactor Technology." 
U.S./Japan Conference, Tokyo, Japan, Cktober 1983. 

Proceedings of 9th 
E. F. Barth. 

"Effect of Heavy Metals on Municipal Wastewater Trea't:nEnt Plants." 6th Annual 
Industrial Waste Treatment Workshop, Columbus, Chio. September 1983. 
E. F. Barth. 

"ImplertEntation of Sequencing Batch Reactors for Municipal Treatment." Pro
ceedings of 6th Symposium on Wastewater Trea tment, Montreal, Canada. 
November 1983. E. F. Barth. 

"Lagoon Effluent Polishing with Intermittent Sand Filters." Jour. of Environ
mental Engineering, 109, 1333, 1983. E. F. Barth, et ale 

"Analytical and Process Considerations for C'BOOs and ~." 
Pollution Control Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
E. F. Barth. 

Indiana Water 
January 1984. 

"PrOCeedings of a Workshop on Low-<X>st Wastewater Treatment." Clemson Univer
sity, Clemson, South Carolina. April 1984. Editors: E. J. Middle
brooks, E. F. Barth, M. H. Standeffer. 
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"Technology Evaluation of Sequencing Batch Reactors." M. L. Arora, E. F. 
Barth, M. B. Humphres. (In Press), September 1984. 

"An Organic lDading Study of the Full-Scale Sequencing Batch Reactor at 
Culver, Indiana." R. L. Irvine, M. L. Arora, E. F. Barth. (In Press), 
September 1984. 

"A View of Existing and Future Treatment Technology." E. F. Barth. (In 
Press), November 1984. 

''Phosphorus Control and Nitrification Processes for Municip:1.l Wastewater." 
USA/USSR BHa teral Agreement Seminar , Cincinnati, Olio, December 21, 
1984. (Proceedings Pending.) 
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Testimony Presented to Montana Senate 
Natural Resources Committee 

by Marc Lorenzen, PhD 
Tetra Tech, Inc. 
Bell e vue, 1,'1 a . 

!-larch 22, 1985 

My name is Marc Lorenzen. My qualifications to provide technical 
comments include a Bachelor and Masters degree in Environmental Eng
ineering from the University of California at Berkeley and a PhD in 
Environmental Engineering from Harvard University. I did my Phd 
dissertation on eutrophication control and have been active in this 
field since 1967, when I first set up a research facility at Lake 
Tahoe, California. I have published papers related to phosphorus 
and algal growth in referreed journals such as Environmental Science 
and Technology and Limnology and Oceanography. 

I was asked by the Soap and Detergent Association to review 
several tech~ical documents related to Flathead Lake and comment 
on the effectiveness of a phosphate detergent ban on water quality 
and algal growth in the lake. 

Having reviewed the limnological studies of Flathead Lake, I 
concur that a long term phosphorus control strategy is needed to 
prevent deterioration of the Lake and con~rol algal growth. However 
it should be clearly understood that the methods used to predict 
lake response to phosphorus control are subject to a great deal of 
uncertainty. The models used in analysing Flathead Lake, originally 
developed by Dr. Richard Vollenweider, are typically accurate to 
within 20% and at best 10%. 

Based on these methods, the estimated 3% reduction in phosphorus 
load that would result from a phosphorus detergent ban would not 
result in any measurable or visible change in water quality. 

I recommend that the various sour~es of phosphorus to the lake 
be quantified and a cost effectiveness analysis be conducted to 
determine which control measures (or combinations) result in the 
most improvement at least cost. 

I have discussed these comments with Dr. Vollenweider, who is 
the aeveloper of the methods used by Stanford at al and would like 
to read his comments. 
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Dr. :!. tcrcr.ze!l 
2125 first Ave. ~1201 
S0ctle ~~shlngtcD 
98121 

Dear Dr. Lore~zeUt 

March 19, 1)::5 
_.J. _ • 

1 have ~ead vith int~rest Sta~dfotd'~ p~;ar on Fl1th~~d L~k~. ~~d 
your n9ge~S::l~nt. 

! ~grc9 tJieh a.ll ~<"bt:s yO~1 r:l:!kt!. T:-,c lak~ 921:: .... 8 inidtll a:tgns of 
c'..r.tro;:,hicl!l:ion, .!?nd phospho:--us c.O:1trol ·.~il1 Pp,. nC~CF;at:ry. T concul" (.':i.t~ 
"1C,: t111:.d. oil ;5:1; rcduc.tic.n of t:-le total l02d, achie',eable with a poly?hC-;j
~hate ban, would ~~t lead to any ~eBs~rRb:e i~rrovecQnt of lake conditlun~. 
A p~Js?ho!'u13 contl"'()l pro~r."'..::l!::e should -:.n":ced be based on A c.O::JrrQren!;ive 
!'>cr,,-t'~S;)I whic!1 substantiallY Eoes bcyor:r1 tl>l polyphos?1i!"te ql,l:::il;bn. 
Oth<!~ifi:Je ve r~Jly only clel\.!de th~ pt.!bl5.o. ,1!1d unr,ucessL~dly t!etr~ct ~uhlic 
o;ttantioil, fr:"o th.:; n';!ed for 11 OOl.'n SU5Jtf.;:lt:ial rl':~~dial progra.:r;ce. 

Yom:s since!'ely, 

_ ........ _-
Cr. R.A. Vollenweider 
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P & G is a highly consumer-oriented company. We conduct the most thorough, 

sophisrrcated and realistic consumer research studies in the laundry detergent 

industry. When we tell you that one detergent product cleans one type of soil 

or stain better than another, you can believe that we have the results of hundreds 

of tests to support the claim. Our success is based on consumer confidence that 

our products will perform well and that they deliver value. Repeat purchases of 

our products is the ultimate consumer vote of confidence. 

When you, the consumer, speak, we listen. In 1984, alone>we received 

almost 9,000 complaints about our non-phosphate laundry d~r.gent products on our 

toll free 800 number that is printed on every carton. Dissatisfied consumers 

call us they don't call their state Legislator or their Water Quality Board. 
-) 

People prefer phosphorus detergents because they work better. In areas 

with free choice, as in the case of Montana today, they choose phosphate 

granular detergents by four to one over non-phosphate granular detergents. Tests 

done by the University of Maryland among others have demonstrated that phosphorus

based detergents work better. (Spivak) The newest liquid non-phosphate detergents 

on the market today can approach the cleaning performance of granul&T phosphate 

detergents on most soils, but their cost per use is about 40% higher. 

Numerous studies of thousands of consumers show that when phosphates are 

removed from detergents, people use more hot water and laundry additives in 

an attempt to make up for the poorer cleaning of phosphate substitutes.~ 
Detergent phosphate bans also impose additional costs on consumers because 

carbonate) the most common phosphate substitute, causes washing machines to break 

down more often and fabrics to wear out more quickly. ~(Photos of G.E. washer 

from'Coin-Op laundry in Indiana I year after detergent phosphate ban went into 

effect.) The U.S. Department of Commerce recognizes this economic impact and 

states that bans on detergent phosphorus cost American consumers close to an 

additional $500 million in 1980 alone~7 
A ban would be an unneccessary "Hidden Tax" on Consumers. 

Economic camparisons show the removal of phosphates from detergents .1S not 

cost effective compared to removal of the detergent phosphates at wastewater 

treatments plants. 
~ 
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C I) L U M B I A C H r: M I CAL COM PAN Y. INC. 

1211'; BOZEMAN AVENUE AREA CODE 406: 442~300 
HFLENA, MONTANA 59601 18()(1·258·5571 

March 22, 1985 

HB 711 Testimony to Senate Natural Resource 
Commi tt:ee 

Hadam Chairperson, Members of the Committee: 

My name is Tom Joehler and I am the chemist for 
Columbia Chemical here in Helena. Columbia Chemical is 
the only manufacturer of cleaning and laundry products 
in this State. We are locally owned and operated and 
have no affiliation with any other nationally recognized 
firm. As a result we have a great deal of interest in 
this bill. 

Let me preface my remark:s by saying that we as a 
company and I personally have a great deal of interest 
in seeing to it that the water quality in this State 
does not deteriorate. I grew up in upstate New York 
on the shores of Lake Ontario and spent a lot of time 
in and around many of the finger lakes in New York. I 
saw first hand how eutrophication effected Lake Ontario 
and how the water quality in the finger lakes deteriorated. 
That was the major factor that prompted me to get my B.S. 
degree in chemistry and a .1hster's Degree in Environmental 
Science. The last thing I ~ant to see is Flathead Lake 
undergo the same type of deterioration. Montana's pristine 
beauty and natural cleanliness are part of the reason 
1 came to Montana, and I have no intention of leaving. 

House Bill 711 however, does not get to the root of 
the problem. The problem is that Flathead Lake is showing 
some early signs of eutrophication. This may be due in 
part to elevated levels of phosphorus entering the lake. 
Given that this is the problem we must find the most 
effective means of reducing the amount of phosphorus 
entering the lake. It is a well established fact that 
sewage treatment is the most effective means of reducing 
phosphorus loading because it not only eliminates the 3% 
due to residual detergent but also eliminates that portion 
due to human was~ and other municipal wastes. 

SEf'!,UE NATURAL RESCUW~~S CO;~M .. ,-... 
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In all, sewage treatment represents approximately 
20;', reduction in phosphorous loading, about 6 times that 
achievable by a phosphate ban. The entire idea of banning 
phosphates from detergents is unnecessary when in very 
short order the sewage treat~ent plants around Flathead 
Lake can and will be eliminating that very source as well 
as other municipal sources of phosphate. A phosphate ban 
is neither effective nor cosb effective, it meerly deludes 
the general public into helieving that their problem is 
being taken care of. : 

In areas that have enacted bans, studies have been 
at best inconclusive at showing that phosphate bans result 
in improved water quality. I site the Wisconsin Department 
of Natural Resources Report of 1982 on "The Water Quality 
Related Effects of Restricting the Use of Phosphates in 
Laundry i)<'lrrqcnts" by Schuettpelz, Roberts and Martin, 
as well as Schaffner and Oglesby's "Study of New York Lakes" 
during the summer of 1977. 

Now if we choose to ban phosphates from detergents, 
I think it only fair that the Senators and the general 
public know what they are giving up. The reason phosphates 
are used in detergent formulations is because they are 
the most cost effective agent for suspending and lifting 
soils from clothes without adversely affecting the clothes 
or washer. If effective substitutes were available they 
would most certainly be used,~ but they are not available. 
Sodium carbonate is the most :common substitute used in 
powdered formulations, and iti~: has disasterous effects on 
both chothes and washers as 'llusfrated in these photographs 
from Appliance Manufacturer ~agazine, November 1974. Liquids 
use a variety of substitutes 'some of which may come close 
to phosphille performance but 'at substantially high costs. 

\ 
j 

The following articles ~f clothing show clearly that 
under identical washing conditions phosphate based detergents 
ilre clearly superior to non-phosphate based detergents . 
. These ar t ic les 0 f clothing came from Evelyn Thompson of 
Thompson Editorial/AV Services of Oregon, Wisconsin. 

I 
An additional point I wduld like to make is that 

not only do phosphates clean ~irt better, they also clean 
the germs and bacteria from all surfaces much better than 
non-phosphate detergents. 

The following graph rep~inted from the 23rd report by 
the committee on Government qperations; Phosphates in 
Detergpnts and the Eutrophication of American Waters, 
91st Conqress, 2nd Session, House Report No. 91-1004, 
April 14, 1970 shows this eff,ect very clearly. . ! . 
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Khon and Riggs of Texas Woman's University showed in 
the 1980 American Ryestuff Reporter, volume 69, page 40 
that bacterial counts were 8-10 times higher in fabrics 
washed with non-phosphate detergents than with phosphates. 
The sponsors of this bill have already seen fit to exempt 
dishwashing compounds from the total ban because of the 
bill's obvious sanitary implications. We maintain that 
phosphates are important in maintaining sanitary conditions 
and general cleanliness in healthcare facilities, hotels, 
motels, and households. I am not sure if hospitals, 
nursing homes, hotels, motels, you, your wife or husband 
would be happy with clothes that contain 8-10 times more 
bacteria than if you had used a phosphate based detergent. 

In summation: 

1) Phosphate loading to the Flathead drainage ecosystem 
due to detergents is so minor that a bart would result in 
no improvement in water quality. It would be like trying 
to control a gofer problem by poisoning three holes in 
a field of a hundred holes; the result is imperceptible. 

2) As a concerned citizen of this State I feel 
sewage treatment, which is already slated for the Flathead 
drainage, is a much better alternative than pressing the 
panic button by initiating a detergent phosphate ban.to 
relieve the phosphate loading problem. 

3) Phosphates are very important in cleaning and . 
sanitation and to eliminate them from use means those 
individuals left without phosphate detergents are subject 
to less sanitary conditions. 

I thank you for your time and hope that you give this 
testimony due consideration, land that you give HB 711 
a DO NOT PASS recommendation. 

Thomas H. Joehler 
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L. DENNIS JONES/Correspondent 

'8 Riverside Park, but stubborn 
d temperatures melted a lot of 
'es of flooding. 
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By DON SCHWENNESEN 
of the Missoulian 

KALISPELL - County commis-. 
sioners from northwestern Montana .' 
went, on record Monday in support 

, of a state bill that would give coun
ties local authority to ban phos
phorus detergents, 

The District 10 commissioners. 
representing Flathead. Lake. Lin
coln and Sanders counties. also said 
they will oppose any federal at
tempt to cut Forest Service pay
ments in lieu of taxes to counties. 

Lake County Commissioner Mike 
Hutchin. recently returned from a 
National Association of Counties 
meeting in Washington. D.C.. said 
the Reagan administration seeks to 
cut county payments to 25 percent 
of net Forest Service receipts. 

Currently counties receive 25 
percent of the gross earnings from 
federal lands within the county. but 
the administration contends it is 
losing money because of payments 
in lieu of taxes, known as "PILT." 

Hutchil .. one of 50 county com
missioners who met with Bureau of 
Land Management Director Bob 
Burford in Washington. said Bur
ford "took extensive heat" from the 
counties over the PIL T proposal. 

Any change would require con
gressional approval. 

Lincoln County Commissioner 
Ray Lindsey said the Forest Service 
originally paid counties 25 percent 
of the gross, but trimmed payments 
back to a quarter of the net several 
years ago. 

"We worked about 10 years get
ting that changed" back to the 
gross method, said Lincoln County 
Commissioner Jim Morey. 

The District 10 commissioners 
decided to write letters individually 
and collectively, to endorse the 
present method of computing 

v 

"People back there like. to see 
paper. and the more of it the bet
ter it is.':Lindsey said . 

. The commissioners also en
dorsed HB 771. a bill to give coun
ties the option of adopting a local 
ban on phosphorus detergents. .• 

The soap and detergent industry 
is waging a strong campaign against 
the bill. which has cleared the 
House and is headed for a Fridav 
hearing before the Senate Natur;;1 
Resources Committee in Helena. 

Jack Stanford. director of the 
University of Montana Biological 
Station, said local phosphorus bans 
could eliminate a small but impor
tant part of the man-caused phos
phorus pollution affecting Flathe;Jd 
Lake. 

But he added that it could also 
benefit Echo Lake near Bigfork. 
Crystal Lake near Eureka •. ;and 
many other small lakes where lake
shore homes and septic tanks are 
accelerating algae growth :ll1d 
degrading water quality. 

With many phosphorus-free laun
dry products already on supermar
ket shelves. Stanford said he was 
mystified at the heavy industry op· 
position to the bill. 

Asked how counties would en
force a local ban, Stanford' said, "r 
don't think you can." . 

But he said a ban would raise 
public awareness of the phosphorus 
problem, and he predicted consum
ers would let storekeepers know if 
phosphorus detergents were still on 
the shelves in violation of a local 
ban. 

He said western Montan<l resi
dents are concerned about their 
lakes and rivers and want to pro
tett them. 

''l've never met anyone vet who 
didn't get concerned'" when shown 
an obvious problem, such as a fail
ing septic tank drainfield near a 
lakeshorp. he said. 
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:What Is Illegal, a White Powder 
:And Makes Colors Look Brighter? 

By JOHN BussEY 
Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 

MILTON, Ky.-Beverly Davis, 52 years 
old, looks nice and sweet and innocent. But 
once a month she crosses the state line 
from her home in Madison, Ind., to this 
town of 800 people. She buys a container of 
powder and then drives back across the 
Ohio River to her home. 

Wh~re she uses it to wash clothes. 
Her score? A box of Cheer laundry de

tergent containing outlawed phosphate. 
Mrs. Davis is a phosphate junkie_ She can't 
cop the stuff in Indiana but it is sold le
gally in Milton. Milton store-keepers have 
opened their doors to the cross-border 
trade, even flaunting the powder's attri
butes. Mrs_ Davis says: "Colors come out 
better." 

Phosphate Lovers 
Mrs. Davis and other die-hard phos

phate lovers have been driven to bootleg
ging because six states-Indiana, New 
York, Minnesota, Michigan, Vermont and 
Wisconsin-have banned the sale of home 
detergents containing phosphate. Indiana 
has also banned their use, says the Soap & 
Detergent Association. 

Scientists say that phosphate promotes 
excessive growth of algae in streams and 

lakes, which can lead to death of aquatic 
life. But some people will obviously do any
thing for a good; clean load of clothes. 

Dottie McCord, who runs the Country 
General Store in Milton, can rattle off a 
list of soap flake customers for cities as 
far away as Muncie, Ind.-a good 110 miles 
distant. "I have regulars from Indianapo
lis," which is 93 miles away, she boasts. 
The record for the biggest Milton score, 
Mrs_ McCord says, is held by an Indianap
olis woman who paid more than S100 for 
five cases containing 20 of the big 10-
pound, ll-ounce family-sized boxes. 
Housewarming Present 

Some phosphate fans employ other 
methods to get their fix. Floyd Hudson, 
who lives in New Jersey and works for Col
gate-Palmolive Co., says friends in Middle
bury, Vt., regularly invite ·him for visits
and ask him to haul along a case of Fab 
phosphate powder. 

As for store owners in Milton, they're 
happy the way things are. Rowlett's Gro
cery has put a big "Tide" poster in its win
dow and a display box of Oxydol on the 
front porch. And outside Riverside Pro
duce & Grocery, big boxes of detergent on 
concrete posts beckon passing motorists. A 
beaming Kenneth McCoy, who helps run 
the store, says, "We sell a lot of soap pow
der." 
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Comments of Dr. Edwin A. Matzner 
Monsanto Company 

St. Louis, Missouri 63167 

on Montana House Bill 711 
introduced to the 49th Legislature, and entitled 

"An Act Allowing a Governing Body of a County to Prohibit 
the Sale and Distribution of Cert~a1n Phosphorus Compounds 

used for Cleaning Purposes; Requiring the Department 
of Health and Environmental Sciences to Adopt a Model Rule; 

and Providing a Delayed Effective Date. 

March lot, 1985 

My name is Edwin A. Matzner. I hold three degrees in Biology and Chemistry 
from the California Institute of Technology and from Yale University. I have 
worked for the Monsanto Company, St. Louis, MO, for over 20 years, and my 
present title is Manager, Industry Environmental Affairs. 

Monsanto is a multi-national company engaged in the manufacture of widely di
versified products such as chemicals, agricultural products, man-made fibers, 
electronic materials, industrial process controls, and other equipment. We 
have over 50,000 employees worldwide, and operate over 130 plants and 19 
laboratory/technical centers. In the neighboring northwestern state of Idaho, 
we operate one of the world's largest elemental phosphorus plants, with an • 
employment of around 300 people. It should be noted that, in terms of phos
phate rock capacity, Montana is the 6th .ost i.portant state in the U.S., with 
Florida being first and Idaho second. While Monsanto does not market any 
detergent consumer products, we are the largest U.S. supplier of detergent 
ingredients including phosphates, surfactants, sequestrants, NTA, bleaches, 
and antiibacterials to those businesses that produce detergents, dishwashing 
compounds, and other consumer, industrial, and institutional cleaning 
products. 

Many popular reports, and also House Bill No. 711 by inference, imply that 
phosphates are a toxic man-made ("culturally derived" as it called in the 
Bill) pollutant that is harmful to life. This is incorrect. Phosphorus is an 
essential element of life. It is not toxic, but rather a nutrient for plants, 
animals and man. Phosphorus can be found in every single thing which we eat, 
and in man and animals. Some of the most essential mechanisms of life and 
muscle energy are based on tripolyphosphate chemicals similar to those used in 
detergents. 

As an example, I want to mention that the elemental phosphorus content of a 
food such as wheat bran is 1.4% by weight, that lentils, peanuts, and soybeans 
all contain about 0.5% phosphorus, as do most cheeses, sardines, and barley. 
Beef, halibut, and wheat bread contain 0.25% phosphorus. Poultry, tuna fish, 
and eggs contain 0.2% phosphorus. While a washing machine using phosphate 
detergents produces a daily phosphorus output of 0.96 grams per day and per 
person, that saae person's pbospborus output in urine and feces is 2-3 tiaes 
as much, 1.7-2.9 grams of phosphorus. 

SENATE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
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House Bill 11711 states that "substantial" amounts of phosphorus enter Mon
tana's aquatic ecosystems as a result of the use of detergents. You can see 
from page 5 of the 1984 report of the Montana Department of Health and En
vironmental Sciences "Strategy for Limiting Phosphorus in Flathead Lake" and I 
quote, "for the case where all phosphorus is biologically available, the cur
rent phosphorus load is 0.49 grams of phosphorus per square meter per year, it 
would be 0.475 with a limit on the use of phosphorus detergent". This is only 
a 3% reduction in" phosphorus load achievable by a ban on phosphate detergents. 
The report further states that if only part of the phosphorus associated with 
the Flathead rivers turbid spring runoff were bioactive, the reduction achiev
able by a detergent ban would only be 6%. Three percent and six percent are 
not "substantial" quantities. We all want a healthy ecology and clean"water 
in Montana, but detergent phosphate liaitations will not even contribute to 
achieving this. 

Why are phosphates in detergents? In the old days, people used to wash with 
soap which gave very unsatisfactory results, with the formation of ample soap 
curds on the washed clothing. A breakthrough was achieved in 1946 with the 
invention of synthetic detergents, consisting of a surfactant, or foaming 
agent, aided by a phosphate whose function it was to help the surfactant 
remove dirt by having the phosphate control the hardness in the water and 
soften it. Phosphates also suspend dirt, and provide alkalinity in a deter
gent. Let me explain what our function is in this market. Monsanto Company 
has been committed not only to producing phosphates, but to supplying the 
detergent industry with whatever safe and effective raw materials it required. 
We have, for over 20 years and at a cost of many tens of .illions of dollars, 
maintained an intensive and unusually large research effort (which I have di
rected for 15 years) aimed at developing substitutes for phosphates in deter
gents. The development of such substitutes is an extremely difficult task, as 
p~osphates have a number of superior and unique properties in detergents which 
none of the substitutes commercially available today, and certainly none of 
the substitutes marketed in the detergent ban states, can duplicate. Deter
gent phosphate bans have forced the industry to use sodium carbonate deter
gents, or to use liquids. Reither of these products can rival phosphates from 
a cost performance standpoint. The very fact that just Monsanto Company today 
has a research effort of over 50 people directed at finding a phosphate sub
stitute certainly proves that we do not think, and the industry does not 
think, that there is a satisfactory substitute available today. If such a 
substitute is found and successfully commercialized, we hope to be the ones to 
do this. I have many pictures available, which I would be glad to show to 
you, illustrating the fact that visually, and under widely varying conditions, 
detergents without phosphates are inferior in cleaning and washing machine 
performance. I would like to support what I am saying by exact publication 
references, which can be obtained and verified by any librarian. As a single 
example, let me quote a comparison of phosphate and carbonate built detergents 
done by Mohamed at the University of Illinois and published in the Textile 
Chemist and Colorist, Vol. 17, page 37 in 1982, which shows clearly that laun
dering with phosphate detergents gives significantly higher soil removal after 
25 cycles: ditto for appearance: ditto for maintaining fabric strength. It 
also shows that carbonate detergents cause severe abrasion and deterioration 
of cotton. The Whirlpool Company, a major manufacturer of washing machines, 
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has made a study of these phenomena and has reported stiff hard clothes, pow
dery residue, irritation potential, abrasion damage and early wearout of 
fabrics, costly damage to machine filters and pumps, and increases in other 
washing machine service costs. 

A detergent removes dirt, and reaoving dirt also means removing bacteria and 
reaoving fungus. In work on the microbial survival in dishwashers, Schneider, 
Busta, and McDuff have published a report in the Journal of Food Protection, 
volume 41, page 800, in 1978, showing that after fifteen dishwasher cycles, 
glass dishes washed in nonphosphate detergents contained films with 4000 tiaes 
as many Bacillus Subtilis spores as those washed in a 7% phosphorus dishwash
ing detergent. It is for this reason that many bans have exempted dish
washers, industrial, institutional, and hospital products and the like. 

The difference in'bacteria is just as measurable in washing clothes. Khan and 
Riggs of Texas Womens University have reported in the 1980 American Dyestuff 
Reporter, Volume 69, page 40 that bacterial counts in washing fabrics with 
non-phosphate detergents were 8-10 tiaes higher at gentle, colored, or wash
and-wear conditions and air-drying. These are frequent washing conditions, 
used every day. Presenting no alternatives to bacteria on their clothing to 
residents of Flathead County may create a greater problem than removing 3% of 
their phosphate solves. Constituencies should clearly understand the risks of 
detergent bans and of inferior alternatives. 

There is a very simple chemical explanation for this. While phosphate con
trols the hardness in water by keeping it in solution, carbonate will tie up· 
hardness by separating it in the washing machine in the form of solid chalk. 
It is this material which interferes with soil removal, and deposits on cloth
ing. If you wash dark garments, the difference can easily be seen"by the na
ked eye, and the garments look dusty. 

House bill No. 711 states that a detergent phosphorus limitation will not 
cause additional costs or burdens to consumers and retailers. This is not 
correct. A detergent phosphate ban would cost the consumer more for four 
reasons: 

1. added energy costs from using more hot water, 

2. more laundry additives used by the homemaker in an unconscious effort 
to recapture lost performance, 

3. washing machine wearout, and 

4. clothes wearout. 

A study by Cornell University and Procter & Gamble published in 1982 in the 
Journal of Consumer Studies and Home Economics, volume 6, page 301, shows, 
based on a study of 2800 panelists, that phosphate nonavailability increases 
costs by 2.7¢/10ad, or approximately $11.30 per household year. In addition 
to this, washer maintenance costs increase, and in addition to that, wear life 
of garments decreases. Professor Viscusi of the School of Business of Duke 
University has analyzed these costs in depth, and published his findings in 
1983 and more recently in December 1984 in the AEI Journal on Government and 
Society, page 53. In calculation for two specific areas, North Carolina and 
Wisconsin, he reports a detergent ban cost to the consumer (in dollars per 
household per year) of $23-45 for energy, laundry additives, increased machine 
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repair, and fabric wear. In his opinion, there should be added to these num
bers $34 per household per year for laundry time and decreased wash quality 
for a total of $57-79. 

I have tried to document that detergents add only a small part of the phos
phate that flows into natural waters. How can these phosphates be controlled? 
They can be controlled by removal at a sewage treatment plant, a measure that 
removes not 3 or 6 or 20% of the phosphorus but essentially 100%. Viscusi has 
shown that the cost for such treatment is of the order of $1.50 per household 
per year in areas where sewage treatment plants exist, and $24 per household 
per year in areas that do not have any sewage treatment plants. Note however 
that this $24 easily removes up to 8 times as much phosphorus as a detergent 
ban, so that the chemical treatment unit cost, that is, the cost per amount of 
phosphorus reaoved, is only $3-4. 

Another measure which is effective in controlling phosphate runoff is the use 
of no-till farming. The amount of unused fertilizer phosphorus, and unused 
means phosphorus not used in the production of crops and foods, is more than 
35 times as high as that which goes into all detergents. Sewage treatment and 
no-till farming are effective steps that would t.prove the quality of Mon
tana's vaters while limiting the amount of detergent phosphorus compounds that 
will enter state waters, contrary to statements in House Bill No. 711, will 
not. 

The bill states that many studies have shown that regional restrictions on the 
use of nonessential detergent phosphorus compounds have protected and enhanced 
water quality. This is not correct, and I would like to quote to you several 
published studies that have shown exactly the contrary. Professors Etzel and 
Bell of Purdue University have reported in the Water Sewage Works Journal, 
volume 9, page 91 (1975) that 18 months of detergent ban in Indiana failed to 
reduce phosphorus levels in the White and Wabash Rivers. Professor Clesceri 
of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has reported that the Wisconsin deter
gent phosphate ban failed to i.prove significantly the water quality in seven 
lakes. A small improvement in clarity occurred in Balsam Lake, but both phos
phorus and chlorophyll were unimproved. A large increase in chlorophyll oc
curred in Elk Lake. 

A report from Foth and Van Dyke and Associates published in 1981 compared the 
effect of the phosphorus ban on Wisconsin sewage treatment plants, 1979 com
pared to 1971. While a reduction of 18-26% in influent P loadings did occur, 
this did not have the slightest impact on the sewage treatment plants' abili
ties to meet the prescribed limit of one part per million of phosphorus. The 
total annual chemical savings for the state were $500,000, which equates to 
11¢ per capita. The state of Wisconsin's very own Department of Natural 
Resources, in a report on water quality effects of the detergent phosphate ban 
by Schuettepelz, Roberts, and Martin, published in 1982, examined 13 Wisconsin 
stream sites and three lakes, comparing 1981 to 1976. Their clear conclusion 
is that there was no evidence of vater quality iaprove.ent in three years of 
ban. H. M. Runke, of the Environmental Research Group in St. Paul, Minnesota, 
examined the effects of the detergent phosphate ban on lake water quality in 
Minnesota. It was his conclusion that the ban caused no significant water 
quality improvement for six pairs of Minnesota lakes. 

What about the Great Lakes in general? The Great Lakes Water Quality Board, 
in their 1981 Great Lakes Surveillance Report to the International Joint Com
mission, states that, of the total phosphorus entering the Great Lakes, an 
average of only 14% comes from municipal discharges. Do you think that a tiny 
decrease in that 14% affected Great Lakes water quality? The U.S. Army Corps 
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of Engineers is surely an impartial body here, and in their summary report of 
the Lake Erie Waste Water Management Study, dated June 1983, page 4, they 
state that phosphorus loadings have indeed decreased from about 20,000 metric 
tons per year to 16,500 metric tons per year due to the construction of large 
municipal treat.ent plants, and not to any detergent bans which may be politi
cally popular, and may make an impact in the newspapers, but have yet to 
result in any water quality improvement that you can demonstrate scientifical
ly. The Corps of Engineers report goes on to say that additional phosphorus 
reductions must be achieved by no-till farming. 

Another totally tapartial body is the Virginia State Water Control Board task 
force, which in November 1984, in their bulky report to the Chesapeake Bay 
Commission, confirmed that a detergent phosphorus ban would cost of the order 
of $13 per household, and that there was no evidence of water quality improve
ment in Indiana, no evidence of water quality improvement in Vermont, and no 
evidence of water quality improvement in Wisconsin that was attributable to 
detergent phosphate bans in these states. Lee and other workers from the 
University of Texas at Dallas have published a paper in Environmental Science 
and Technology, volume 12, page 900 (1978) which claims that sewage treatment 
can reduce phosphorus to the 1 part per million level at a cost of a fraction 
of a cent/per person per day, that the improvements in Lake Erie are due to 
treatment plants, and that a detergent phosphorus ban causes little or no t.
provement in water quality. 

A 1982 paper by Jones and Lee in Water Research, volume 16, page 503, contains 
an unusually complete I3-page review, which documents very well that there iA 
no technical justification for the "every little bit helps" approach to phos
phorus load reductions to water bodies, and that this attitude just leads to 
the public spending of large amounts of money in the name of pollution control 
with little improvement in water quality. Another major review has been 
published by Maki, Porcella and Wendt in Water Research, volume 18, page 893 
(1984) with a consistent conclusion that elimination of detergent phosphate in 
several areas has not measurably increased water quality. 

Indeed, Dade County (Florida), the first area to enact a detergent phosphate 
ban in 1972, recently repealed this archaic measure which had outlived its 
usefulness. 

I would be glad to discuss in further detail any of the points which I have 
made. In summary, I have tried to show that: 

1. phosphate is not a toxic pollutant but a universally prevalent 
material essential to life, 

2. phosphate performs unique and valuable and presently irreplaceable 
functions in detergents, 

22 
3. removal of phosphates from detergents results in loss of quality and 

increase in costs to the homemaker, and 

4. detergent phosphates represent such a small fraction of the total 
phosphorus in our universe that their removal does not help the prob
lem that caused the ban. The problem is clean water. Bans by them
selves don't achieve clean water and often delay effective measures. 
Bans in conjunction with other steps make no difference, just as dab
bling at a stain before you take the garment to the dry cleaner makes 
no difference. 



TO Steven L. Pilcher 

STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

DAT!: February 28, 1985 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

WQB--Permits and Construction Grants 

Flathead River Basin Project Status 

After developing the strategy to limit the phosphorus entering Flathead Lake, 
both permits and construction grants began working with municipalities within 
the basin to meet the proposed 1.0 mg/l phosphorus effluent limit. The 
following is the status of each community: 

BIGFORK 

Construction Grants: 

A grant made September 14, 1984 for $1,932,000. This was 80.5% of 
the proposed project costs (see grant agreement fact sheet for 
proposed project description). 

The financial analysis for the project costs was as follows: 

TOTAL PORTION ATTRIBUTED 
PROJECT TO AWT (;1£ V,-,(t d 

W".te.w"'~u 

Capital Costs $2,500,000 $220,000 
I«:.~f'", e..f 

Annual 0 & M $108,000 $25,000 

Annual Capital Costs and 0 & M $212,800 $33,500 

Number of Households 710 710 

Annual Cost per Household $300 $47 

% Annual Household Income 1.9% 0.3% 

Design of facility is approximately 50% complete. WQB is concerned 
about plant operation and maintenance. The facility will require 
increased 0 & M over other alternatives. 
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Permits: 

On October 23, 1984, Bigfork received renewed MPDES permit MT-0020397. 
The permit included interim limits and final limits with a 1.0 mg/l total 
phosphorus limitation. 

On November 20, 1984, Bigfork submitted a compliance schedule setting 
forth dates when final effluent limits would be attained. Following is 
that Compliance Schedule: 

a) Completion of Facility Plan July, 1984 

b) Completion of Final Plans April 15, 1985 

c) Award of Contracts August 15, 1985 

d) Commencement of Construction November 15, 1985 

e) Completion of Major Construction Phase July 15, 1986 

f) Completion of All Construction September 15, 1986 

g) Attainment of Operational Status November 15, 1986 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
WATER QUALITY BUREAU 

SUBJECT: 

FROH: 

TO: 

TED SCHWINDEN, GOVERNOR 

GRANT AGRE~1ENT/fu"1ENm1ENT FACT SHEET 

Region VIII, Regional Administrator 
Concurrence of New Grant 

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 
Water Quality Bureau 

Project File 

Room A-206 
COGSWELL BUILDING 

HELENA, MONTANA 59620 

(406) 444-2406 

Grantee: Flathead County (Bigfork), 1-lontana 

Project Number: C300209-94 

Project Step: Step 2+3 

New Grant: $1,932,000.00 

Summary Narrative: 

a) Need: Bigfork is a small, unincorporated town of 1,589 summer residents 
in the proposed wastewater service area located on the northeast 
shore of the Flathead Lake at ihe mouth of Swan River. Wastewater 
generated within the proposed wastewater service area is treated 
either by an obsolete trickling filter treatment plant or by onsite 
treatment systems. The existing treatment facility is unable to 
meet its existing or future waste discharge permit limits. The 
effluent must meet secondary treatment standards as well as a 
phosphorus limit of 1.0 mg/l total phosphorus. The eXisting onsite 
systems are believed to inadequately remove phosphorus from the waste
water. 

b) Project Description: The proposed treatment facilities include the 
construction of the following facilities: flow equalization, raw 
sewage pumping, primary clarification, three-stage trickling filter, 
chemical addition for phosphorus removal, effluent filtration, dis
infection, surface disposal, aerobic digestion of sludge, sludge 
storage, and land application of sludge. • 

~jor Cost Items: 

a) Design Eng ineering • • • • • $ 120,300.00 
b) Construction Engineering •• • •• undetermined 
c) Construction ••••••••••••• $2,021,500.00 

Total Eligible Cost/EPA Share: $2,4000,000.00/$1,932,000.00 
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KALISPELL 

Construction Grants: 

Permits: 

A grant was made September 14, 1984 for $1,305,000. This was 75% of 
the proposed project costs (see grant agreement fact sheet for 
proposed project description). 

The financial analysis for the project costs was as follows: 

TOTAL PORTION ATTRIBUTED 
PROJECT TO AWT* 

Capital Costs $1,460,000 $1,045,000 

Annual 0 & M $102,000 $102,000 

Annual Capital Cost and 0 & M $159,000 $151,000 

Number of Households 3,725 3,725 

Annual Cost per Household 43** 41 

% Annual Household Income 0.3% 0.3% 

*Includes phosphorus and ammonia removal. 
**Excludes existing debt retirement and 0 & M: existing rates range 

from $10-15/mo/user. 

The design of the AWT facility was put on hold by the MDHES until 
completion of an intensive stream survey on Ashley Creek. 
Preliminary indications are that during certain periods of the year, 
discharge to Ashley Creek will not be permitted. 

A preliminary environmental review (PER) is being prepared for proposed 
permit modifications which will include a final effluent limitation of 
1.0 mg/l total phosphorus. The PER is scheduled for completion 
March 31, 1985. At that time, Kalispell's MOPES permit will be modified 
and require submittal of a compliance schedule setting forth dates when 
final effluent limits will be attained. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

WATER QUALITY BUREAU 

TED SCHWINDEN. GOVERNOR 

GRANT AGREEMENT/AHENDMENT FACT SHEET 

Region VIII, Regional Administrator 
Concurrence of New Grant 

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 
Water Quality Bureau 

Project File 

Grantee: Kalispell, Montana 

proj ec t Number: C300263-94 

Project Step: Step 2+3 

New Grant: $1,305,000.00 

Summary Narrative: 

Room A-206 
COGSWELL BUILDING 

HELENA. MONTANA 59620 

(406) 444-2406 

a) Need: The city of Kalispell, through extensive wastewater facilities 
planning, nas identified four major wastewater treatment deficiencies 
at their existing plant: sludge treatment; primary and secondary 
treatment; phosphorus removal; and ammonia removal. The city is 
currently constructing a new sludge handling system under an EPA 
grant. The city needs a more reliable and efficient pretreatment 
facility, phosphorus removal facility to achieve 1.0 mg/l total 
phosphorus to protect Flathead Lake water quality, and nitrification 
facilities to protect Ashley Creek from ammonia toxicity impacts. 

b) project Description: The primary and secondary improvements include new 
pretreatment facilities (i. e., rag and grit removal), expansion of 
the secondary aeration system, chlorination, standby power, and 
inplant piping. Phosphorus removal facilities include a ne\" 
flocculating clarifier; chemical storage, mixing, and metering 
equipment; and inplant piping to allow the flocculating clarifier to 
act as a backup secondary clarifier. Finally, illrunonia reduction will 
be accomplished by expanding the secondary aeration to achi~ve 
nitrification of the wastewater to a level that would maintain the 
instream unionized ammonia concentration below 0.1 mg/l. 

l1ajor Cost Items: 

a) Design Engineering. • • • • • .$ 90,400.00 
b) Construction Engineering • • .un.Jpproved at this time 
c) Construction....... • ••• $1,460,000.00 

Total Eligiole Cost/EPA Share: $1,740,000.00/$1,305,000.00 
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WHITEFISH 

Construction Grants: 

A grant was made September 14, 1984 for $1,294,700. This was 
approximately 75% of the proposed project costs (see grant agreement 
fact sheet for proposed project description). 

The financial analysis for the project costs was as follows: 

TOTAL PORTION ATTRIBUTED 
PROJECT TO AWT 

Capital Costs $1,778,000 $727,000 

Annual o & M $67,000 $47,000 

Annual Capital Costs and 0 & M $110,400 $64,800 

Number of Households 2,400 2,400 

Annual Cost per Household $62 $42 

% Annual Household Income 0.4% 3% 

*Excludes existing debt retirement and 0 & M--existing rates range 
from $5.50 to $9.63/mo for a minimum bill. 

The design engineers are reluctant to proceed with the design of the 
facility due to unproven technology. A specific allowance was made 
in the grant to allow field testing of the technology prior to full 
scale design and construction. The community has agreed to proceed 
with the preliminary testing which should be completed by the end of 
March. 

The City council and staff are very concerned about the high cost 
(0 & M) of the chosen alternative. 
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Permits: 

On December 5, 1984, Whitefish's MDPES permit MT-0020184 was renewed. The 
permit included final limits with a 1.0 mg/l total phosphorus effluent 
limitation. The permit required submittal of a compliance schedule by 
January 5, 1985. The city did not submit the required schedule. On 
January 16, 1985, the WQB sent Whitefish a certified letter, received on 
January 21, 1985, requiring compliance schedule submitted by 
February 21, 1985. No response to that letter has been received. 
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DEPART11ENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
""if WATER QUALITY BUREAU ~ 
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'\~~;/': HELENA, MONTANA 59620 

'~ (406) 444-2406 ~ 

SUBJECT: 

TO: 

GRANT AGREE~mNT/&~NDMENT FACT SHEET 

Region VIII, Regional Administrator 
Concurrence of New Grant 

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 
Water Quality Bureau 

project File 

Grantee: Whitefish, Montana 

project Number: C300206-94 

project Step: Step 2+3 

New Grant: $1,294,700.00 

Summary Narrative: 

a) Need: Supplements to the ltlhitefish Facility Plan investigated two wastewater 
treatment needs for the cityqf Whitefish. First, the city's main 
interceptor along the Whitefish River does not have sufficient 
capacity for wastewater and inflow generated in the city. Minor 
inflow reduction is cost-effective; however, the interceptor will 
continue to bypass raw sewage to the Whitefish River. Second, the 
state has determined that phosphorus is a limiting nutrient for algae 
growth in Flathead Lake. All upstream dischargers including ivhitefish 
must meet an effluent phosphorus limit of 1.0 mg/l. 

b) project Description: The \fuitefish River interceptor improvements include 
the replacement of 5,000 lineal feet of 15- and 18-inch sewer pipe 
with 18- to 30-inch sewer pipe, expanding the Columbia Avenue lift 
station and expanding the capacity of the force main. The phosphorus 
removal facilities at the existing aerated lagoons include chemical 
addition, mixing, flocculation and settling in the existing phased 
isolation ponds, and filtration. Field testing of the process to 
explore the possibility of an innovative technology determination is 
included. 

Hajor Cos t Items: 

a) Design Engineering. • •• • ••• $ 141,750.00 
b) Construction Engineering. .$ 78,000.00 
c) Construction •••••••• •• ••• $1,440,850.00 

Total Eligible cost/EPA Share: $1,722,000.00/$1,294,700.00 

~:J I OU~[ ()"PORTUNIT,' I \lPl OYf n 

.. 

' : .. :·.·.1'.· .. 

. ~~i··· 
ill 



Memo to Steven L. Pilcher 
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COLUMBIA FALLS 

Construction Grants: 

Permits: 

Secondary treatment facility has been constructed and 15 1n operation. 

Community has requested increased grant assistance to construct AWT 
facilities. Estimated project cost is $390,000. 

No financial analysis is available other than in WQB phosphorus 
strategy. Estimated cost per user is $2.50-$3.50/mo for phosphorus 
removal. 

WQB is unable to fund increase to grant until additional funds become 
available. This should occur prior to end of FY 85 (October, 1985). 

On January 25, 1985, the Columbia Falls MPDES permit Wf-0020036 was 
modified to include a final 1.0 mg/l total phosphorus limitation. The 
modified permit also required submittal of a compliance schedule setting 
forth dates where the total phosphorus limit would be attained. To date, 
a compliance schedule has not been received. 



Memo to Steven L. Pilcher 
February 28. 1985 
Page 10 

LAKESIDE 

Construction Grants: 

Permits: 

A grant was made August 21, 1984 for $2,385,600. This 'v am 
approximately 78% of the proposed project costs (see &!Z:'amtt <lgQt\!emJent 
fact sheet for proposed project description). 

The original project site was found to be unacceptablE:.. 'ffi11tDNiliorE. a 
new site and facility alternative analysis was require-i1; anlil J.\ID.~):Jjeited. 

The financial analysis of the revised project is as fIiU],m9>.: 

TOTAL 

Capital Costs $4,920, 00]) 

Annual 0 & M Costs $70,4@ 

Annual Capital Costs and 0 & M $585,69Il 

Number of Households 450-65Il 

Annual Cost per Household $365-$253l 

The wastewater treatment facilities will remove phosp:uuru:-s. ais; at 

result of land treatment. No additional facilities au~; (\ec":'>£:i;~_ 

No permit. 

Non-discharging facility. 



• Page 11 4iI 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

WATER QUALITY BUREAU 
~~~ Room A-206 

tf3~ ~-:._TE~.D_._S:C:HW:_IN--:S::-i-=NA:-'_G ___ Jo ___ v ___ EER:::--N_OO-::R=-F=---=-M--=-O-=-N:---::T-=A:-::---:N---::-A-=---.-:.-.-:.-.-.:-.:.:-.-.-.:C-.OG-.-.S:W-._E.LL_.-.B-.U_.I_LD;;IN::.G 

~f~~~~~~~~~~~~'/~~~-------
\.~~;~y HELENA, MONTANA 59620 

~~ (406) 444-2406 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

GRANT AGRE~lliNT/AMENDMENT FACT SHEET 

Region VIII, Regional Administrator 
Concurrence of New Grant 

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 
Water Quality Bureau 

,. 

Project File 

Grantee: Lakeside County Sewer District, Montana 

project Number: C300295-94 

Project Step: Step 2+3 

New Grant: $2,385,600.00 

Summary Narrative: 

a) Need: Lakeside is a small community of 1,538 residents located 
on the west shore of Flathead Lake. Wastewater treatment from 
individual onsite system? is inadequate which results in 
contamination of potable water wells, surfacing sewage, a public 
health hazard, and shore line algal blooms from nutrient loading. 
Onsite treatment systems are inappropriate for the Lakeside area 
due to the following limitations: 1) excessive soil permeability, 
2) shallow bedrock or impermeable layers, 3) seasonal shallow 
groundwater, 4) slopes greater than 15 percent, and 5) drain
field inundation. 

b) Project Description: The most cost-effective and environmentally 
sound alternative which was selected by the District included 
wastewater collection by conventional gravity sewers with 
several booster pump stations and one small pressure sewer 
area, treatment in aerated ponds, winter storage and disposal 
by summer spray irrigation. The system includes about 60,000 
lineal feet of sewer lines, 10 pump stations, 6,000 lineal 
feet of force main, a two-cell aerated pond and a storage cell 
located on 6 acres and a 110-acre spray disposal site. 

Major COst Items: 

a) 
b) 
c) 

Design Engineering. 
Construction Engineering •• 
Construction. • • • 

• .$ 233,900.00 
• .$ 185,000.00 
• .$2,591,400.00 

Total Eligible Cost/EPA Share: $3,014,300.00/$2,385,600.00 

··AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER· 
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Bureau of Reclamation: 

Hungry Horse Dam: 

Permits: 

On October 23, 1984, MPDES permit MT-0022578 was renewed for the Hungry Horse 
Dam facility (discharge from package wastewater treatment plant). The permit 
had interim and final limits. Final limits included a 1.0 mg/l total 
phosphorus limitation. On January 8, 1985, the WQB received the following 
compliance schedule from the Bureau of Reclamation: 

(a) Completion of design for modifications of present system-
July 8, 1985. 

(b) Equipment solicitations issued--August 1, 1985. 

(c) Start of system modification and equipment installation-
November 15, 1985. 

(d) Attainment of complete operational status and compliance with 
standards--January 1, 1986. 



March 22, 1985 

7 Edwards 
Helena, Montana 59601 
Ph. 406-443-5711 

TO: The Honorable Dorothy Eck, Chairman 
Senate Natural Resources Committee 

TESTIMONY ON HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 20 COMMEMORATING 50 YEARS OF 
SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION MOVEMENT IN MONTANA. 

The Conservation Districts have a very close working 
relationship with the Soil Conservation Service on a local and 
state level. The Districts rely heavily on the Soil Conservation 
Service for their technical expertise, development and maintenance 
of sound soil and water conservation measures. The Soil Conserva
tion Service not only benefits the agriculture community but all 
citizens of Montana. 

In the present light of Soil Conservation Service budget 
cuts, we the Association feel there is a need to recognize the 
Soil Conservation Service work they have done in the past 50 
years. 

Dave Donaldson 
Executive Vice President 

DD:dv 

SENATE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
EXHIBIT NO. __ <i~("3--= ___ _ 
DAT_E --O=3""",,a~a~8Bu--__ 
Bill NO._ HJR dO 



DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

CONSERVATION DISTRICTS DIVISION 

TED SCHWINDEN, GOVERNOR 32 SOUTH EWING 

---gNEOFMON~NA---------
(406) 444-6667 HELENA, MONTANA 59620 

HJR 20 

Madam Chairman, rrembers of the committee, my name is Ray 

Beck, I represent the Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation. 

The Soil Conservation Service has provided valuable 

assistance and technical expertise to Montana since they were 

established 50 years ago. This is one federal agency that has 

had very few confrontations with citizens of this state. Almost 

everyone that has worked with or received assistance from SCS 

will state that they were very professional and helpful with 

their assistance. 

We work with the Soil Conservation Service on a daily, and, 

many times, on a hourly basis. We feel that they definitely 

deserve this recognition through House Joint Resolution #20. 

I would like to urge this Committee's support for HJR 20. 

Thank you. 

/1 
(~\~ 

t 

Ray Beck 

SENATE NATUh;;L RESOU''''>'S CDMMITIEE 

EXHIBIT NO. <../ ~ 
DATLE __ ~O~3!.5::::91~~~B.u5er-_-

HJ8~O crP 8IU- t&lt&OL_-~rI-!-~~---"",,-.ot-'_&9'oph~ 
·AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 



MONTANA 

FARM BUREAU 
FEDERATION 

502 South 19th 

TESTIMONY BY: 

Bozeman. Montana 59715 
Phone (406) 587-3153 

Alan Eck 
---------------------------

BILL # HJR-20 DATE 3/22/85 

SUPPORT XXX OPPOSE ------ -------

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, 11m Alan Eck representing 

the Montana Farm Bureau Federation. We would like to go on record as 

strongly supporting HJR-20. Thank you. 

'\ j 
}}''-)v~\-,--, '--- ENAlf NATURAL RESOURCES CO 

SIGNED EXHIBIT NO., __ --...::....:.. __ _ 

- FARMERS AND RANCHERS UNITED - DATE 0:3d~85 



MONTANA 

FARM BUREAU 
FEDERATION 

502 South 19th Bozeman. Montana 59715 
Phone (406) 587·3153 

TESTIMONY BY: Alan Eck ----------------------------
BILL /} HJR-25 DATE 3/22/85 

--~::..=.....::::.=---

SUPPORT XXX ---'-------
OPPOSE ______ _ 

t1r. Cha i rman and members of the comm; ttee, for the record my name ; s 

Alan Eck. 11m representing the Montana FArm Bureau Federation. The Farm 

Bureau strongly supports HJR-25. We feel that it expresses our long standing 

policy supporting multiple use management of ~~M our resources. Thank You. 

SENAT£ NATURAL RESOURCES COMMlrrEE 
EXHIBIT NO. <../13 

SIGNED 

DATE. __ -lo.OS~d,.a.!~~8 .. 5~ __ 
BIU NO __ ----:.H:~JLURr..!:::~::u;,5L_ __ 

-...... f/,.) .. 
(~i -

- FARMERS AND RANCHERS UNITED -
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MADAME CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE CO~~~ITTEE: 

For the record, my name is Jill Rohyans, Vice President of 

the Helena Astronomical Society. Even though viewing of 

Halley's Cornet will be marginal, at best, in Hontana, we 

certainly wholeheartedly support the bill. 

Actually, the most important part of the bill is the part 

that causes most people to grin when they read the bill. 

Light pollution is the bane of all astronomers, amateur 

and pro~essional. Palomar Observatory is experiencing 

serious light pollution problems and the work being done 

there is in jeopardy. Elaborate plans are being formulated 

with cities in the area for dimming of lights in order to 

preserve some quality night viewing. 

Halley's Comet will be so dim, with only the tail portion 

visible in Montana, that we "need all the help we can get". 

If you want to see a graphic demonstration, please feel free 

to attend a public viewing by the Helena Astronomical Society 

March 23, 7:30 p.m. at Rossiter School ~', Saturday night, 
~ 
2 

in the Helena Valley. Members of the Society will be there 8 

with a variety of telescopes as well as some beautiful 

nebulae, and galaxies for your viewing pleasure. 

One note - look up and see if you can see the stars before 

leave horne, (no, telescopes can't see through clouds), and 

very very warmly. 



( 

HALLEY'S COMET: A SPACE SPECTACU1AIL 
above the Earth in 1910) which bears the and binoculars! This trip, Halley will have 

The New Year 1985 will see the start of name of the 18th century British astron- been watched, measured, pictured and 
a space spectacular destined to be the orner Sir Edmond Halley. It was Halley who analyzed millions of times by most of the I.' 
most widely observed celestial event in first chronicled that the comets that had world's professional astronomers and 
human history. appeared in 1531, 1607 and 1682 behaved in thousands on thousands of its amateurs. 

Last seen by the naked eye as it sped the same way and must therefore be the Why? 
away from the Earth more than seven same comet returning in a cycle of 76 years. Simply stated, there is nothing in the 
decades ago, Halley's Comet is now racing By the time the comet fades from heavens like a comet. It was first reportedl;,' ' 
from beyond the Planet Pluto toward its sight as it speeds away from the Earth in seen In 240 B.C. and has been linked with ' 
76-year reunion with the Earth. late May ofl986, hundreds of millions of some of the most awesome and important 

Few events in the heavens can rival the world's populace will have seen it with events in earth's brief history. It is a 
this apparition (last seen in the skies the naked eye or-better-with telescopes . , c'". • Conu ...... ,pagi i 

PljilldJiUlfflfi1#MltJ!~'Ji_d 
time. Perhaps in this molecular D:-;A of 

SPAC~ SPfCIACULAR ~!~~~s~:~~\\~WilldiScomcluestoour 
fconldjrom p. 1) 

celestial historian, whose 76 year orbit so 
parallels the passage of one human life 
span that it reminds us all of the passing 
of another marker of time and the start of 
anew age. 

Among the millions, perhaps billions, 
of comets there is nothing that captures 
the imagination like Halley. 

Halley swarms with exotic dust 
particles and complex molecules of sodium, 
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen 
that have been part of it since the dawn of 

COMET STAMP 
PROPOSED 

"I know of no other astronomical 
effort even comparable to the gathering 
interest in Halle~" said the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory's Ray Newburn, Jr. 

Besides the extensive ground-based 
efforts the study will include close-in 
measurements and photographs to be nrade 
by five spacecraft-one from the European 
Space Agency, two from Japan and two I' 

from the Soviet Union. The U.S. will use an 
eXisting satellite and the Space Telesco!Je 
in its efforts to gather data on Halley. 

The comet will best be seen from e:arth 

,.-""-"'" 
".--~ 

~-'" 
~. 

~' 

Halley's Comet Watch '86 has proposed 
to the U.S. Postal Service that a Christmas 
stamp be issued to commemorate the 
1985-86 return of Halley's Comet, suggest
ing Giotto di Bondone's masterpiece, The 
Adoration of the Magi, (pictured at right), 
which depicts the 1301 return of Halley's 
Comet, be used. 

Your support for the "Giotto Christmas 
Stamp" will help. Please write your congres
sional representative or the Citizen's Stamp 
Advisory Committee, cfiJ Stamps Division. 
U.S. Postal Service, Washington, nco 20260. 

WHAT ISA COMET:' rcunl'dJrom p. 5) 

nn Arrilll, 1986. On April 24th the world 
will ve treated to an even more wondrouj~ 
sight. On that night Halley's Comet will ' 
visible in the same region of the sky as t 
full [noon which will be undergoing a total 
eclipse by the ~arth. , 

But in all these scientific details, Ifi 
perhaps nothing better captures the' 
fascination man has always r..:.;! with thi 
comet's passing than a comment by 
William Safire in a recent A'ew iark T~ 
article headed: "Halley's Sure Thing": .' 
"Some things can be depended upon. . .. ,' 
[ncertainty may be our lot and doubt . 
be au/' state. but the reassuring regularity 
of Ha!ley's Comet justifies hope;' 

WHAT IS A COMET? I' 
Comets have been taken as portents 

of doom since 467 B.C. when the Chinese 
recorded the first one streaking a~ross I""·· " 
the sky. Halley's comet, history's most t 
famous, was thought to have foretold th 
destruction of Jerusalem when it appea c 
in A.1l66, the Norman conquest of Britain _ 
in 106~ and the fall of Cons~ntin.ople t~I'" , 
Turks In 1456. Today comets InSpire,," ,.:
considerably more fascination than fea • .., 

Astronomers discover about four new 
comets a year, but scientists know less ::t;; 

about the interior of a comet than about 
the inside of an atom. For 30 years the 
accepted theory has been that they are 
clumps of dust and frozen gas that 
~eptune and L'ranus pushed out to the 
deep freeze of outer space; they visit Earth 
when a passing star knocks them out of 
hibernation, 

COMET CALENDAR 

Some stray so much from their 
predicted orbits that they return to Earth 
days later than expected-an eternity in 
the precise science of orbital mechanics. 
Halley's comet changes its 76-year orbit by 
up to four days. 

1985 NOV. First close approach; visible all night through binoculars/small telescopes. 
1985 DEC. First naked-eye sighting, in evening. 
1986 JAN. 1·20. ~aked-eye in dark skies: early evening. ;I 
1986 FEB. 9. Perihelion (comet disappears behind sun). II 
1986 FEB. 20-MAR.15, Reappears before dawn, naked-eye with rapidly lengthen:q,g taiL 
1986 MAR_15-25. Best for those above lat. 35° N., in SE for a few hours pre-daw " 

tail near longest. ~I' 
1986 APR.I0-ll. Closest approach to earth, but also farthest south. ~. 
1986 APR. 12·26. Comes rapidly north; shortening tail and dimming, but visible for' h 

. of night; moon becomes problem. 
1986 APR_ 26-MAY 4_ Last naked-eye view; visible much of night. 
1986 MAY-AUG. Seen in small telescopes until lost in sun's glare. 



Frot the PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER 
Septenber 15, 1984 

Too much light 
To the Editor: 

Before William Penn founded 
this city, men were staring into 
the night sky observing the won
ders of the heavens. Today, mariy 
people in .lhis city continue. to 
enjoy astronomy. However, the 
dark. beautiful skies of the past 
have gradually been getti.ng 
brighter and brIghter in Phila
delphia and most other cities; 

The many high-voltage str~et 
lights and other sources of light 
combine to form light pollution. 

This light pollution acts like 
smog as it blocks out many stars. 
most meteors and the beautiful 
tails. of comets. To see these 
things, a person must travel far 
away from this city. 

It is a shame that in 1986, when 
Halley's Comet returns, intereSt
ed people will have to travel far 
from the light-polluted city to get 
a view of this beautiful obJect. I 

. think that if the city reduces the 
brightness of street lights' and 
removes unnecessary ligbtmg it 
will give us all a better view of 
the night sky. It will also save 
money on energy costs. 

RONALD KAUFMANN 
Philadelphia. 



Senate Natural Resources Committee 
March 22, 1985 

Testimony on House Joint Resolution 27 
. 

A~ ~ 't JA~ ~ '+kLCblNlYY\-ct-c&1L 

My name is Betsy Spettigue. Today,I am representing Dr. Gerald 

Wheeler in support of House Joint Resolution 27. Dr. Wheeler has 

been the Director of the Science-Math Resource Center at Montana 

State University for the past 10 years. The Resource Center's 

main purpose is providing "science for the public", especially to 

the young. The appearance of Halley's Comet affords the Resource 

Center a unique educa~l opportunity. This event can be shared 

with Montanans, young and old alike, statewide. But we need your 

help .•• to encourage all Montanans to dim or extinguish non-

essential outdoor lighting during the times Halley's will be 

visible in Montana's skies. The Resource Center can help 

publicize these times through their newsletter to 1,200 science 

and math public school teachers reaching 30,000 students and 

on the Center's weekly television program on Astronomy. 

I hope you concur and give House Joint Resolution 27 a "do pass" 

Thank you. 

I would just like to add, that as a private citizen, I too am 

interested in the best possible viewing opportunities of Halley's 

Comet in my lifetime and urge you to support House Joint 
SENATE NATURAL RESOUn.~:S COMMITIEE 
EXHIBIT No. __ ~-=-B=--____ _ Resolution 27. Thanks! 

DATI-.-E _~Oo<..Ji5o..L:~:::>';~:::;I,,8 .... 5=--__ _ 
BILL NO_. __ \:......:..t=-J.:..:;,.R..:::;..;~--'JL.-__ 



~ n Montana State University 
~ Bozeman, Montana 59717·0001 

Science/Math Resource Center Telephone (406) 994·3580 

8 March 1985 

Senate Education & Cultural Resources Committee 

Dear Sirs: 

We strongly support the proposed resolution to dim our Montana 
I ights so that our citizens may see Hal ley's Comet. 

The Science/Math Resource Center is a basic source of information 
for al I science and math publ ic school teachers In Montana. With 
the passage of this bi I I, we wil I be able to help over 30,000 
youn~sters experience this once-in-a-I ifetime event. 

~s i :~=~et;1 y" ~:.cr'J~"1 -:; 
/' jZ1c .. J~I f /Ut--t:~-

qr er d Whee er 
. ector of the Science/Math 

Resource Center 

SENATE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMlTIEE 

"q EXHIBIT NO. ___ --'-______ -

DAT£L_-~O:!S3~~==~~8"'=:::>~--
BILL No __ .!-M~J~R!....::~:::....7!..--_-



~ n Montana State University 
~ Bozeman, Montana 59717 

Department of Physics 
College of Letters and Science 

Telephone (406) 994-3614 

TO: Senate Education and Cultural Resources Committee 
FROM: Georgeanne R. Caughlan, Professor Emeritus U " __ /) (?"J~ A/./ .~ 

H J . I· 27 ~,..,,;t.,v~""r!A,.- Ir. -K-€:b'L u'//4L, RE: ouse o1nt Reso ut10n { . 
DATE: March 6, 1985 

I strongly support HJR 27 asking for a decrease in light pollution 
during the visit of Halley's comet. 

The physics department at MSU plans on having some public observ
ing sessions when we can determine that a good view of the comet in 
binoculars or our 8" telescopes will be possible. 

It will be important to have dark skies to observe the faint object 
well above our southwest horizon in the evenings as it approaches the 
Sun from November 1985 to January 1986. After its February perihelion 
passage, it will be a brighter object with a greater tail as it recedes 
from the Sun and will be visible in March and April 1986 in the south 
to southeast shortly before morning twilight; however, for observers 
at our 450 43' N latitude, it will be quite close to the horizon, and 
light pollution will make it extremely difficult to observe. 

We hope the Bozeman City Commission and the University Administration 
will heed the plea to reduce light pollution to a minimum in the town 
and on the campus so we can enjoy this once in a lifetime visit of Halley. 

cc: R. J. Swenson 
W. J. Tietz 
E. D. Rice 
K. L. Weaver 

SENATE NATURAL RESOURr.ES COMMITTEE 

EXHIBIT NO.~O ..... ~-----
03;<~8~ u .. ___ _ 

t"tJR al 
DATE 
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